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ABSTRACT

Mesozoic Geology of the Sand Springs Range,
West-central Nevada

by

Joseph I. Satterfield

Mesozoic structures and rock types mapped at a scale of 1:80000 in the Sand
Springs Range (SSR), west-central Nevada, differ from those in adjacent allochthons.
SSR structures and rock types contrast with those in better-known exposures in the
Sierra Nevada to the west and in the Luning-Fencemaker thrust belt to the east.
Cenozoic igneous rocks in the SSR are steeply tilted. However all Cenozoic-preCenozoic contacts are fault or intrusive contacts and Cenozoic structures have not
tilted or rotated pre-Cenozoic structures. Pre-Cenozoic rocks include: a) greenschist
facies tcctonitcs, b) amphibolite facies tcctonitcs, c) unmctamorphosed JurassicCretaceous basalt, and d) post-tectonic, Late Cretaceous granitoid plutons. Tectonitcs
include: carbonate rocks, black slate/schist, felsic and mafic volcanic and volcanogenic
rocks, and intrusive rocks. Three Triassic successions, two Jurassic successions, and
three successions of unknown, Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic age arc recognized within
tectonites in individual fault blocks. Most successions can be placed within an overall
Triassic-Jurassic stratigraphic section which appears consistent throughout the Sand
Springs lithotectonic assemblage, the allochthon or terrane which includes the SSR.
Rock types and depositional environments of the Sand Springs assemblage differ from

age-equivalent sections in adjacent allochthons, implying large displacements on
bounding faults.
Three generations of Mesozoic structures in the SSR, D 1, D 2, and D3, are
distinguished by direct superposition. Middle-Late Jurassic D 1 structures include mapand outcrop-scale folds, faults, and pervasive metamorphic foliations and lineations of
unknown original orientation. Late Jurassic-Cretaceous D 2 structures arc nmtheasttrending map- and outcrop-scale folds and low-angle faults. Late Jurassic-Cretaceous
D3 structures are northwest-trending, map- and outcrop-scale folds. An angular
unconformity separates tectonites deformed only in D 1 from Jurassic-Cretaceous basalt
only deformed in D 2 and D3 • D2 and D3 structures are characteristic of the LuningFencemaker thrust belt, while D 1 structures, which predate D 2 by a large time span, are
possibly correlative to Middle-Late Jurassic structures widespread in westernmost
Nevada and the Sierra Nevada. If D 1 is a Sierra Nevada deformation event, then
Luning-Fencemaker thrusting must postdate Middle-Late Jurassic deformation in the
Sierra Nevada.
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D3 structures are northwest-trending, map- and outcrop-scale folds. An angular
unconformity separates tectonites deformed only in D1 from Jurassic-Cretaceous basalt
only deformed in D 2 and D3 • D 2 and D3 structures are characteristic of the LuningFencemaker thrust belt, while D1 structures, which predate D2 by a large time span, are
possibly correlative to Middle-Late Jurassic structures widespread in westernmost
Nevada and the Sierra Nevada. If D1 is a Sierra Nevada deformation event, then
Luning-Fencemaker thrusting must postdate Middle-Late Jurassic deformation in the
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1
INTRODUCTION

The Sand Springs Range in west-central Nevada contains structures of a
Jurassic deformation event previously little known in this area of Mesozoic exposure
east of the Sierran arc. Folds and faults of this mid-Jurassic event predate the two
main phases of deformation of the Luning-Fencemaker fold and thrust belt (Oldow,
1983, 1984a). Luning-Fencemaker deformation occurred during the Late Jurassic
through Early Cretacous (Oldow, 1984a) and is well-documented in many localities in
northwestern Nevada. Unlike typical Luning-Fencemaker structures, early deformation
in the Sand Springs Range (SSR) was accompanied by greenschist and amphibolite
facies metamorphism and high strains. In the SSR an angular unconformity separates
highly deformed, pre-Luning-Fencemaker belt tectonites from unmetamorphosed
volcanic rocks deformed only in Luning-Fencemaker structures.
Based on reconnaissance, pre-Luning-Fencemaker structures found in the SSR
may be widespread within a belt of metamorphic rocks exposed in western Nevada
and eastern California, including part of the Sierra Nevada. Thus, constraints on the
mid-Jurassic timing, high strain, and styles of folds and faults in the SSR are critical
when assembling a regional synthesis of Mesozoic deformation in the Sierra Nevada
arc and backarc.
The SSR contains large exposures of Mesozoic greenschist and amphibolite
facies metamorphic tectonites, small exposures of Jurassic-Cretaceous basalt overlying
the angular unconformity, large, post-tectonic Cretacous granitoid plutons, and
Cenozoic igenous rocks in fault or intrusive contact with all other units. Primary
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compositions and structures within tectonites are recognizable to varying degrees.
Numerous stratigraphic successions of map units can be assembled from individual
fault blocks. Many SSR stratigraphic successions can be placed within an overall
Triassic and Jurassic section which appears similar to known and allowably ageequivalent rocks in adjacent exposures of the same regional allochthon or terrane, but
different from better known Mesozoic successions in other allochthons in western
Nevada.
A primary objective of this study is to present complete, systematic
descriptions of rock types and structures in the SSR. This study first summarizes the
regional setting and structural framework of the SSR. Then the Cenozoic geology of
the range is briefly presented. The following section describes pre-Cenozic rock units
in terms of: a) primary sedimentary or igneous features, b) metamorphic mineral
assemblages, and c) interpretations of how they fit into a Triassic and Jurassic
stratigraphic succession. The next section describes each of three phases of Mesozoic
deformation in the range. The final section discusses kinematic interpretations of each
phase and includes evidence supporting the hypothesis that in the SSR LuningFencemaker deformation phases postdate Middle to Late Jurassic deformation
widespread in westernmost Nevada. Middle to Late Jurassic deformation in
westernmost Nevada has been correlated with coeval deformation in the Sierra Nevada
(e.g., Oldow et al., 1984; Wright and Fahan, 1988).

3
Location

The Sand Springs Range (SSR) is a small mountain range in west-central
Nevada (60 km long, 10-15 km wide, 2600 ft maximum vertical relief) within the
Mesozoic marine province of the northwestern Great Basin. Rocks of the Mesozoic
marine province (MMP), exposed in numerous mountain ranges in western Nevada
(Fig. 1), were deposited in a backarc basin east of the Sierran arc (Speed, 1978).
Others have termed the MMP the Star Peak- Luning basin (Burchfiel et al., 1992), the
Fencemaker I Luning basin (Elison, 1991), and the Sailor Canyon basin (which
includes at least the western part of the MMP; Schweickert and Lahren, 1990). As
originally summarized by Speed (1978) and Oldow (1984a) the MMP was the site of
marine deposition from the Early Triassic into the mid-Jurassic: carbonate and cratonderived siliciclastic sediments were deposited on its eastern flanks, while volcanic
rocks, volcanogenic sediments, and interstratified carbonate sediments were deposited
to the west. A wide range of depositional environments, from intertidal - supratidal to
deep basinal, have been documented in Triassic and Early Jurassic rocks in various
part of the MMP (Oldow et al., 1993; Oldow, 1984a).
In the mid-Jurassic through the Early Cretaceous, the MMP was complexly
deformed during a protracted history of regional shortening, probably in a
transpressional tectonic setting in which a major strike-slip fault, the Pine Nut fault,
and large-displacement Luning-Fencemaker thrust faults were active at the same time
(Oldow et al., 1984). Large-displacement faults divide MMP exposures into eight
lithotectonic assemblages; areas containing a unique stratigraphic section and/or a

4

Figure 1. Pre-Cenozoic exposures in the Mesozoic marine province of the

northwestern Great Basin and the northern Sierra Nevada. Slash pattern identifies
granitoid plutons. Lithotectonic assemblages bound by thrust faults of the LuningFencemaker thrust belt and by Mesozoic strike-slip faults are labeled. Figure is
slightly modified from Oldow et al. (1993).
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distinctive series of structures (Oldow, 1984a). The Sand Springs Range lies within
the Sand Springs lithotectonic assemblage (Fig. 1; Oldow, 1984a). Others have
proposed different terrane or allochthon boundaries and names within the MMP (e.g.,
Speed, 1978; Speed et al., 1988 (northern MMP); Dilek et al., 1988; Speed et al.,
1989; Silberling, 1991). One reason allochthon boundaries remain disputed and poorly
located is the scarcity in large areas of the MMP of detailed structural studies. In the
Sand Springs assemblage, detailed studies on Mesowic structures outside the SSR
have been completed only at Mystery Ridge (Gelber, 1985) and in the Copper Hill
Mining District of the northern Gillis Range (Satterfield, J.I. and Oldow, J.S.,
unpublished data; Hardyman, 1980).
The Sand Springs lithotectonic assemblage (SSA) is named after the largest
Mesowic exposure within, the SSR (Fig. 2). The SSA includes most of the Sand
Springs terrane of Silberling (1991) and an area of "basinal volcanogenic and
associated sediments facies" of Speed et al. (1989). The SSA is bounded by thrust
faults of the Luning-Fencemaker fold and thrust belt on the north, east, and south and
by the Pine Nut fault on the west (Oldow, 1984a).

Fault boundaries are typically

covered by Cenowic volcanic rocks, sedimentary rocks and sediments and, as a result,
must be inferred from differences in structural history and stratigraphy documented
within localities on each side. The polyphase sequence of structures in the Sand
Springs Range described in this paper is unique to the SSA (Oldow and Gelber, 1987;
Oldow et al., 1993). Sparse data suggest that the stratigraphy of the SSA is also
unique: fragmentary sections of Upper Triassic and Lower Jurassic rocks in the SSA

7

Figure 2. Pre-Cenozoic exposures in the southern part of the Sand Springs

lithotectonic assemblage. Slash pattern identifies Mesozoic granitic plutons.
Localities in northern Gillis Range: Copper Hill Mining District is on south flank
of granitoid pluton; Gillis Canyon is on north flank of pluton; Hidden Wash is
elongate, northwest-trending exposure to east.
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were deposited in deep-marine environments of deposition unlike coeval shallowmarine facies exposed in adjacent assemblages (Fig. 1; Oldow et al., 1993). The
fragmentary stratigraphic section and sequence of structures characteristic of the SSA
have been documented prior to this study in several small exposures in the southern
SSA (Fig. 2): in the northern Gillis Range (Satterfield and Oldow, unpublished
mapping; Hardyman, 1980; Silberling, 1984), at Mystery Ridge and the Black Hills
(Gelber, 1985; Oldow and Gelber, 1987), at Copper Mountain (Oldow, unpublished
mapping), and in the La Plata Canyon Quadrangle in the southern Stillwater Range
(John and Silberling, 1994).
Approximately 150 km 2 of Mesozoic, Paleozoic(?), and Cenozoic rocks in the
Sand Springs Range (SSR) were mapped at a scale of 1:8000 during this study. The
northern and southern SSR are separate map areas (Fig. 3; Plates 1, 2) on the north
and south flanks of the Sand Springs pluton, a Late Cretaceous (Schilling, 1964; this
study) granitoid batholith in the middle of the range covering about 250 km 2 • PreCenozoic rocks are bounded and crosscut by Cenozoic faults and igneous rocks.
High-angle and low-angle faults juxtapose Cenozoic intrusive rocks and tuff against
pre-Cenozoic rocks; several prominent faults are shown on Figure 3. Prior to this
study some of the structures and lithologic units shown on Plates 1 and 2 had been
mapped, although at smaller scales or in small areas of gold and tungsten ore
mineralization. The northern SSR was included on a 1:125,000-scale map of the
southern Stillwater Range (Page, 1965). A 1:31,600-scale (approximate) map of the
southern SSR and descriptions of structures and rock types were prepared by Banaszak
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Figure 3. Generalized geologic map of the Sand Springs Range. Areas and localities

mentioned in text are identified. Symbols: post-D 1 , pre-D 2 angular unconformity at
the base of J(?)b, thin line with adjacent dots; major D2 faults, heavy lines with
teeth on upper plates; Cenozoic high angle faults, heavy lines with bells on
downthown sides.
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(1969). Brief descriptions of structures and rock types in the range as a whole were
published in Willden and Speed (1974) and much of the range shown on their 1:125,
000-scale map of Churchill County (the southern half of the southern SSR falls within
Mineral County). Small areas of ore deposits in the range shown on published largescale maps include: a portion of the Sand Springs Mining District (northern SSR;
Willden and Speed, 1974), the Stardust claims (northern SSR; Stager and Tingley,
1988), and the Nevada Scheelite Mine area (southern SSR; Stager and Tingley, 1988).
Plates 1 and 2 in general confirm the location of previously mapped contacts but show
some contacts to be different types, such as intrusive or fault rather than depositional,
from earlier mapping. Relative timing relations inferred in part from Plates 1 and 2
also differ from some previous work: this study documents that Cretaceous plutons
postdate all major phases of Mesozoic deformation while Banaszak (1969) and
Willden and Speed (1974) interpreted much of the deformation and metamorphism
near the Cretaceous Sand Springs pluton to be caused by its emplacement.

Major Structural Divisions within the SSR

Three generations of Mesozoic structures are distinguished by direct
superposition and are designated D 1, D2 and D3 from oldest to youngest. Map-scale
and outcrop-scale folds and faults are associated with each phase, except D 3 which
lacks documented faults. A penetrative foliation, S 1 , is axial-planar to D 1 folds and is
found throughout the study area. Bedding, S0 , is often preserved and typically is
subparallel to S1 • D2 and D3 structures are characteristic of the Luning-Fencemaker

,
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fold and thrust belt (Fig. 1; Oldow, 1984a) and overprint D 1 structures.
The fundamental Mesozoic structural units in the SSR are the upper plates of
ten mapped or inferred D2 thrust faults designated n1 through n10 (Figs. 4, 5). The
structurally lowest to highest nappes in the southern SSR are numbered n1 to n8 (Fig.
6). The lower and upper plates of a thrust fault at the base of klippen in the northern
SSR are designated n9 and nlO (Fig. 4). No obvious correlation can be made between
n9 and n10 in the northern SSR and n1 - n8 in the southern SSR (Fig. 3).
Each of the D2 nappes contains from up to six Mesozoic fault blocks bounded
by faults active during D 1• Complex post-D 1 structures have reoriented D 1 faults and
their original orientation and kinematic significance are not known. Where D 1 fault
blocks are exposed, they are designated by a subscripted a - d within each numbered
D2 nappe. As an example n2 contains a single D 1 fault separating n2 into two D 1 fault
blocks designated n2a and n2b. When upper and lower plates of typically steep D 1
faults can be distinguished, earlier letters of the alphabet signify structurally lower D 1
fault blocks. Fault block boundaries are speculative when covered by post-D 1 units.
Figure 6 summarizes known and inferred vertical and lateral relations between each D 1
and D2 fault shown on Plates 1 and 2 and summarizes the nomemclature used for the
nappe framework of the SSR. Structural and stratigraphic data for each D 1 fault block
are compiled in Appendix I.
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Figure 4. Mesowic fault blocks n9 through nlOc in the northern SSR. Fault block

numbering system is described in text. Faults dotted where covered. Geologic
map units shown: Qa, Quaternary alluvium; Ti, Cenowic igneous rocks; slash
pattern, Cretacous granite; KJb, Cretaceous-Jurassic porphyritic basalt
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Figure 5. Mesozoic fault blocks nl through n8 in the southern SSR. Numbering

system is described in text. Faults dotted where covered. Geologic map units
shown: Qa, Quaternary alluvium; Ti, Cenozoic igneous rocks; Kg (slash pattern),
Cretaceous granite.
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Figure 6. Chart summarizing relations between Mesozoic fault blocks. Numbers and

letters refer to individual fault blocks located on Figures 4 and 5.
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CENOZOIC GEOLOGY
Rock Types

Crystal-lithic tuff, rhyolitic intrusions, and basalt and/or andesite flows arare the
dominant Cenozoic rock types exposed in the SSR. Glassy black to weathered I purple
to tan quartz-feldspar-lithic tuff exposed in the southeastern and southwestern flanks of
the southern SSR is separated by low- and high-angle faults from Cretaceous
granitoids and Mesozoic tectonites. Tuff consists of 40% euhedral quartz and feldspar
phenocrysts in subequal proportions, sparse biotite phenocrysts, and trace to 40% pale
yellow - white - glassy black flattened pumice clasts within 20 to 60% aphanitic,
glassy to dull matrix. Quartz and feldspar phenocrysts range from 1 - 3 mm in
diameter; pumice clast lengths range from 3 to 15 em.

A pervasive compaction

foliation is defined by flattened pumice clasts. Cooling units identified by vitrified
bases are

~15

- 25 m thick within ::;;850 m-thick, fault-bound exposures. This unit has

been mapped in the SSR as the Oligocene or Miocene tuff of Gabbs Valley (Ekren
and Byers, 1986) and as the Early Miocene tuff of Arc Dome (Black et al., 1991).
White to light gray to yellow quartz-feldspar porphyry dikes, sills, and large
plutons intrude Cenozoic lithic crystal tuff and pre-Cenozoic metamorphic tectonites in
the northern and southern SSR. Over 12 discrete plutons are mapped at the 1:24,000
scale (Plate 1). Large exposures are intrusions because they display irregular contacts
which abruptly change dip and because they include several meter-wide dikes of the
same composition which extend into the country rock at a high angle to the mapped
contact. Rhyolitic intrusions consist of 1 to 10% euhedral and embayed quartz and
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feldspar phenocrysts, rare biotite phenocrysts, and rare rounded quartz-feldpar pqlorphyry
clasts in an aphantic matrix. Elongate vugs are abundant in a few exposures. QlQuartz
and feldspar phenocrysts are 1 mm in diameter, clasts are 0.1 to several mm in

1

diameter, and vugs are 3 - 4 em long. Locally abundant convoluted parallel layeyering 3
- 10 em thick is interpreted to be a flow foliation. This unit is Cenozoic becausese it
crosscuts Cenozoic crystal-lithic tuff, and has been mapped as the Miocene rhyo1olite of
Rawhide (Ekren and Byers, 1986). This map. unit has been correlated to a rhyoblitic
tuff in the Terrill Mountains 25 km to the west which is crosscut by a 21.2 Ma
intrusion (K-Ar on biotite; Willden and Speed, 1974).
Dark brown to red-brown vessicular basalt and/or andesite flows of limiteted
areal extent in <:reas mapped overlie large Cenozoic rhyolitic plutons. Stratificatiltion
within the basalt and/or andesite flows is parallel to their planar contacts. Generally
aphanitic basalt locally contains euhedral feldspar phenocrysts and 0 - 90% elongate
vugs. Thin-sections of this unit in Churchill County contain olivine, pyroxene, and
labradorite phenocrysts or pyroxene, hornblende, and plagioclase phenocrysts in
andesitic samples (Willden and Speed, 1974). Feldspar phenocrysts are 1 - 2 mm
long; vessicles are 1 - 4 em long. Flattened vessicles define a compaction foliation
within approximately 10 - 20 m-thick flows. In areas mapped vessicular basalt is >50
m thick. This unit has been dated at 12.2 Ma and 17.6 Ma elsewhere in Churchill
County (Willden and Speed, 1974). In addition to the 3 Cenozoic map units described
above, several small mafic intrusions crosscut Cenozoic units.
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Structures
Cenozoic low-angle and high-angle faults crosscut Cenozoic and Mesozoioic
rocks. Low angle faults are best exposed in the southern SSR as contacts of Cerenozoic
lithic-crystal tuff. Low-angle fault surfaces are at a high angle to consistently steteep
dipping compaction foliation in overlying lithic-crystal tuff. Faults truncate steeply
dipping boundaries of cooling units in their upper plate and a Cretaceous granitic
pluton, S1, and pre-Cenozoic metamorphic tectonite contacts in their lower plate. A
low-angle fault dips 7° SW along the western margin of the range, while faults along
the eastern margin dip gently eastward. Individual faults are tracable over six
kilometers. Senses of offset on low-angle faults in the SSR are unknown. Low-angle
faults in the northern Gillis Range and Gabbs Valley Range (Fig. 2), which separate
steeply tilted Cenozoic rocks from a pre-Cenozoic basement untilted in the Cenzoic,
are interpreted to be decollement surfaces at the base of transtensional nappes within a
strike-slip fault zone (Hardyman and Oldow, 1991). Crosscutting relations indicate
low-angle faulting in the southern SSR began no earlier than Oligocene - Early
Miocene.
High-angle faults which dissect the entire SSR offset Cenozoic map units,
Cenozoic low-angle faults, and pre-Cenozoic map units and structures. In general they
produce topographic saddles and rangefront scarps (Plates 1, 2). Locally they are
several meter-thick zones of fault breccia, commonly containing gold-silver (Willden
and Speed, 1974), cinnabar, quartz, or jasper mineralization. High-angle faults strike
northwest and northeast to north-northeast. Several prominent faults in the northern
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and southern SSR have arcuate traces which vary from east-west to north-northeaeast
over :$;5 km distances. Slickenside lineations indicate dip-slip and strike-slip
displacements on northeast and northwest trending faults (Beal et al., 1964). Dipip-slip
offsets range from lOs to ;;:::100 meters.
High-angle faults were active from the Miocene into the Quaternary. Higighangle faults crosscut Cenozoic low-angle faults and Quaternary alluvium. Severaral
Cenozoic rhyolite dikes were preferentially intruded within northeast-striking faulult
zones. A prominent arcuate fault zone in the northern SSR was active in the Miliocene:
a syn-faulting quartz-alkali feldspar-calcite gold ore vein within the fault zone hruas
been dated at 19.5 ± 0.5 Ma (K-Aron feldspar; Garside et al. (1981) in John,

19~992).

Cenozoic faults do not internally deform Mesozoic rocks outside of their r
narrow fault zones. Offsets on Cenozoic high-angle faults dissecting individual
Mesozoic fault blocks are relatively small (Plates 1, 2). In addition,

severallines~s

of

evidence indicate Cenozoic faults did not significantly tilt or rotate Mesozoic
structures. The possibility of significant Cenozoic reorientation of older structureres
must be considered because subhorizontal Cenozoic faults in the SSR resemble hihighly
tilted, originally vertical faults which elsewhere in western Nevada tilted Cenozobic and
pre-Cenozoic rocks by as much as 70 - 90°(e.g., Proffett, 1977; Geissman et al.,

~

1984).

Mesozoic tectonites in the La Plata area of the southern Stillwater Range (Fig. 2) did
undergo "pronounced eastward tilting" which postdated emplacement of a Cretaceous
granitoid pluton (interpretations of paleomagnetic data in John and Silberling, 1994).
However preliminary paleomagnetic data from several samples of the Late Cretaceous
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Sand· Springs pluton suggest that this pluton has not been tilted or rotated to a
statistically significant degree (J.W. Geissman, personal communication, 1993).
Contacts in the SSR interpreted to be originally subhorizontal thrust faults and amn
unconformity remain subhorizontal throughout the SSR. The orientations of the t two
youngest generations of folds (D 2 and D3), whose axial planes are nearly orthogonal,
also remain consistent throughout the range.

PRE-CENOZOIC ROCK UNITS

The SSR contains large exposures of Mesozoic metamorphic tectonites on the
north and south flanks of the Sand Springs pluton (Fig. 3). Tectonites are bordered to
the east and west by Cenozoic igneous rocks described in the previous section.
Tectonites are composed of carbonate rocks, felsic and mafic volcanic and
volcanogenic rocks, black slate and schist, and intrusive rocks which are penetratively
deformed and metamorphosed at greenschist and amphibolite facies conditions. In the
northern SSR, small exposures of Jurassic-Cretaceous porphyritic basalt undeformed
and not metamorphosed overlie tectonites in angular unconformity. The Late
Cretaceous Sand Springs pluton and related granitic intrusions of varying sizes
crosscut Jurassic-Cretaceous porphyritic basalt and the underlying tectonites.

Metamorphic Tectonites

The tectonites are metamorphic rocks whose original compositions, bedding
and sedimentary structures remain recognizable to widely varying degrees.
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Greenschist facies tectonites are most prevalent in the SSR, exposed throughout n nappes
n3 through n8 and nlO, while amphibolite facies tectonites are exposed almost
exclusively in nl, n2, and n9 (Figs. 4 and 5). The most abundant rock types inS SSR
tectonites are carbonate rocks and mafic volcanic and volcanogenic rocks, each
comprising 40% of the total exposed sections of tectonites. Felsic volcanic and
volcanogenic rocks comprise approximately 10%. Black slate/schist and quartz- and
chert-rich siliciclastic rocks each comprise approximately 5%. Transitions between
carbonate map units and black slate/schist map units and between carbonate map units
and felsic volcanic or volcanogenic map units are the most common (Table 1).
Tectonites also include several intrusions of diverse, mafic and felsic compositions.
Tectonite rock types are heterogeneously distributed within 22 Mesozoic fault
blocks (Fig. 7). A large fault block may contain a single map unit of mafic
volcanogenic rocks (n6b) or a small fault block may contain several map units of
different rock types (such as n3b or nl). A single continuous composite stratigraphic
section for the entire SSR cannot be constructed from the fragmentary stratigraphic
data within each Mesozoic fault block for several reasons. First, original stratigraphic
unit thicknesses and facing directions remain unknown in most fault blocks due to
deformation and metamorphism. Second, few fossils are preserved, such that the ages
of most map units are poorly constrained. Third, transitions between map units
present few compelling correlations between sections in different fault blocks.
Age constraints. Carbonate rocks in two map units in different Mesozoic fault
blocks contain age-diagnostic fossils.

Wackestone within a marble and felsic
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TABLE 1. TRANSITIONS BETWEEN MAP UNITS

carbonate to/from black slate, schist:

10

carbonate to/from felsic volcanic or volcanogenic:

9

carbonate to/from mafic volcanic or volcanogenic:

3

carbonate to/from quartz- and chert-rich siliciclastic:

1

black slate, schist to/from felsic volcanic or volcanogenic: 3
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Figure 7. Chart showing primary rock types in stratigraphic map units within each

Mesozoic fault block. Fault blocks nl, n2a, and n9 contain amphibolite facies
tectonites. All other nappes contain greenschist facies tectonites. Subscripts
distinguish map units of same rock type. Different subscripts indicate map units
are different stratigraphic units. Repetition of rock types with same subscript in one
nappe means not enough data exists to rule out the possibility of structural
repetition. Additional subordinate rock types may be interstratified within each
map unit shown as described in text. Rock types shown: c, carbonate rocks; b,
black slate and schist; fv; felsic volcanic and/or volcanogenic rocks; mv, mafic
volcanic and/or volcanogenic rocks; q, quartz and chert-rich siliciclastic rocks.
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volcanogenic succession in n6a has yielded a single Indojuvavites cf. angulatus
(identification by N.J. Silberling, 1989), an ammonoid characteristic of the late erearly
Norian Juvavites Magnus Zone (Silberling, 1984). Probable megalodontid bivalvcve
shell fragments characteristic of the Triassic are locally abundant in carbonate beds
interstratified with felsic tuff in two localities in n6d. The same map unit at Scheelite
Summit (Fig. 3) within n7b has yielded "possibly Hallorelitoid" brachiopods which
"suggest a Triassic rather than Jurassic age" (Banaszak, 1969).
Tectonite map units not in depositional contact with, or correlated with map
units containing age-diagnostic fossils are constrained to be Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic
in age, since they predate Mesozoic metan10rphism and deformation in the SSR
(documentation in D1 timing section). Intrusive map units are constrained to be
Jurassic(?), or Jurassic and/or Triassic, or Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic in age, based on
the age constraints of the units they crosscut.
Lithologic Descriptions of Greenschist Facies Tectonites. Greenschist facies
tectonites include: a) siliciclastic and and volcanic rocks of diverse composition, b)
carbonate rocks, and c) plutonic rocks of diverse composition. They comprise 29 map
units distinguished at 1:24,000 scale (Fig. 7). Plate 3 and Figure 8 show the locations
and rock types that contain greenschist facies mineral assemblages in thin section (data
in Appendix 1). Greenschist facies tectonites in general can be described as
sedimentary or igneous rocks because original compositions are typically identifiable
and bedding is commonly preserved. Depositional contacts between map units are
laterally continuous throughout each nappe from distances

of~

km. Sparse
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Locations of thin-sections examined in the northern Sand Springs Ramnge
showing distributions of metamorphic facies and rock types. Numbers corresrspond
to specific thin-sections described in Appendix I .
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identifiable sedimentary structures allow stratigraphic facing directions to be infeierred
in n7b and n7c. Although recognizable fossil fragments are rare in the study arerea,
carbonate rocks in three nappes contain age-diagnostic Mesozoic fossils.
Siliciclastic and Volcanic Rocks. Greenschist facies siliciclastic and volcanic

rocks include: mafic to intermediate volcanic and volcanogenic sedimentary rocks,
felsic volcanic and volcanogenic sedimentary rocks, black slate and schist, and quartzand chert-rich siliciclastic rocks. Mafic volcanic and volcanogenic rocks are exposed
in several fault blocks (Fig. 7) near Big Kasock Mountain. They consist of tan to dark
brown sandstone and conglomerate beds intercalated in light to dark brown, fissile
mudstone, and dark brown, thick-bedded to massive volcanic and volcanogenic breccia
interstratified with feldspar porphyry and mafic volcanogenic sandstone. Mafic
volcanogenic sandstone and conglomerate beds range in thickness from 1 em to 3 m
and are locally amalgamated in 200 to 500 m-thick units. Point counted sandstone
samples consist of 21 - 55% subangular plagioclase and untwinned feldspar grains plus
small amounts of volcanic rock fragments. Finely crystalline mica matrix comprises
33 to 74% of point-counted samples (Table 2). The matrix meets three criteria for
being composed of disagregated volcanic rock fragments: 1) ends of partially
preserved rock fragments extend as wisps between adjacent grains, 2) large matrixfilled gaps exist (Dickinson, 1970), and 3) matrix percentage increases as grain size of
point-counted samples decreases (Table 2).

Quartz grains comprise 0 - 3% of

samples point-counted (Table 2). Conglomerate beds consist of widely variable
proportions of rounded to sub angular feldspar porphyry, mudstone, and rare sandstone

TABLE 2. POINT COUNTS OF SAND SPRINGS RANGE SANDSTONE SAMPLES

Sample

SSR
81587-1
n7b

SSR
81487-1
n7b

SSR
81187-3
n7b

SSR
81489-2
n7b

SSR
7590-1
n6b

SSR
8290-1
n6b

SSR
102889-1
n3b

VRF- lathwork
VRF- microlitic/aphanitic
Plagioclase
Untwinned feldspar
Matrix
Quartz, monocrystalline
Chert
Pyroxene/amphibole
Metamorphic rock fragments
Opaque minerals

3
28
49
48
123
1

3
2
12
41
187
5

16
6
47
90
82
7

3
16
27
81
117
8

2
2
60
31
153
1

3
4
57
23
162

-

-

-

2
37
29
57
40
74
11

TOTAL GRAINS
Q
F
L (including matrix)

38.5
61.5

Fault block

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

2

252

250

250

252

251

254

250

-

2.0
21.2

3.2
42.9
53.9

-

-

77.8

2.8
54.8
42.4

36.7
63.3

33.5
66.5

29.6
34.4
36.0

-

-

-

-

4

Qp
Lv (including matrix)
Ls

-

-

-

-

-

100

100

100

100

100

-

-

99.2
0.8

Mean grain size (mm)
Mean grain size (phi)
Standard deviation (phi)

0.78
2.14
1.02

0.12
3.23
0.93

0.24
2.50
0.84

0.33
2.21
0.90

12.2
87.8

1.42
1.04
0.45

VRF, volcanic rock fragments; Q, total quartz, including sedimentary chert; F, total feldspar; L, lithic fragments, excluding sedimentary chert;
Qp, sedimentary chert; Lv, volcanic rock fragments; Ls, sedimentary rock fragments, including metamorphic rock fragments of unknown protolith

w
w
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clasts typically supported by a feldspathic sandstone matrix. Moderately to poorly
sorted sand grains are 0.1 to 2 mm in diameter (Table 2). Poorly sorted pebbles and
cobbles are tectonically stretched and have long-axis dimensions of 0.5 to 20 em long.
Volcanogenic sandstone and mudstone beds commonly contain parallel laminations.
Less common sedimentary structures include: convolute laminations, load casts, trough
and planar cross-laminations in 1 to 4 em-thick sets, and graded sandstone and
conglomerate beds 4 to 50 em thick. Where sedimentary structures are unusually well
preserved at Scheelite Summit (Fig. 3) amalgamated Bouma ta and tc divisions (e.g.,
Walker, 1984) are recognized.
Mafic to intermediate volcanic breccia and feldspar porphyry beds are

~15

em

thick and typically are several meters to several hundred meters thick. Volcanic
breccia consists of trace to 80%, typically 60% subangular to rounded clasts of dark
green to pale yellow feldspar ± amphibole porphyry and 0 to 50% elongate, angular
mudstone clasts in a dark green matrix. The matrix is composed of abundant euhedral
to subangular feldspar phenocrysts floating in a dark green aphanatic matrix. Some
beds within map units of primarily volcanic breccia are sedimentary conglomerates
containing rounded volcanic clasts and subangular feldspar grains in the matrix.
Feldspar porphyry, indistinguishable from the matrix of volcanic breccia, consists of
abundant euhedral to subangular feldspar and sparse amphibole phenocrysts in a dark
green aphanitic matirx. Feldspar phenocrysts in this porphyry and in the matrix of
volcanic breccia are 0.5 to 2 mm long. Slightly tectonically stretched volcanic and
mudstone clasts in volcanic breccia are 1 to 5 em long, the largest reach 30 em in
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length.
Biotite and chlorite in the matrix of volcanogenic sandstone range in abundance
from trace amounts to 70%. These minerals, plus actinolite in some samples, are
diagnostic of greenschist facies metamorphism. Actinolite is pale green, non- or
slightly-pleochroic, and typically in fibrous crystals. Mafic volcanic breccia and
felspar porphyry contains the greenschist facies assemblage chlorite + biotite ± white
mica. Metamorphic minerals are typically <0.05 mm, although the largest actinolite
porphyroblasts are 1 to 2 mm long.
Greenschist facies felsic volcanic and volcanogenic rocks include light brown
to yellow-white, quartz-rich sandstone and conglomerate and light- to dark-gray or
white, quartz-rich lithic-crystal and crystal tuff. Felsic tuff beds are exposed in
Mesozoic fault blocks n6c, n6d, n7c, and n8, while felsic volcanogenic rocks are found
in n3a, n3b, n4, n6a and nlOb (Fig. 7). Sandstone and conglomerate beds range in
thickness from 8 em to 100 m. Map units are laterally continuous within Mesozoic
fault blocks with one exception: in n3b a felsic conglomerate map unit is replaced by
black slate/schist along strike. The felsic conglomerate - black slate/schist contact is
cut out by a Cenozoic high angle fault and is not exposed. Sandstone contains
subangular to rounded grains of quartz, plagioclase, untwinned feldspar, and volcanic
rock fragments in a mica-rich matrix. One typical sample contains 30% quartz grains
(Table 2). Conglomerate beds contain matrix- and clast-supported, subangular feldspar
porphyry fragments and similar-appearing aphanitic clasts in a quartz-feldspar
sandstone matrix. Several localities contain sparse black slate clasts in addition to
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feldspar porphyry and aphanitic clasts. Well-sorted sandstone grains are 1 to 2 mm in
diameter; stretched pebble axes measured in the X-Z plane, where X is the long axis
and Z is the short axis of an ellipsoidal pebble, range from 2 x 0.5 em to 35 x 6 em.
Tuff beds, 3 to 30m thick, are composed of angular, euhedral, commonly
embayed quartz crystals, euhedral feldspar crystals, and fiamme. Fiamme are typically
extremely flattened aphanitic or porphyritic volcanic rock fragments displaying wispy
ends. Fiamme and crystals together comprise a trace to 90% of tuff beds. Fiamme
and crystals are floating in a nearly opaque, microcrystalline matrix interpreted to be
an altered vitroclastic texture (Ross and Smith, 1961; Williams et al., 1982). Quartz
and feldspar crystals are 1 to 2 mm in diameter. Dimensions of poorly sorted fiamme
range from sand-sized to 5-10 em long and 0.5 em wide. Primary volcanic or
sedimentary structures have not been observed in felsic tuff or in felsic volcanogenic
rocks.
The most common metamorphic mineral assemblage in greenschist facies felsic
volcanic and volcanogenic rocks is chlorite+ white mica+ quartz. Subordinate
assemblages include biotite + chlorite + quartz, chlorite + quartz, biotite + chlorite +
white mica+ quartz, and biotite+ white mica. One sample in n3b, a Mesozoic fault
block dominantly containing metamorphic assemblages diagnostic of greenschist
facies, contains the ostensibly amphibolite facies assemblage of garnet + epidote +
white mica+ quartz (Plate 3). Garnet may have formed at greenschist facies
conditions (Yardley, 1989) or amphibolite facies conditions may have been reached in
small areas within n3b. Greenschist facies metamorphic minerals in felsic volcanic
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and volcanogenic rocks are extremely small

to~

0.5 mm in length.

Greenschist facies, black to silver-gray, very fissile slate and schist generally
contains andalusite porphyroblasts in a finely crystalline metamorphic matrix. Black
slate or schist map units are found in ten Mesozoic fault blocks (Fig. 7). Black slate
and schist map units, which include subordinate interstratified felsic volcanogenic and
carbonate rocks, are :$;100m thick. Locally preserved light brown, silty, parallel
laminae several mm to several em thick define original sedimentary layering. Sparse
:$;0.1 mm quartz grains and less common plagioclase and untwinned feldspar grains are
disseminated within the metamorphic matrix. Greenschist facies metamorphic minerals
comprising the matrix include chlorite, white mica, graphite, quartz, and locally biotite.
Black slate/schist in most fault blocks contain trace to 40% andalusite porphryoblasts.
Chloritoid porphyroblasts are heterogeneously distributed in black schist in three
Mesozoic fault blocks. Garnet porphyroblasts accompany andalusite, biotite, chlorite,
white mica, graphite, and quartz at one locality within dominantly greenschist facies
rocks in n3b. Andalusite porphyroblasts are up to 5 em long and 1 em in diameter.
Chloritoid porphyroblasts are 0.1 to 2 mm long. Mica, quartz, and graphite crystals
comprising the matrix are generally <0.05 mm.
Yellow-white to light brown quartz- and chert-rich conglomerate and siltstone
are exposed only within nlOa. Recognizable beds 1 to 2m thick are within map units
~200

m thick. Conglomerate beds consist of 60 to 90% rounded yellow, white, and

dark gray chert clasts in a matrix containing abundant rounded to subangular quartz
grains and subordinate plagioclase, untwinned feldspar, and volcanic rock fragments
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cemented by recrystallized quartz. Siltstone beds consist of almost exclusively quartz
grains and sparse plagioclase grains rimmed by abundant mica matrix. Slightly
tectonically stretched chert pebbles are typically 1.5 to 2 em long and 1 to 1.5 em
wide in the X-Z plane; quartz and chert grains within the matrix are 1 to 2 mm in
diameter. The matrix contains

~50%

metamorphic white mica and recrystallized

quartz. Several samples contain the metamorphic mineral assemblage white mica+
biotite + chlorite. Metamorphic minerals in quartz- and chert-rich conglomerate and
siltstone are <0.1 mm long.
Carbonate Rocks. Carbonate rocks recrystallized at greenschist facies

conditions are dominantly dark gray, brown, and light gray foliated calcitic marble.
Carbonate rocks are exposed within ten Mesozoic fault blocks (Fig. 7). Carbonate
stratification ranges from sparsely preserved several millimeter to 3 em parallel
laminations, to several meter-thick beds intercalated within other rock types, to 200 m
massive marble map units. Although carbonate map units are in general laterally
continuous, thin map units within n3b and n6a are laterally discontinous due to
stretching. In addition to massive, medium to light gray, coarsely recrystallized
homogeneous marble, subordinate carbonate rock types include dark gray to black
mudstone (classification of Dunham (1962) in Blatt, et al., 1972), brown-weathering,
dark gray mudstone, gray skeletal fragment wackestone, and mudstone-clast
conglomerate. Four Mesozoic fault blocks (n3b, n6a, n6c, n6d, and n7c) contain
sparse 1 to 3 m-thick carbonate conglomerate beds consisting of geneally rounded
crystalline carbonate clasts supported by a recrystallized carbonate ± mica matrix.
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Poorly sorted, stretched and flattened carbonate clasts are 4 to 50 em long. Several
conglomerate beds in n7c contain graded limestone cobbles. The only other sparsely
preserved sedimentary structures in carbonate rocks are planar laminations up to
several em thick, dark brown-red planar laminae several mm to 2 em thick, and 0.5 to
several meter-thick wackestone horizons within otherwise massive marble intervals.
Most carbonate rocks in contact with rock types containing diagnostic
greenschist facies mineral assemblages contain only calcite. Sparse samples contain
diagnostic greenschist facies assemblages of calcite + termolite or calcite + actinolite +
biotite+ chlorite+ quartz± white mica. Calcite crystals 0.5 to 2 mm long typically
define a tectonic foliation. However seveal 1 km 2 exposures of irregular, indistinct
boundaries within foliated marble map units consist entirely of massive, unoriented, 1
to 2 mm calcite crystals, indicating local post-tectonite thermal recrystallization.
Intrusive rocks. Greenschist facies tectonites include two unrelated, widespread

hypabyssal intrusive rock units of Triassic and/or Jurassic age exposed in the southern
SSR and one Jurassic(?) granodiorite pluton exposed in the northern SSR. A white to
yellow to dark green, slightly fissile quartz-feldspar porphyry is exposed in n3b, n6a,
and n6c, while a dark green feldspar-olivine porphyry is exposed in n7c, n7d, and n8.
Jurassic(?) granodiorite is exposed only in n10a. Five additional Mesozoic and/or
Paleozoic intrusive rock units of limited areal extent metamorphosed to greenschist
facies are listed in Appendix II. Documentation of the intrusive natures of contacts in
each nappe are also summarized in Appendix II.
The largest of three partly fault-bounded Jurassic and/or Triassic quartz-feldspar
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porphyry plutons covers approximately 2 km 2 • At the outcrop scale, several 1 to 4 mwide discontinous sills and dikes extend outward from mapped plutons. A pluton in
n6a completely engulfs several map-scale exposures of country rock. Quartz-feldspar
porphyry consists of 10% euhedral and commonly embayed quartz, euhedral
plagioclase, and untwinned feldspar phenocrysts. Subequal proportions of quartz and
feldspar phenocrysts are dispersed throughout a microcrystalline quartz and mica
matrix. Subangular intraformational quartz-feldspar porphyry clasts within a similar
quartz-feldspar porphyry matrix are locally abundant within otherwise massive plutons.
X-Z dimensions of poorly sorted, tectonically strectched quartz-feldspar porphyry
clasts range from 3 em long and 1.5 em wide to 20 em long and 5 em wide. Quartz
and feldspar phenocrysts are 1 to 3 mm long.
The largest of six irregularly shaped Jurassic and/or Triassic feldspar-olivine
porphyry intrusions is >2 km2 in areal extent. Jurassic and/or Triassic feldspar-olivine
prophyry consists of 5 to 50% euhedral plagioclase, untwinned feldspar, and sparse
olivine phenocrysts in a microcrystalline matrix. Intrusions are massive except for rare
outcrops of feldspar-olivine porphyry which contain 2 mm to 2 em-thick contorted
parallel laminae interpreted to be magma flow structures. Phenocrysts are
characteristically 0.5 to 1 mm long.
The sole exposure of Jurassic(?) granodiorite, bounded on one side by a
Cenozoic high-angle fault in the northern SSR, is 0.15 km 2 in areal extent. Jurassic(?)
granodiorite consists of 20% biotite, 30% quartz, and 50% plagioclase and untwinned
feldspar. Dynamically recrystallized crystals in homogeneous granodiorite were
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originally 2 to 3 mm long.
Mineral assemblages characteristic of greenschist facies metamorphism in
intrusive rocks include white mica + quartz± biotite± chlorite in quartz-feldspar
porphyry. biotite ± chlorite in feldspar-olivine porphyry. and biotite + chlorite + white
mica + quartz in granodiorite. Metamorphic minerals in all greenschist facies tectonite
intrusions are <0.05 mm long.
Lithologic Descriptions of Amphibolite Facies Tectonites. Tectonites

metamorphosed at amphibolite facies conditions include: a) siliclastic and volcanic
rocks of diverse composition, b) carbonate rocks, and c) a hypabyssal intrusion.
Amphibolite facies tectonites are divided into eight map units distinguished at the
1:24,000 scale. Metamorphic mineral assemblages in each rock type. except dark gray
schist, contain hornblende, garnet, or diopside and tremolite, each diagnostic of
amphibolite facies metamorphism (Fig. 8 and Plate 3). Metamorphic textures of
amphibolite facies rocks are overall more coarsely crystalline than greenschist facies
rocks. Original minerals, clasts, and bedding are recognizable to varying degrees.
Depositional contacts between map units are generally laterally continuous from 1 to
3 km throughout each nappe.
Siliciclastic and Volcanic Rocks. Amphibolite facies siliciclastic and/or

volcanic rocks include: hornblende-biotite schist, garnet-bearing felsic schist similar to
felsic volcanic and volcanogenic rocks of greenschist facies. and dark gray schist
similar to greenschist facies black schist. Speckled gray to brown to black, fissile
hornblende-biotite schist and slate are exposed only in n2a, a large fault block crosscut
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by the southern margin of the Sand Springs pluton. Map units within n2a are
distinguished by different proportions of pebbles and boulders. Laminations and beds
1 to 2 mm to several meters thick are locally recognizable. Recognizable
prophyroclasts incude quartz, plagioclase, and untwinned feldspar grains. Coarseclastic rocks contain trace- 70%, typically 50%, rounded to subangular pebbles and
cobbles in a coarsely recrystallized matrix. Clast types include dark green feldspar
porphyry; white to yellow, coarsely crystalline amphibole, biotite, and feldspar; light to
dark brown to gray microcrystalline; light gray hornblende-feldspar porphyry; and rare
dark brown, laminated mudstone. Primary grains and/or crystals are 0.1 to 2 mm long.
Dimensions of poorly sorted, tectonically stretched pebbles and cobbles range from 10
mm long and 2 mm wide to 40 em long and 10 em wide. Hornblende+ biotite+
quartz ± chlorite is the dominant mineral assemblage in n2a, although several samples
contain only biotite + quartz. Hornblende crystals are black to dark green, highly
green-brown pleochroic porphyroblasts and smaller, elongate crystals defining a
metamorphic foliation. Crystal sizes range from <0.05 mm to 2-10 mm.
Yellow to white, fissile garnet schist is exposed in n1 and n9. Recognizable
beds are 1 to several meters thick; felsic schist map units may reach 100 m thickness.
Primary constituents include matrix-supported, subrounded, light to dark gray aphanitic
clasts, now mostly microcrystalline quartz, and sand-sized grains of quartz, plagioclase,
untwinned feldspar, and recrystallized volcanic rock fragments. Clast dimensions in
the X-Z plane range from 10 mm long and 1 mm wide to 11 em long and 2 em wide.
The largest clasts are 20 em long. Laminae 1 to 3 mm thick within sandstone or tuff
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beds are the only depositional structures recongniable. The most common
metamorphic mineral assemblage in felsic schist is garnet + biotite + quartz ± chlorite,
indicative of amphibolite facies conditions. Other assemblages documented are: biotite
+ chlorite + white mica + quartz, garnet + andalusite + biotite + chlorite + quartz, and
andalusite +white mica+ quartz+ graphite. Garnet porphyroblasts are 1 to 3 mm in
diameter; micas in matrix are 0.1 to 1 mm long.
Dark gray to silver-gray, slightly fissile andalusite-biotite schist in n1 and n9 is
interbedded with other rock types containing diagnostic amphibolite facies mineral
assemblages. Dark gray schist comprises map units S60 m thick. Light brown silty
laminae within are 1 mm to 10 em thick. Sparse quartz, plagioclase, and untwinned
feldspar grains are disseminated within dark gray schist. Metamorphic minerals within
dark gray schist are not diagnostic of amphibolite facies and include: trace - 50%
andalusite, S70% biotite, p1us graphite, quartz, and locally chlorite and/or white mica.
Andalusite crystals are 1 to 3 em long and typically 1 mm in diameter. Biotite
crystals are typically 0.1 to 0.5 mm long. Graphite crystals are <<0.05 mm.
Carbonate Rocks. Carbonate rocks metamorphosed at amphibolite facies

conditions are mostly white, gray, or light brown, foliated calcitic marble. Marble
layers and map units interstratified with diagnostic amphibolite facies rocks are
exposed in n1, n2b, and n9 (Fig. 7). Recognizable bedding thicknesses range from 20
em to 2 m; massive recrystallized marble map units are S50 meters thick. Several
thin, discontinous carbonate layers are within tight rootless folds. Other marble map
units are continous over a 1 km distance. Typically calcite is the only metamorphic
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mineral present. Calcsilicate rocks in n1 contain the assemblage diopside + tremolite

+ chlorite + quartz ± calcite, characteristic of amphibolite facies conditions over a
wide range of Xc02 (Yardley, 1989). Long axes of calcite crystals typically are 1 to 2
mm long. Diopside porphyroblasts are

~1

to 1.5 em in diameter.

Intrusive Rocks. A hypabyssal quartz-feldspar porphyry intrusion

metamorphosed to amphibolite facies covers an area of 0.02 km 2 within n9. This
pluton contains equal amounts of recrystallized, 1 to 2 mm quartz phenocrysts and
tectonically broken plagioclase phenocrysts which together comprise 10% of the rock.
Phenocryst mineralogy, size, and percentage, as well as matrix color are very similar
to greenschist facies quartz-feldspar porphyry extensively exposed in the southern
SSR. Metamorphic minerals include trace- 3% garnet, indicating amphibolite facies
conditions, in addition to 90% white mica, quartz, and chlorite comprising the
phaneritic matrix. Gamet porphyroblasts are <0.05 mm to 0.1 mm in diameter while
white mica crystals are <0.05 to 0.5 mm long.

Jurassic-Cretaceous Porphyritic Basalt

An unmetamorphosed and not penetratively deformed, dark green, medium
brown-weathering feldspar-olivine porphyry is the youngest Mesowic stratigraphic unit
in the SSR (Fig. 7). This Jurassic and/or Cretaceous basalt is exposed only in nlO,
where it overlaps greenschist facies tectonites and faults bounding nlOa, nlOb, and
nlOc. Its base is interpreted as an angular unconformity because: a) it separates
steeply tilted bedding and depositional contacts in underlying units from subhoriwntal
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bedding within porphyritic basalt, b) it separates greenschist facies rocks from zeolite
facies rocks above, c) it juxtaposes penetratively deformed tectonites against relatively
unstrained porphyritic basalt above, and d) after the effects of folds reorienting
porphyritic basalt are removed, this basal contact and the stratification within the
porphyritic basalt define continuous, planar, subhorizontal surfaces lacking evidence of
intrusive relations or of brittle faulting.
This generally homogenous basalt is at least 120 m thick. The laterally
continuous basal 1 to 2 m contains plagioclase phenocrysts oriented parallel to the
basal contact and subaparallel elongate and spherical vugs and amygdules. The upper
contact of the basal zone is gradational into the remainder of the unit, homogeneous
feldspar-olivine porphyry. The unit overall is composed of 10 to 40% euhedral
plagioclase phenocrysts, trace to 20% euhedral olivine phenocrysts, and rare
clinopyroxene phenocrysts in a felted intersertal matrix of plagioclase and opaque
minerals. Phenocryst lengths are characteristically 4 to 10 mm and locally 1 to 2 mm
for plagioclase, and <0.05 to 5 mm for olivine.
Vugs within the basalt contain calcite and radiating chlorite crystals, both
apparently the product of near surface alteration rather than regional metamorphism
since plagioclase phenocrysts are unaltered and olivine phenocrysts are only slightly
altered. No diagnostic regional metamorphic minerals are present.
This porphyritic basalt is no younger than Late Cretaceous and is probably
mid-Jurassic in age. It is crosscut by a small, well-exposed granitic intrusion of
probable Late Cretaceous age. The crosscutting granite is of the same composition,
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texture, and relative timing as the nearby Sand Springs pluton which has been dated as
Late Cretaceous.
The basis for a Jurassic age is the lithologic correlation to Jurassic plagioclaseolivine-clinopyroxene basalt in the Stillwater Range and Clan Alpine Mountains,
within the Lovelock lithotectonic assemblage (Fig. 1), a correlation proposed by
Willden and Speed (1974). The correlative unit in the Stillwater Range consists of
homogeneous basaltic lava and autobreccia comprising from 1 to 80% of a

;;::soo m

section of mafic volcanic rocks which also includes tuff, agglomerate, and tuff breccia.
Homogeneous basalt contains microphenocrysts of plagioclase, pyroxene, and talchematite after olivine in a plagioclase-clinopyroxene-iron oxide groundmass (Willden
and Speed, 1974). In the West Humboldt Range, the correlative unit is massiveweathering, porphyritic, commonly vesicular and amygdoloidal greenstone containing
relict 1 - 10 mm long plagioclase phenocrysts and clinopyroxene (Willden and Speed,
1974). Related gabbroic intrusive rocks of the Humboldt lopolith in the Clan Alpine
Mountains are dated at 159 ± 2 Ma (40 ArP9Ar on hornblende; Hudson, 1988). Relative
timing relations in the SSR are compatible with these ages: a) porphyritic basalt
overlies Early Jurassic(?) quartz- and chert-rich siliciclastic rocks in n10a, and b)
porphyritic basalt is deformed by structures of the Luning-Fencemaker thrust belt,
documented outside the SSR to be active in the Late Jurassic through the Early
Cretaceous (Oldow, 1984a). Lithologic correlations between pre-Late Cretaceous
basalt in the SSR and Jurassic basalt in the Lovelock assemblage are compelling.
Other thick successions of volcanic and volcanogenic rocks in the Mesozoic marine
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province are either more felsic than SSR and Lovelock assemblage basalt or contain
interstratified carbonate rocks, unlike SSR and Lovelock assemblage basalt. MidTriassic volcanic successions exposed in four mountain ranges in the Pine Nut
assemblage (Fig. 1) consist of andesite, latite, and dacite (Proffett and Dilles, 1984;
Hudson and Oriel, 1976; Bingler, 1978; Dilles and Wright, 1988; Wyld and Wright,
1993). Late Triassic or older volcanic rocks comprising the base of the section in the
Pine Nut Mountains include 450 to 800 m of vesicular lava and autobreccia
interstratified with rare limestone and siltstone beds (Wyld and Wright, 1993). In the
Pamlico assemblage, Late Triassic or older greenstone comprising the base of the
section in the western Paradise Range consists of massive mafic volcanic flows also
interstratified with sparse limestone beds (Silberling and John, 1989). Thick midJurassic volcanic successions in the Pine Nut assemblage and eastern Sierra Nevada
which also overlie an unconformity may be age-equivalent to porphyritic basalt in the
SSR, but are different in composition, composed of mostly andesite, latite, and dacite
(Bingler, 1978; Proffett and Dilles, 1984; Hudson and Oriel, 1976; Dilles and Wright,
1988; Wyld and Wright, 1993; Fisher, 1990).

Cretaceous Granitoid Plutons

Cretaceous granitoid intrusions include plutons of pale pink, locally porphyritic
granite and white and yellow-brown weathering dikes of phaneritic alkali feldspar and
quartz common near the margins of the Sand Springs pluton. Granitoid plutons and
dikes are not metamorphosed and remain undeformed except by Cenowic faults and
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by rare syn-emplacement extension observed only in several dikes. The Sand Springs
and Nevada Scheelite plutons, six smaller granitic plutons, and several granitoid dikes
are mapped at the 1:24,000 scale (the largest are shown on Fig. 3, Plate 1, and Plate
2). Granitoid plutons crosscut portions of seven Mesozoic fault blocks. The
extensive, irregular intrusive contact of the Sand Springs pluton is locally well exposed
and sharply crosscuts structures and fabric formed in the first two phases of
deformation in the SSR.
All granitoid intrusions in the SSR are typically homogenous and unfoliated.
Rare compositional layering in the Sand Springs pluton in one locality on its southern
margin is parallel to the intrusive contact. Layering at this locality is at a high angle
to the consistently oriented penetrative tectonic foliation in adjacent tectonites. This
relation implies that layering in the pluton is a flow foliation parallel to the pluton
margin and unrelated to the tectonic foliation. Sampled granitic plutons contain 20%
quartz, 55% orthoclase, 10% untwinned feldspar, 10% biotite, and 0 - 5% hornblende
in 1 to 3 mm crystals. Locally abundant orthoclase phenocrysts range up to 5 em in
diameter. Related granitoid dikes sampled contain 75% orthoclase, 25% quartz, and
trace amounts of biotite and untwinned feldspar. Crystals in dikes are typically 3 mm
to 1 em in diameter.
Mesozoic rocks within several kilometers of surface contacts of Cretaceous
granitoids show sparse evidence of contact metamorphism. Marble flanking the
Nevada Scheelite pluton is coarsely recrystallized, obliterating its tectonic foliation,
within an irregular zone 0.1 to 0.5 km from the granitoid contact. In contrast, a
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demonstrably pre-granitoid tectonic foliation in similar marble map units crosscut by
the Sand Springs pluton is typically preserved to within centimeters of the granitoid
contact where well exposed on the north and south flanks of the Sand Springs pluton.
Relative timing of tectonic foliation in marble is documented in a later section
describing D1 • Jurassic - Cretaceous porphyritic basalt, which is crosscut by small
granitoid plutons and whose southern contact is within 1 km of the northern margin of
the Sand Springs pluton also contains no metamorphic minerals, contact or otherwise.
This is especially significant because this is the only post-D 1 map unit exposed in the
SSR intruded by Cretacous granitoid and because its mafic igneous composition would
have recorded well any low-grade metamorphic event (e.g., Yardley, 1989).
Furthermore, sparse, discontinuous, scheelite-bearing skarn deposits adjacent to the
Nevada Scheelite pluton interpreted to be contact metasomatic in origin are no thicker
than 17 m in outcrop and average only 3 m thick in underground workings (Stager and
Tingley, 1988). Although actinolite, chloritoid, andalusite, and biotite crystals are
generally define pre-granitoid tectonic foliations and/or lineations, sparse poorly or
randomly oriented crystals could be contact metamorphic minerals. However the
irregular, sporadic distributions of unoriented metamorphic minerals have no obvious
relation to granitoid contacts.
Radiometric dates establish that the Sand Springs and Nevada Scheelite plutons
crystallized in the Late Cretaceous. Biotite separates from the westernmost and central
parts of the Sand Springs pluton were dated by the K-Ar technique at 76 ± 2.0 Ma and
79.6 ± 2.0 Ma respectively (Schilling, 1964). Biotite separates from the Nevada
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Scheelite pluton were dated by K-Arat 83.6 ± 3.5 Ma and 87.5 ± 1.0 Ma (Schilling,
1964). The best existing date on emplacement of the Sand Springs pluton is an
40

ArP 9Ar plateau date of 85.47 ± 0.33 Ma (Fig. 9; data in Appendix Ill) from

hornblende from an amphibolite facies tectonite sample in n2a less than 0.5 krn from
the surface contact of the pluton. A second 40ArP9Ar plateau date of approximately 77
Ma has been obtained from actinolite from greenschist facies tectonite in n6c 2.4 krn
south of the surface contact of the Sand Springs pluton (Fig. 9; data in Appendix III).
Both 40 ArP 9Ar dates are inferred to be the age of the thermal event associated with
emplacement of the granite, an event which completely reset the isotopic clocks within
the two dated mineral separates of pre-granitoid, regional metamorphic amphibole.

Stratigraphic Successions

Most Mesozoic fault blocks contain stratigraphic successions of more than one
tectonite map unit (Fig. 10). This section briefly describes the succession of map units
within fault blocks using rock units described in detail in a previous section. Ageequivalent sections elsewhere in the Sand Springs assemblage, both documented by
biostratigraphic horizons and speculative lithologic correlations, are also described.
Sections in SSR fault blocks comprise three Triassic successions, two Jurassic
successions, and three successions of unknown, Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic age (Fig.
11).

Even considering new data presented in this paper, the overall stratigraphy of
the SSR and of the entire Sand Springs assemblage remains incomplete and
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ArP 9Ar age spectra for two tectonite amphibole separates (location of
samples shown on Figures 4 and 5). Late Cretaceous dates indicated are
interpreted to be the age of the Sand Springs pluton. Data in Appendix III.

Figure 9.
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Figure 10. Chart of stratigraphic map units in each fault block showing locations of

biostratigraphic horizons and sections of known facing. Units are described briefly
on geologic maps (Plates la and 2a).
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Figure 11. Stratigraphic columns of individual Mesozoic fault blocks in the SSR.

Thicknesses are approximate. Facing known only in sections of n7c and n7b.
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Figure 12. Sand Springs assemblage stratigraphic columns. All known

biostratigraphic control is shown. Sources of previously published biostratigraphic
control are cited in text. Locations of exposures are shown on Figure 2.
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speculative. The total known pre-Cenozoic biostratigraphic control over the Sand
Springs assemblage consists of 7 zones of known age (Fig. 12). The ages of sections
based soley on lithologic correlation to dated sections remain speculative, especially
since straightforward "layercake" lithologic correlations are not expected in slope or
basin settings in a tectonically active backarc basin, the setting described in a later
section. In addition, penetrative deformation, which includes isoclinal foldng and
associated metamorphism has altered original thicknesses and obscurred primary
sedimentary and igneous structures, especially in the SSR. Thicknesses of
stratigraphic units cited below are existing thicknesses of tectonite units and serve as
only approximate estimates of original thicknesses. Original stratigraphic facings of
most stratigraphic successions in the SSR remain unknown (Figs. 10 and 11).
Nonetheless, or as a result of sparse data, many, but not all, of successions in the SSR
can be placed within an overall Triassic and Jurassic stratigraphic section which
appears consistent throughout the Sand Springs assemblage.
Triassic Successions. Carbonate and felsic volcanogenic rocks (n6a, n3b, n4).

Fault blocks n6a, n3b, and n4 contain felsic volcanogenic conglomerate and carbonate
rocks yielding a single late early Norian ammonite. The thickest succession of map
units is in n6a; a similar and in part lithologically correlative section can be
constructed from n3b exposures (Fig. 11).

The n6a succession consists of: a)

;;::so m

of black slate, b) 100 m of massive felsic volcanogenic conglomerate, and c) ;;:::450 m
of light gray, recrystallized marble (Fig. 11). One carbonate conglomerate bed
occupies the contact between black slate and conglomerate. The marble contains two
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0 - 50 m-thick intercalations of black, thin to medium-bedded limestone and one 0 50 m-thick interbed of felsic volcanogenic conglomerate. Contacts are sharp between
map units. Sedimentary structures are not preserved in carbonate or volcanogenic
rocks. Jurassic and/or Triassic quartz-feldspar porphyry intrusions crosscut other map
units in n6a and n3b. All map units in n6a, n3b, and n4 are inferred to be Triassic in
age on the basis of the one late early Norian ammonoid recovered from marble within
n6a.
Known age-equivalent sections in the Sand Springs assemblage include
carbonate rocks in Hidden Wash, Copper Mountain, and in the Copper Hill Mining
district, all in or near the northern Gillis Range (Fig. 2). Carbonate rocks at Hidden
Wash and Copper Mountain contain middle Norian fossils and are in contact with
Cenowic rocks and a Jurassic pluton. An approximately 200 m thick section is
exposed in Hidden Wash. Carbonate rocks dominantly are dark gray, laminated, finely
crystalline carbonate mudstone (crystals

~0.3

mm). Planar laminations, 0.5 to 2 mm

thick, are ubiquitious and locally convolute, are within 10 em to 3 m-thick benches.
Sparse erosional channels cutting laminated carbonate filled with similarly laminated
dark gray carbonate mudstone are 15 to 30 em deep and 20 to 50 em wide. Sparse
interstratified limestone clast conglomerate beds are 5 em to 2 m thick, with sharp,
undulatory lower contacts and gradational upper contacts. Subangular, light gray to
brown, finely crystalline carbonate clasts are supported in a dark gray, finely
crystalline carbonate matrix.
Middle Norian fossils have been collected from Hidden Wash and Copper
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Mountain. Thetidid ammonitites collected at Hidden Wash include Leislingites sp. and
a new genus and species characteristic of the lower Columbianus Zone, middle middle
Norian (identification by N.J. Silberling, 1990; zonation in Silberling, 1984).
Silberling (1984) also described ammonites of the Columbianus Zone collected at
Hidden Wash. Fossils recovered from Copper Mountain include: possible Himavatites,
a small, densely ribbed thetiditid ammonte such as Leislingites or Helicites, and
Placites sp (identifications by N.J. Silberling, 1990). Himavitites and thetidid

ammonites are characteristic of the Columbianus Zone (N.J. Silberling, personal
communication, 1990).
A 1.4 km section from the Copper Hill Mining District in the northern Gillis
Range contains early or early middle Norian fossils in its lowermost part. The
lowermost map unit consists of 135 m of very thick bedded, medum gray limestone
clast conglomerate locally in 0.5 to 1.5 m-thick benches containing 50 - 70%
subangular to well-rounded, typically subrounded clasts. The finely crystalline
carbonate clasts are matrix- and clast-supported within a finely crystalline carbonate
matrix. The unsorted, randomly oriented, locally tectonically flattened clasts are 3 mm
to 20 em in length. This unit contains probable Arcestes and "smashed juvavitid
ammonites, probably of early or early middle Norian age" (N.J. Silberling, written
communication, 1990, in Stewart et. al., in press).
Carbonate and felsic tuff successions (n6d, n6e, n7c, n8). Carbonate and felsic

volcanic rocks are interstratified at the map and outcrop scales in n6d and n7c. A
felsic volcanic map unit of the same composition is the sole tectonite unit within n6e
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and n8. Carbonate rocks in n6d contain probable megalodont fosils characteristic of
the Upper Triassic. The succession in n7c consists of: a) a lowermost,

~75

m-thick

map unit of medium- to thick-bedded felsic crystal tuff, lithic-crystal tuff, and rare
limestone interbeds, b) 200m of interstratified medum-and thick-bedded carbonate and
felsic tuff, which includes sparse limestone clast conglomerate beds, and c)

~25

m of

thick-bedded carbonate rocks. Contacts are gradational between each unit. Several
limestone clast conglomerate and lithic crystal tuff beds are graded in n7c, allowing
the stratigraphic facing of this section to be inferred. All map units are assigned a
Triassic(?) age because carbonate rocks in the felsic tuff and carbonate map unit
contain probable megalodonts only known in Upper Triassic rocks. Age-equivalent or
compositionally similar successions have not been described elsewhere in the Sand
Springs assemblage.
Dark gray schist/slate and carbonate successions (nl, n2b, n3a, n5, n9, nlOb).

Successions of dark gray schist and slate interstratified with carbonate rocks at the
map and outcrop scales exposed in many nappes in the SSR are similar in composition
to Upper Norian, and possibly lowermost Jurassic black shale and carbonate
successions in the northern Gillis Range and in the La Plata area of the southern
Stillwater Range. Black schist/slate and carbonate successions in the SSR cannot be
uniquely correlated between nappes, but all contain black slate and/or schist commonly
containing andalusite porphyroblasts, recrystallized carbonate rocks, and subordinate
amounts of felsic volcanogenic rocks. The thickest succession in nl consists of: a)
~100m

of medium- to thick bedded felsic schist and interbedded carbonate rocks 100
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m thick, b) 70 m of dark gray schist containing sparse interstratified felsic
conglomerate and sandstone beds, c) a 50 m thick homogeneous marble map unit, and
d)

~400

m of interstratified black schist, marble, and subordinate amounts of felsic

volcanogenic conglomerate and sandstone. These map units have sharp contacts.
Sedimentary structures are not preserved in this section of amphibolite facies
metamorphic tectonites. All dark gray schist/slate and carbonate successions in the
SSR are designated as Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic in age since all lack age-diagnostic
fossils and correlations to dated successions outside the SSR are allowable, but not
compelling.
Possibly correlative upper Norian black shale and limestone successions are
exposed in the northern Gillis Range and in the southern Stillwater Range. The
Copper Hill Mining District section (Fig. 12) includes two upper Norian(?) map units.
The lower map unit contains

~300

m of dark gray carbonate mudstone in 6 em- to 3

m-thick beds. The finely crystalline carbonate mudstone contains 1 to 2 mm-thick,
white calcite planar laminae discontinuous within distances of several lOs of
centimeters. The upper unit consists of ~900 m of dominantly dark gray to black
shale and silty shale interstratified with subordinant carbonate and siliciclastic beds.
Black shale commonly displays laminations 1 to several mm thick. Rare interstratified
brown-weathering sandstone and siltstone beds are 5 em to 3 m thick. Sandstone beds
are composed primarily of quartz and feldspar in 0.2 to 2 mm diameter grains. Sparse
sedimentary structures in sandstone beds include erosional bases, planar laminations,
and beds graded from 0.1 to 0.05 mm and from 2 mm to 0.2 mm. Dark gray, light
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gray, white crystalline

(~2

mm) carbonate beds are 10 em to 3 m thick. The

percentage of carboante beds decreases upsection and the contact between the lower
carbonate unit and the upper shale unit is gradational. Although age-diagnostic fossils
have not been recovered from the Copper Hill Mining District section, a correlative
carbonate and dark brown to black shale exposure 3 km to the north, which is
separated from the Copper Hill Mining District by a granitoid pluton (Hardyman,
1980), has yielded late Norian fossils (Silberling, 1984).
The La Plata area in the southern Stillwater Range also exposes argillite and
carbonate map units containing late Norian fossils (John and Silberling, 1994). The
underlying map unit consists of light brown, olive green, and black argillite containing
subordinate thin limestone beds and quartzose siltstone and sandstone beds and
laminae. The overlying map unit consists of thin- to medium-bedded black carbonate
mudstone containing interbedded black argillite, quartz siltstone laminae, and rare
limestone clast breccia beds. The commonly planar laminated limestone contains
white calcite alteration lenses several mm thick and

~20

em long which closely

resemble calcite laminae in the Copper Hill Mining District section (John and
Silberling, 1994). Turbidite interbeds

~20

em thick consist of graded crinoid ossicles

and molluscan shell fragments. This carbonate mudstone unit contains fossils
diagnostic of the late Norian at three localities (John and Silberling, 1994).
In summary, lithologic similarities of black slate/schist and carbonate
successions in the SSR to sections in the Gillis and Stillwater Ranges which contain
late Norian fossils include similar rock types, similar bedding thicknesses, and similar
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intervals of laminated shale or slate.
Jurassic Successions. Mafic volcanogenic rocks (n6b, n7b). Undated mafic
volcanogenic conglomerate, sandstone, and mudstone comprising all of n6b and n7b
are lithologically similar to mafic volcanogenic rocks exposed at Mystery Ridge and in
the Black Hills which have yielded an Early Jurassic ammonite. Four map units are
distinguished within the succession of known facing in n7b: a) a lowermost map unit
of amalgamated mafic volcanogenic sandstone beds at least 75 m thick, b) a
dominantly mudstone map unit containing subordinate interstratified mafic
volcanogenic sandstone and conglomerate beds totalling 75 m thick, c) an
amalgamated volcanogenic sandstone unit 100 m thick, and d) an uppermost unit of
interstratified mudstone, mafic volcanogenic sandstone, and conglomerate at least 50 m
thick. Contacts are gradational between map units in n7b. Rock types of similar
composition and proportions are exposed in n6b, although map units are not
distinguished within. Sedimentary structures commonly preserved in n6b and n7b,
which allow facing directions to be interpreted and make up partial Bouma sequences,
include: common laminations in mudstone and sandstone, graded conglomerate beds,
convolute laminations, cross-laminations, load casts on the bottom of some sandstone
and conglomerate beds. Mafic volcanogenic rocks in n6b and n7b are constrained
only to be Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic in age since they must predate Mesozoic firstphase deformation and metamorphism. These rocks are speculated to be Early Jurassic
in age on the basis of strong lithologic correlation to Jurassic mafic volcanic rocks
exposed at Mystery Ridge and the Black Hills described below.
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Possibly age-equivalent Early Jurassic and possibly older rocks in the Black
Hills comprise a 180 m section dominantly consisting of interbedded mafic
volcanogenic sandstone and mudstone described by Gelber (1985). The lower 150 m
consist of plagioclase-rich sandstone and mudstone in mm-scale laminations to 1 to 2
m-thick beds. Sandstone grains average 0.1 to 2.0 mm in diameter. Sedimentary
structures include: commonly graded laminae, cross-bedding, flame structures,
channeled sandstone bases, and one sandstone bed containing "several straight
branching icnospecies, a radiating rosetted ichnospecies, and several poorly preserved
meandering burrows" (Gelber, 1985). A 25 m-thick generally massive lithic
conglomerate overlies the thick sandstone and mudstone unit. It consists of subangular
to subrounded pebbles and cobbles of silicified plagioclase feldspar porphyry,
aphanitic clases, some containing microcrystalline plagioclase laths in mafic
volcanogenic sandstone matrix. The sandstone matrix consists of angular to
subangular plagioclase grains and minor amounts of pyroxene, amphibole, and quartz
grains supported by an abundant mud matrix. Plagioclase grains comprise 93 - 95% of
the total grain population. Grains in the sandstone matrix range from 0.05 to 1.5 mm
in diameter. The uppermost 5 m of the Black Hills section consists of interbedded
carbonate and sandstone laterally continuous over 250 m. Sandstone beds range from
10 to 30 em thick while carboate beds vary from 10 em to 1 m thick. Sandstone is
composed of angular to subangular plagioclase and lithic fragments which are fine
grained and moderately sorted. The carbonate is a calcarenite composed of subangular
to subrounded carbonate grains in minor carbonate mud matrix. Grains average 0.05
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to 0.75 mm in diameter. The calcarenite contains trough crossbeds 5 to 20 em deep.
The sole age constraint on the Black Hills section is the impression of a
Sinemurian ammonite in mudstone near the top of the sandstone and mudstone unit
(Gelber, 1985; USGS Mesozoic location number D12427).
A compositionally similar >450 m thick succession of interstratified mudstone,
mafic volcanogenic sandstone, and mafic volcanogenic conglomerate exposed on
Mystery Ridge has been described in detail by Gelber (1985). Sandstone comprises
43% of the Mystery Ridge section. Beds range from 1 to 50 em in thickness and are
laterally continuous over distances of several m to several hundred m. In seven pointcounted samples (Table 3) sandstone consists of: 38 to 66% angular to subangular
plagioclase and untwinned feldspar, 6 to 38% volcanic rock fragments, and 7 to 44%
mica matrix interpreted to be pseudomatrix. Quartz grains comprise up to 7.4% of
point-counted samples. This range of composition overlaps closely the range of
compositions of point-counted mafic volcanogenic sandstone samples in n6b and n7b
(Fig. 13; Table 2). Average grain diameters in point-counted samples range from 0.05
to 1.77 m in diameter; most are moderately sorted. Overall in Mystery Ridge most
sandstone beds contain grains <0.2 mm. Sedimentary structures include graded beds
containing erosional bases which grade from coarse or medium-grained sandstone to
laminated, fine grained sandstone to laminated mudstone and graded planar and wavy
laminations 1 to 10 mm thick. Otherwise massive sandstone beds contain dish
structures, soft sediment intrusions, and 10 to 20 em-thick graded intervals.
Mudstone in laterally continuous 1 to 500 em-thick beds comprises 39% of the

TABLE 3. POINT COTJNTS OF MYSTERY RIDGE SANDSTONE SAMPLES

Sample

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

MR

81987-4

81987-5

28

423

21

413

354

VRF- lathwork
VRF- microlitic/aphanitic
Plagioclase
Untwinned feldspar
Matrix
Quartz, monocrystalline
Chert
Pyroxene/amphibole
Metamorphic rock fragments
Opaque minerals

8
10
51
75
106

37
42
62
33
59

5
16
49
112
41
10

22
75
62
43
38

-

1
33
40
108
17
12

5
91
73
29
50

-

12
133
109
1

251

250

255

42.3
57.7

5.3
65.8
28.9

40.8
59.2

56.3
43.7

-

100

94.4
5.6

98.1
1.9

100

100

0.19
2.53
0.73

1.10
1.20
0.52

0.41
1.92
0.79

0.83
1.34
0.45

0.05
4.81
1.20

-

-

-

2
15

-

-

4
8

1
26

TOTAL GRAINS

250

250

250

252

Q
F
L (including matrix)

-

38.3
61.7

7.4
69.1
23.4

-

50.4
49.6

Qp
Lv (including matrix)
Ls

100

-

90.2
9.8

Mean grain size (mm)
Mean grain size (phi)
Standard deviation (phi)

0.40
2.21
0.97

1.77
0.98
0.45

-

VRF, volcanic rock fragments; Q, total quartz, including sedimentary chert; F, total feldspar; L, lithic fragments, excluding sedimentary chert;
Qp, sedimentary chert; Lv, volcanic rock fragments; Ls, sedimentary rock fragments, including metamorphic rock fragments of unknown protolith
-...l
0\
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Figure 13. Plots of sandstone composition of point-counted samples of known and

speculative Jurassic age from Sand Springs assemblage (SSR and Mystery Ridge),
Luning assemblage (southwest Gabbs Valley Range), and Pine Nut assemblage
(Pine Nut Mountains). Data for Sand Springs assemblage samples in Tables 2 and
3. Other point-counted data are unpublished.
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Mystery Ridge section. Graded laminae 0.1 to 1 mm thick are common within.
Interbedded conglomerate in 50 to 80 em thick beds comprises 15% of the section.
Conglomerate is composed of angular to subangular clasts of volcanogenic sandstone,
feldspar porphyry, aphanitic volcanic, mudstone, and limestone supported by a sandy
mudstone matrix. Sandstone and elongate mudstone clasts are compositionally similar
to underlying sandstone and mudstone beds at Mystery Ridge. The matrix consists of
angular to subangular plagioclase, volcanic rock fragments, plus minor pyroxene,
amphibole, and quartz grains in a mud groundmass. Volcanic rock fragments in the
sandy mudstone matrix are feldspar porphyry and aphanitic clasts. Clasts range in size
from several mm to 4.0 by 1.5 m. Plagioclase grains in the matrix are bimodal in
size, 0.3 and 1.0 -1.5 mm in diameter, ranging up to 1 em across. Voclanic rock
fragments in the matrix are typically 0.3 to 0.5 mm in diameter, reaching a maximum
length of 5 mm. Conglomerate beds have a chaotic internal fragment and locally
erosional bases. No fossils have been recovered from Mystery Ridge exposures. In
summary, the lithologic correlation of SSR mafic volcanogenic rocks in n6b and n7b
to Early Jurassic rocks in Mystery Ridge and the Black Hills is supported by very
similar sandstone compositions, similar rock types, and similar sedimentary structures.
Quartz- and chert-rich siliciclastic rocks and carbonate rocks (nlOa).

This

succession contains an unusual mature sedimentary quartz and chert component which
resembles that in Early and/or Middle Jurassic quartz- and chert-rich siliclastic and
carbonate successions found throughout the Mesozoic marine province (e.g., Oldow et
al., 1993; Silberling, 1984; Stanley, 1971; Corvalan, 1962; Speed and Jones, 1969;
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Noble, 1962; Oldow and Bartel, 1987). The succession in the SSR consists of three
map units:a) a mostly recrystallized marble 250 m thick, b) quartz-rich siltstone
containing minor interstratified siliciclastic mudstone, quartz-rich conglomerate beds
250m thick, and c) quartz- and chert-rich conglomerate containing minor
interstratified siliciclastic mudstone and quartz-rich siltstone 150 m thick. Contacts are
gradational between each map unit. Sedimentary structures are not preserved. The
carbonate map unit locally contains fragments of indeterminate pectenacid bivalves
(N.J. Silberling, personal communication, 1995). This succession is inferred to be
Early and/or Middle Jurassic based on the ages of fossils in the lithologically similar
Dunlap and Westgate Formations outside the Sand Springs assemblage (01dow et al.,
1993; Corvalan, 1962; Silberling, 1984). Compositionally similar rocks have not yet
been described elsewhere in the Sand Springs assemblage.
Successions of Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic age. Hornblende-biotite schist
(n2a).

Amphibole-biotite-quartz schist and interstratified slate in n2a has no lithologic

correlatives of known age elsewhere in the SSR or in the Sand Springs assemblage.
In n2a it comprises a possibly structurally repeated succession consisting of two map
units: a) mafic volcanogenic and/or volcanic conglomerate metamorphosed to
amphibolite facies tectonites, and b) shale and minor volcanogenic sandstone and/or
volcanic rock metamorphosed to amphibolite facies slate and schist. Contacts are
gradational between map units. The only age constraint on the protolith of these map
units is that they predate Mesozoic, first-phase deformation and metamorphism and
thus they are designated Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic in age.
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Mafic volcanogenic and volcanic rock successions (n7a, n7d, n6e).

Compositionally similar mafic volcanic and volcanogenic rocks are the dominant rock
types in n7a, n7d, and n6e. The succession in n7a consists of two map units: a)

~50

m of interstratified shale chip conglomerate and and mafic volcanogenic sandstone,
and b) 27 5 m of mafic volcanic and volcanogenic conglomerate interstratified with
with lesser amounts of mafix volcanogenic sandstone. Map unit contacts are
gradational. Sandstone beds in both map units are typically planar laminated. A
similar succession in n7d consists of one

~1000

m thick map unit of very thick-bedded

mafic volcanic and volcanogenic conglomerate interstratified with mafic plagioclase
porphyry. A dark gray, finely recrystallized carbonate wackestone

~7 5

thick is in

depositional contact. In the vicinity of the Nevada Scheelite Mine possibly equivalent
recrystallized carbonate rocks surrounded by intrusions include zones containing
abundant bryzoan fragments and sparse crinoid stems of indeterminate age (H.J.
Brown, personal communication, 1995). Contacts are gradational and difficult to
locate between conglomerate and plagioclase porphyry, while the contact is sharp
between the carbonate and conglomerate-porphyry map unit. Map units in n7a, n7d,
and n6e are designated Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic in age because they predate
Mesozoic first-phase deformation and metamorphism. No lithologically similar
successions of known age have been described elsewhere in the Sand Springs
assemblage.
Carbonate, black slate, and mafic volcanic or volcanogenic rock succession
(n6c). The unique succession in n6c consists of: a)

~175m

marble, b) 75 m of
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interstratified carbonate conglomerate, biotite-actinolite schist, and marble, c) 300 m
marble, and d)

~150

m of black slate containing sparse interbeds of felsic crystal-lithic

tuff and felsic volcanogenic sandstone. Contacts are gradational between the marble
and carbonate-schist map unit and sharp between the black slate and marble unit. Map
units in n6c are designated Mesozoic and/or Jurassic in age because they predate firstphase metamorphism and deformation. This section has no known correlatives in the
Sand Springs assemblage.
Intrusive Rocks. Distinctive Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic tectonized intrusive
rocks are found in related successions in different SSR fault blocks, supporting
lithologic correlations shown in Figures 10 and 11. Correlative Triassic carbonate and
felsic volcanic successions in n6a and n3b are intruded by Triassic and/or Jurassic
quartz-feldspar porphyry intrusives. A possibly Triassic dark gray schist/slate and
carbonate succession in n9 is intruded by a similar Triassic and/or Jurassic quartzfeldspar porphyry. Triassic carbonate and felsic tuff in n6d and n7c are crosscut by
Jurassic and/or Triassic feldspar-olivine porphyry in both fault blocks. Mesozic and/or
Paleozoic carbonate rocks in n7d are also crosscuct by this feldspar-olivine porphyry.
A Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic felsite also crosscuts carbonate rocks in n7d. Jurassic(?)
quartz and chert-rich siliclastic rocks only exposed in nlOa contain the sole exposures
of crosscutting Jurassic(?) granodiorite. Finally, the Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic
carbonate, black slate, and mafic volcanic and/or volcanogenic succesion only exposed
in n6c is intruded by a single mafic felspar porphyry intrusion containing a pilotaxitic
texture not observed in other SSR intrusions.
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Discussion. SSR successions of known and speculative Triassic and Jurassic

age and dated Triassic and Jurassic successions elsewhere in the Sand Springs
assemblage together comprise a succession of rock types apparently consistent
throughout the assemblage. Early to middle Norian rocks throughout the Sand Springs
assemblage, described in the SSR, Hidden Wash, Copper Hill Mining District, and
Copper Mountain, are dominantly carbonate rocks. Late Norian rocks, documented in
La Plata area and in Gillis Canyon of the northern Gillis Range, and speculated to also
be present in the SSR, consist of interstratified black shale and carbonate rocks. Early
Jurassic rocks, documented in the Black Hills and lithologically similar successions at
Mystery Ridge and in the SSR, are mafic volcanogenic sandstone and conglomerate
interstratified in mudstone.
This composite Sand Springs assemblage succession (Fig. 12), although
allowable, remains poorly documented for several reasons. First, gaps of unknown
thickness and time significance separate these three successions of known age.
Second, the stratigraphic positions of several successions in the SSR remain unknown
and are not shown on Figure 12. Third, large exposures within the northern part of
the Sand Springs assemblage remain virtually unmapped. Finally, biostratigraphic
control for even the best described successions remains sparse. For this reason it is
possible that known successions in the assemblage are discontinuous. The mafic
volcanogenic succession at Mystery Ridge which is regarded as Lower Jurassic is
allowably Upper Triassic in part and could be age-equivalent to Uppermost Triassic
black shale and carbonate successions at La Plata and the northern Gillis Range.
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Similarly, the argillite map unit in the La Plata area, which underlies upper Norian
carbonate rocks, is allowably middle Norian in age and age-equivalent to early to
middle Norian carbonate rocks known from the SSR, Copper Mountain, and the
northern Gillis Range. These possibilities cannot be tested without additional
biostratigraphic control.
Depositional Environments. Compositions and sedimentary structures in less

metamorphosed exposures in the Sand Springs assemblage suggest Triassic and
Jurassic rocks were deposited in basinal marine environments which recieved varied
types of sediments through time. Lower through middle Norian rocks at Hidden
Wash, Copper Hill Mining District, and Copper Mountain include varying proprotions
of limestone conglomerate. The unorganized and unsorted arrangement of clasts
within, their commonly matrix-supported framework, and their sharp, possibly
erosional bases suggests deposition by debris flows. Rare erosional channels and
sparse convolute laminations in adjacent laminated carbonate mudstone beds also
suggest at least intermittent rapid sedimentation. Now recrystallized laminae in
interstratified dark gray carbonate mudstone at Hidden Wash and Copper Mountains
may be distal turbidites or hemipelagic sedimentatary rocks deposited in an anoxic,
allowably deep marine environment. Documented lower through middle Norian rocks
in the Sand Springs assemblage are almost exclusively carbonate rocks.
Late Norian rocks also contain evidence of deposition by turbidites and debris
flows. Exposures at La Plata contain proximal turbidite facies and sparse carbonate
breccia beds interpreted to be debris flow deposits (John and Silberling, 1994). Rare
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graded siliciclastic beds interstratified with laminated shale in the Copper Hill Mining
District are also characteristic of proximal turbidites (Walker, 1984). Upper Norian
transported sediments were derived from carbonate and felsic volcanic sources.
Lower Jurassic rocks contain extensive evidence of deposition by debris flows
and turbidity currents. Distal turbidite sequences are preserved in sandstone and
mudstone at Mystery Ridge (Gelber, 1985) and in n7b and n6b in the SSR.
Randomly-oriented, poorly sorted volcanogenic clasts in conglomerate beds with
locally erosional bases in the SSR, Black Hills, and Mystery Ridge suggest deposition
by debris flows. The interstratification of debris flow deposits and distal turbidites
supports deposition by unchannelized sediment gravity flows (Gelber, 1985) or by
other mechanisms beside a submarine fan. Alternative models of turbidite and debris
flow deposition include: unchannelized sediment gravity flows, found on the steep
slopes of tectonically active basins in Antarctica (Bartek, 1989; Wright and Anderson,
1982), submarine drainage systems associated with submarine yazoos adjacent to
midocean channels, described in the Labrador Sea (Hesse, 1989), and mixtures of
downslope movement processes described on the shelf and slope of the Gulf of
Mexico seaward of the modem Mississippi River (Coleman and Garrison, 1977).
Possible ancient analogues to Jurassic debris flow and turbidite deposition in the Sand
Springs assemblage include Pliocene-Quaternary debris flows deposited on the
Canadian Arctic continental slope (Hiscott and Aksu, 1994), Miocene-Pliocene sheet
turbidites deposited on the floors of confined basins in southeastern Spain (Houghton,
1994), and Pennsylvanian debris flows and current-reworked sandstone deposited on a
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slope and exposed in the Ouachita Mountains, Arkansas (Shanmugam and Moiola,
1994). In the Early Jurassic, Sand Springs assemblage sediments were derived from a
uniformly mafic volcanic source almost completely lacking a quartz component.
In summary all known parts of the Sand Springs assemblage succession were
deposited by turbidites and debris flows in a slope or basinal environment. Indications
of shallow marine deposition are lacking, with the possible exception of the Lower or
Middle Jurassic(?) trough-crossbedded calcarentite beds at the top of the Black Hills
section, which may indicate a shoaling upward of depositional environents at the very
top of the Mesozoic section. Stratigraphic successions in the SSR, although tectonized
and recrystallized, apparently were deposited in consistently deep marine settings,
although this depositional environment interpretation is best supported by by data from
exposures outside the range.

MESOZOIC STRUCTURE
First-phase (D 1) Structures

D 1 faults and folds control the outcrop pattern of metamorphic tectonites in the
SSR. Outcrop-scale D1 folds, foliation, and lineations are abundant in tectonites
throughout the range. This deformation phase is present throughout the Sand Springs
lithotectonic assemblage and has been mentioned briefly in Satterfield and Oldow
(1989), Oldow and Gelber (1987), Hardyman and Oldow (1991), and Oldow et al.
(1993). Gelber (1985) described in detail D 1 structures at Mystery Ridge. When a
sporadically developed second pre-D 2 foliation is present, D 1 in the SSR is subdivided
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into D1a and D 1b.
D 1 Folds. D1 folds are tight to isoclinal flexures with a widespread penetrative

axial-planar cleavage. Axial planes and cleavage trend in various orientations due to
post-D 1 reorientation. Outcrop-scale D1 folds of several millimeters to 0.5 m halfwavelength are defined by changes in orientation of S0 and some quartz veins. They
are common, yet irregularly distributed, in carbonate rocks, black slate/schist, and
felsic and mafic volcanogenic and volcanic rocks. Map-scale folds of 25 m to > 1 km
half-wavelength are defined by warps of depositional contacts, intrusive contacts, and
early-formed D1 faults, as well as by changes in S0 orientation and by stratigraphic
facing reversals (Plates 1, 2). In the southernmost SSR a Jurassic-Triassic feldsparolivine porphyry pluton is folded in map-scale D1 isoclines, an observation critical to
establishing that this map unit, which does not contain outcrop-scale D1 folds or a
penetrative axial-planar foliation, was deformed during D 1•
D 1 folds display rounded hinges and close to isoclinal limb appressions (Fig.
14). Dip isogons constructed from photographs of three well-exposed outcrop-scale
folds in three separate Mesozoic fault blocks indicate Ramsay Class lC and Class 2
fold geometries. Folds were classified using the plot of Hudleston (1973) described in
Ragan (1985). A foliation axial-planar to map- and outcrop-scale folds (S 1) is
typically a penetrative metamorphic foliation. In black slate/schist and quartz-feldspar
porphyry S1 is locally a penetrative, closely spaced fissility. In feldspar-olivine
porphyry and quartz- and chert-rich siliciclastic rocks S 1 is a sporadically developed
spaced cleavage. S1 is the dominant outcrop-scale planar fabric in SSR metamorphic
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Figure 14. Sketches of outcrop-scale D1 folds: A) argillite and siltstone of MzPzvs2 in
n7b, B) sandstone and dark gray schist of MzPzas in n3a, C) quartz stringers and
dark gray schist of MzPzas in n3a, D) carbonate rocks of MzPzc in n7d(?)
(southernmost SSR), E) siltstone and dark gray schist of MzPzas in n3a, F)
carbonate rocks of MzPzc in n6c. Same rock type symbols used as in Figure 13.
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tectonites. In greenschist facies tectonites oriented chlorite, biotite, white mica,
calcite, actinolite, andalusite, epidote, and graphite define S1• S1 wraps around
actinolite, andulusite, and chloritoid porphyroblasts. In amphibolite facies tectonites
oriented hornblende, biotite, chlorite, white mica, calcite, andalusite, and graphite
define S1• S1 wraps around garnet, hornblende, andalusite, and diopside
porphyroblasts. Several garnet porphyroblasts contain planar inclusion trails at an
angle to surrounding S1• Symmetric and asymmetric dynamically recrystallized tails
commonly flank porphyroclasts and porphyroblasts in amphibolite and greenschist
facies tectoctonites. Asymmetric tails have generally consistent senses of asymmetry
in each of several thin-sections examined. Senses of asymmetry vary between samples
due to reorientation by multiple later phases of folding.
S0-S 1 intersection, mineral, and stretching lineations are geometrically related to
D1 fold axes and axial planes. S0 -S 1 intersection lineations, defined by the intersection
of original bedding (S 0) and S1, are parallel to map- and outcrop-scale D 1 fold axes.
They are abundant in n3a, n6a, n6b, n7b, n7c, and n7d. Stretching lineations defined
as the long axis of elongate grains, pebbles, and cobbles of various compositions plot
as a concentration within S1 either within a girdle distribution of D1 fold axes or
coincident with clustered fold axes. Stretching lineations are abundant within n1, n2a,
n3a, n3b, n6a, n6b, n7b, n9, and nlOb. Stretched clast dimensions in the X-Z plane
vary from 1.5:1 to 20:1, resulting from differing amounts of D 1 strain and from
differences in clast compositions. D1 mineral lineations, defined as long axes of synD1 metamorphic minerals, form maxima parallel to stretching lineations. In
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greenschist facies tectonites long axes of actinolite, andalusite, and aggregates of
biotite crystals locally define D1 mineral lineations. In amphibolite facies tectonites
long axes of hornblende, andalusite, and biotite crystal aggregates define mineral
lineations. In greenschist and amphibolite tectonites additional populations of
andalusite, actinolite, and chloritoid porphyroblasts define S1 but not a lineation, or are
completely unoriented, suggesting that prograde metamorphism outlasted partly coeval
D1 deformation.
Present orientations of D1 fold and fabric elements can be simply described
within individual Mesozoic fault blocks, although orientations have been reoriented by
several deformation phases. Measurements within each Mesozoic fault block are
plotted in Figure 15. Differences in fold axis and S0-S 1 intersection lineation
orientations were produced by arcuation during D 1 as well as by folding and faulting
in D2 and D3 • Nappes n1 - n6 contain generally northwest-striking, steeply southwest
dipping S1 and D1 axial planes. S1 formlines drawn parallel to S1 strike within each
nappe (Fig. 16) show an overall northwest trend and deflections formed during D2 •
Within individual domains in n1 - n6, S1 planes contain subparallel concentrations of
D1 fold axes, S0-S 1 intersections, stretching lineations, and mineral lineations which
plunge moderately to the southwest or west-southwest. Nappe n7 contains 2
concentrations of poles to S1, one in the northwest quadrant and one in the southeast
quadrant. Fold axes and S0-S 1 intersections form girdle distributions within each S1
orientation in n7. In n7b at Scheelite Summit stretching lineations define a maxima
within S1 which plunges moderately to the northwest.

Nappe n9 contains S1 defining
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Figure 15.

Equal-area, lower-hemisphere projections of fabric data.
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S1 formline map of nappes nl through n6 in southern SSR constructed
from S1 attitudes on 1:8000-scale map. Fault and map unit symbols same as on
Figure 5.

Figure 16.
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a north-northeasterly trending girdle. Subparallel S0-S 1 intersection, stretching, and
mineral lineations in n9 are subhorizontal and east-northeast-trending.

Mesozoic fault

blocks nlOa, nlOb, and nlOc contain S1 poles forming girdles trending north-northwest,
north-south, and north-northeast. In nlOc and the US 50 exposure in nlOb fold axes
and S0 -S 1 intersections define girdles within consistent, northeast-striking, moderately
northwest dipping S1 • Stretching and mineral lineations in the US 50 exposure define
a weak concentration plunging moderately to the north-northeast. In contrast, in nlOa
stretching and mineral lineations are subhorizontal and trend east-northeast. In all
Mesozoic fault blocks except n6a, nlOc, and nlOa, S1 and S0 poles are subparallel,
another indication of tight - isoclinal D1 folding. S1 is at a high angle to S0 in n6a,
nlOa, and nlOb within broad hinge areas of map-scale folds.
D1 Faults. Syn-D 1 faults recognized primarily in the southern SSR are
generally sharp, steeply dipping contacts. Although they are difficult to recognize as
faults at the outcrop-scale, they fulfill several criteria for fault contacts: 1) D 1 faults
truncate otherwise continuous map units on one or both sides, 2) adjacent S0 within an
individual map unit is at a high angle to the fault, 3) D 1 faults locally truncate mapscale D1 folds. Individual D1 faults crosscut and are folded by map-scale D1 folds,
establishing that they were active during D1• D1 faults are crosscut by D2 faults and
folded in D2 folds. Rarely well-exposed D1 faults are zones no thicker than several em
which do not contain gouge or brecciated rocks. Similar-style faults also active in
greenschist facies conditions in the Last Chance Range, southeastern California are
several mm-thick surfaces tightly folded by by subsequent deformation (Corbett,
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1990a, b). D 1 faults have been reoriented by D1

-

D3 • In n1 - n6, faults generally

strike northwest and dip steeply to the southwest, parallel to S1 (Plate 2). In n7 faults
strike northeast and are subvertical.
Strain Distribution. Highly stretched clasts in many nappes indicate high D 1
strain. X-Z axial ratios of stretched clasts vary from 1.5: 1 to 20: 1. The ratios of all
three axes (X:Y:Z) of elongate clasts measured in one felsic volcanogenic
conglomerate in n1 average 13:2.3:1. In contrast, axial ratios in a felsic volcanogenic
conglomerate in n6a average 5:1.5:1. Variations in clast dimensions may result from
differences in clast composition as well as differences in D1 strain. Varying relations
between D1 fold axes and stretching lineations also indicate D 1 strains vary between
nappes. This is because as simple strain increases fold axes may reorient successively
from original orientations subparallel to the Y-strain axis to a girdle distribution within
the axial plane, to a maxima parallel the X-strain axis (e.g., Escher and Watterson,
1974; Cobbold and Quinquis, 1980). Stretching lineations in the SSR are a good
representation of the X-strain axis during D1 because: a) highly stretched clasts are
abundant throughout the range, allowing abundant and accurate measurements of
orientation to be collected in many Mesozoic fault blocks (Fig. 15), b) stretching
lineation orientations remain tightly clustered within individual structural domains (Fig.
15), and c) post-D 1 deformation was not accompanied by sufficient strain to deform
spherical vessicles in post-D 1 Jurassic-Cretaceous basalt. D 1 fold axis distributions in
individual domains clearly show the effects of D1 deformation because fold axes
remain within consistently oriented D1 axial planes in individual domains. Fold axes
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in different Mesozoic fault blocks form one of two patterns: a) a girdle distribution
within the D 1 axial plane, or b) a maxima parallel to the D 1 stretching lineation.
Metamorphic tectonites in n7b, n7c, n7d, nlOb, and nlOc display girdle distributions of
fold axes and S0 -S 1 intersections within D 1 axial planes. This girdle distribution
suggests that strains in these nappes were high enough to arcuate D 1 fold axes
assumed to have been originally subparallel to the Y-strain axis. Strains are
interpreted to be higher in nl, n2a, n3a, n6a, n6b, and n9 because fold axes and S0 -S 1
intersection lineations apparently were completely reoriented into colinearity with
stretching lineation concentrations. Strains in n2b, n4, n5, n6c - n6f, n7a, and nlOa
have not been estimated because fold axis and/or stretching lineation data is absent or
sparse. Strains within individual Mesozoic fault blocks and across D 1 faults within the
same nappe appear similar. D2 faults at the base of nlO and n7 juxapose more
strained lower plates against less strained upper plates. This distribution does not
result from differences in rock types in each nappe. In n9 and in nlO, abundant
measurements were obtained from black slate and schist map units. Similarly in n6
and in n7, sandstone, shale, and conglomerate supplied abundant measurements. This
strain distribution approximately mirrors the distribution of amphibolite and greenschist
tectonites in the SSR: amphibolite facies rocks are in nappes which experienced the
highest strains.
Syn-D 1 Fluid Inclusions. Melting and homogenization temperatures of 79
fluid inclusions interpreted to have been trapped during D 1 in two syn- or pre-D 1
quartz veins better constrain D 1temperature and pressure conditions. Fluid inclusions
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in one nearby post-tectonic quartz vein differ in composition and texture from syn-D 1
inclusions. Fluid inclusions were examined within two quartz veins 0.9 km apart
within greenschist facies dark gray schist in n3a . These quartz veins crystallized prior
to or during D 1 because: veins are stretched into boudins, adjacent quartz stringers are
folded into D 1 isoclines, and quartz is dynamically recrystallized.

In contrast, nearby

quartz veins crosscutting the post-tectonic Sand Springs pluton are not folded or
recrystallized, and are typically not stretched into boudins.
The two syn- or pre-D 1 quartz veins sampled contain sparse, relatively small,
typically elongate two-phase fluid inclusions in trails locally terminated by
recrystallized grain boundaries.

Recrystallization was likely associated with syn-D 1

metamorphism, implying that fluid inclusions were trapped before the cessation of D1•
Consistent fluid inclusion compositions throughout both veins suggests the inclusions
are related to the veins which trapped them (Hollister, 1981), also supporting a syn- or
pre-D 1 origin. In contrast, the post-tectonic quartz vein sampled contains abundant
two- and three-phase fluid inclusions of varying sizes and shapes in random
orientations.
Measurements of melting and homogenization temperatures of fluid inclusions
in the two syn- or pre-D 1 veins and one post-tectonic vein allow compositions and
densities of fluids to be calculated. Measurements of individual fluid inclusions using
a USGS-type heating-freezing stage were repeated several times to insure
reproducibility. Repeated melting point measurements of individual inclusions varied
as much as 2°, while repeated homogenization point measurements varied by as much
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as -5°. Closely clustered melting point measurements from sample 71388-2 of -s.6 to
-3.9° C (Fig. 17) indicate syn- or pre-D 1 fluid inclusions are weakly saline solutions
composed of 8.7 to 6.3 weight percent NaCl equivalent. Similar, tightly clustered
melting points of -4.3 to -1.7° C in sample 62788-2 indicate inclusions consist of 6.9
to 2.9 weight percent NaCl equivalent. Clustered homogenization temperature
measurements in sample 71388-2, ranging from 148 to 181 o C, indicate fluid inclusion
densities range from 0.9815 to 0.9352 g/cm3 • Similarly, in sample 62788-2 clustered
homogenization temperature measurements vary from 103 to 166° C, indicating fluid
inclusion densities from 1.0034 to 0.9288 g/cm 3 • Melting and homogenization
temperatures in fluid inclusions in the post-tectonic vein are much more variable,
indicating more complex compositions including C02 within some inclusions. Syn-D 1
fluid inclusion compositions and densities can be used to plot isochores, lines along
which the pressure and temperature at which the fluid inclusion was trapped must fall
(Crawford, 1981; Potter and Brown, 1977).
D 1b.

D 1b structures are crenulations which fold S1 and define a penetrative

crenulation cleavage (S 1b). They are locally exposed only in n1, n2b, n3a, n4, and
nlOb. D1b crenuations of 1 to 2 mm half-wavelength and outcrop-scale D1b folds of
30 em half-wavelength fold S1 and subparallel S0 in black slate/schist and carbonate
rocks. Folds display close to open limb appressions and angular hinges which contain
axial-planar crenulation cleavage. S1b is primarily a sporadically developed crenulation
cleavage in black slate or schist. In n7d and nlOb S1b is a sporadically developed
spaced cleavage. Metamorphic recrystallization is in general not associated with D 1b,
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Figure 17. Histograms of melting (Tm) and homogenization (Th) temperatures of

fluids in inclusions within two pre- or syn-D 1 quartz veins (71388-2 and 62788-2)
and in one post-tectonic quartz vein (91388-4).
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although long axes of andalusite porphyroblasts locally parallel D 1b fold axes. S 1b is
separated by 50 - 65° from S1a wherever developed (Fig. 15). Mesozoic fault blocks
n1, n2a, n3a, and n4 contain north-northeast striking, subvertical axial planes and
cleavage and moderately to steeply south-southwest-plunging fold axes. The US 50
exposure within nlOb contains northwest striking, subvertical S 1b cleavage (Fig. 15).
Timing. D 1 in the SSR unequivocally ended no later than the Late Cretaceous.
Poorly constrained ages of units deformed by and postdating D 1 structures in the SSR
suggest that D 1 was confined to the Early through Late Jurassic. Several lines of
evidence indicate that D 1 predated intrusion of Late Cretacous granitoids, including the
dated Sand Springs and Nevada Scheelite plutons. First, in n10 a Cretacous granitoid
crosscuts Jurassic-Cretaceous porphyritic basalt and the angular unconformity at its
base (Plate 1), establishing that granitoid emplacement postdated the post-D 1
unconformity and extrusion of Jurassic-Cretaceous basalt. Consequently, D 1 must
predate granitoid emplacement. Second, granitoid contacts crosscut S 1 at high angles.
Although margins of the Sand Springs pluton grossly parallel S1 in the northern and
southern SSR, at the 1:8000 scale the contact is irregular and sharply truncates S1 in
many locations in the range. Third, granitoids crosscut nappes containing amphibolite
facies tectonites and nappes containing greenschist facies tectonites, demonstrating that
syn-D 1 metamorphism is not related to granitoid emplacement. Fourth, granitoid
plutons and dikes are typically unfoliated, homogeneous intrusions not containing D 1
structures or fabric. Deformation which produced rare boudinaged granitoid dikes in
n2a postdates D 1 because dikes are not folded in D 1 folds and their orientations show
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no relationship to S 1 or to the plane orthogonal to D 1 lineations in adjacent country
rock (Fig. 18). If dikes were folded during D 1 in flexural slip folds, dike orientations
should fall within the plane orthogonal to the D 1 fold axis, which is parallel to
stretching and mineral lineations in n2a. Finally, emplacement of granitoid intrusions
will be shown to postdate D2 , during which D 1 structures and fabric were
unequivocally deformed.
The youngest units in the SSR deformed during D 1 are Jurassic(?) carbonate
and quartz-rich siliciclastic map units in nlOa, which are tentatively Early - Middle
Jurassic in age. The oldest dated unit in the SSR not deformed in D 1 is JurassicCretaceous porphyritic basalt, correlated to a extrusive equivalents of the 159 Ma
Humboldt lopolith in the Lovelock assemblage (Willden and Speed, 1974; Hudson,
1988). If these speculative age constraints hold, D 1 is limited to between 200 - 159
Ma (Fig. 19).

A forthcoming U-Pb date of quartz-feldspar porphyry in n6a should

establish the age of D 1 in the SSR because this intrusion is foliated and
metamorphosed during D 1 and crosscuts a fault probably active in D 1•

Second-phase (D 1 ) Structures
Mapped and inferred D2 faults bound nappes n1 - nlO. Map- and outcrop-scale
D2 folds are prevalent throughout the SSR. D2 structures are directly superposed at the
outcrop- and map-scale on D 1 folds, faults, and fabric, including S 1b, as well as
Jurassic-Cretaceous porphyritic basalt.
D1 folds. D2 folds are typically close folds of S 1 which lack axial-planar
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Figure 18. Stereonets showing relations between granitoid dikes and D 1 and D2

structures at one locality in n2a.
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Figure 19. Chart of timing constraints on SSR and Singatse Range deformation

phases.
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cleavage. D 2 axial planes can be shown to have northeast strikes prior to D3 •
Jurassic-Cretaceous porphyritic basalt, the only unit in the SSR which postdates D 1 and
predates D2 is relatively unmetamorphosed and virtually unstrained, indicating low
strains are associated with D2• Outcrop-scale folds of 5 to 100 em half-wavelength are
defined by changes in orientations of S 1 and S0 and are most abundant in carbonate
rocks and black slate or schist. Map-scale folds of 0.2 to 5 km half-wavelength are
defined by changes in orientation of: depositional and intrusive contacts of
metamorphic tectonites, S 1 form surfaces (Fig. 16), D 1 faults, S 1b, syn-D 2 faults, and
the unconformity at the base of Jurassic(?) porphyritic basalt (Plates 1, 2). Changes of
S1 dip primarily define D2 folds in n7, n9, and n10, domains where D2 fold axes are
subhorizontal. D2 folds are gentle to close flexures with rounded and angular hinges
(Fig. 20). Thicknesses of individual folded beds remain constant throughout D 2 folds,
indicating Ramsay Class 1B geometries (Ramsay, 1967). Unusual, map-scale
"fishhook" folds containing greatly attenuated short limbs exposed south and east of
the Red Ant Mine in n1and n3b (Plate 2) result from folding of 3 map units of
differing competence (Ramsay and Huber, 1987). Folds of the unconformity at the
base of Jurassic-Cretaceous basalt (Plate 1) are atypical cuspate-lobate folds
characteristic of folding thick units of high viscosity contrast (Ramsay and Huber,
1987).
D2 fold orientations vary in different nappes. Nappes n1 - n6 contain northnortheast striking, subvertical axial planes and steeply south-southwest plunging fold
axes (Fig. 15). Nappes n7, n9, and n10 contain northeast to east-northeast striking,
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Figure 20. Sketches of outcrop-scale D2 and D3 folds. D2 folds: A) dark gray schist

of MzPzas in nl, B) dark gray schist in MzPzas in nl, C) carbonate rocks of
TR(?)ct in n6d. D3 folds: A) carbonate rocks of TRee in n6a, B) carbonate rocks
of MzPzc in nlOb.
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subvertical axial planes and subhorizontal to gently southeast- and northwest-plunging
fold axes.

An original N45E to N50E striking, subvertical axial plane orientation is

derived by symmetrically unfolding the two sets of present D2 axial plane orientations
about a mean D3 fold axis (Fig. 21). In this technique (Oldow, 1984b) the pole to the
original D2 axial plane is within the plane normal to the estimated mean D3 fold axis,
halfway between the 2 concentrations of current poles to D2 axial planes. For this
construction to be valid D3 folds must be approximated by symmetrical flexural slip
folds (Oldow, 1984b). SSR D3 folds are symmetrical and meet 2 characteristics of
flexural slip folding: layers maintain constant thickness around the curvature of the
fold and poles to previously generated planar fold elements, such as D2 axial planes,
fall within the plane normal to the D3 fold axis (Fig. 21; Ramsay, 1967). While D2
axial planes restore to a single original orientation, D2 fold axes do not, suggesting S1
orientations differed prior to D2 folding (Fig. 22).
D1

faults. Syn-D 2 faults in the northern and southern SSR are low-angle faults

which, unlike D1 faults, evidence of brittle deformation has been preserved. D2 faults
truncate depositional and intrusive contacts, D1 folds and faults, S1, the basal JurassicCretaceous porphyritic basalt unconformity, and map-scale D2 folds (Plates 1, 2).
Displacement during D2 is inferred because the fault at the base of nlO crosscuts mapscale D2 folds best seen in nlOb and then is broadly folded in a D2 synform of the
same orientation (Plate 1). Correlative low-angle faults bound nl through n6 and n8.
The fault at the base of n3 also shows mutually crosscutting relations with map-scale
D2 folds, indicating movement during D2 • Rarely well exposed D2 fault surfaces
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Figure 21. Equal-area, lower-hemisphere projections showing technique used to

estimate the original orientation of D2 axial planes.
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Figure 22. Sketch showing idealized relations of map-scale Dp 0 2 , and D3 structures

in northern and southern SSR.
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consist of a 1 to 2 m thick zone of brecciated limestone and fine gouge.
Subhorizontal to 25 to 30° dips of D2 fault surfaces result in part from folding during
D2 and D3 •
Timing.

D2 structures postdate Middle Jurassic(?) porphryitic basalt and are

no younger than Late Cretaceous. Several local observations document that Late
Cretaceous granitoid emplacement postdated D2 • First, the Sand Springs pluton
crosscuts D2 faults at the base of n2 and n6b (Plate 2). Second, granitoid dikes
abundant near the Sand Springs pluton in n2a are not folded in outcrop-scale or mapscale D2 folds (Fig. 18). Several granitoid dikes in n1 consistently trend northwest,
crosscutting both limbs of a map-scale D2 fold. Third, the extensive and locally well
exposed margins of the Sand Springs pluton do not show evidence of extensive brittle
shearing expected if this large pluton predated D2 or D3 • Fourth, D2 cleavage or synD2 metamorphic minerals are not observed as Cretaceous plutons are approached,

suggesting that D2 is not related to their emplacement. The youngest dated unit folded
and crosscut by D2 structures is the Jurassic-Cretaceous porphyritic basalt (Plate 1).
Thus, if lithologic correlations to dated Humboldt lopolith hold, D2 is no older than
159 Ma. In summary, D2 probably occured between 159 and 85 Ma (Fig. 19).

Third-phase (D 3 ) Structures
The final major phase of Mesozoic deformation, D3 , produced gentle to open
folds lacking axial-planar cleavage (Fig. 20) which consistently strike northwest
throughout the SSR.

D3 folds display Ramsay Class 1B geometries.

Relative timing
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of D 1, D2 , and D3 is directly documented in one exposure in the southernmost SSR
where D3 folds are superposed on D2 folds which in turn reoriented S1 axial-planar to
outcrop-scale D1 folds (Fig. 23). D3 folds are easily identifiable only in n7, n9, and
nlO, because in these nappes many pre-D 3 surfaces were sub-horizontal and thus
readily folded into open flexures. D3 folds are rarely recognized in nl through n6,
probably because S0 and S1 planes in these nappes were northwest-striking and steeply
dipping, and thus more difficult to reorient by northeast-southwest compression.
Outcrop-scale folds of 5 em - 3 m half-wavelength are warps of S0 and S1 most
abundant in carbonate rocks and black slate or schist. Map-scale folds of 40 to 400 m
half-wavelength are defined by changes in orientation of S0 , S1, the unconformity at
the base of Jurassic-Cretaceous porphyritic basalt, and the D2 fault at the base of nlO.
D3 axial planes strike on average N55W, are subvertical, and contain fold axes steeply
plunging to the northwest (Fig. 24). Strikes of axial planes vary from NlOW to
N80W.
D3 folds, like D2 structures, are constrained to have formed between the Middle
Jurassic and the Late Cretaceous because they fold the basal contact of JurassicCretaceous porphyritic basalt and do not deform Late Cretaceous granitoids.
Suggestions that granitoid emplacement postdated D3 include the lack of brittle
deformation along the margins of large plutons and the absence of D3 folds in thin
granitoid dikes.
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Figure 23. 1:500-scale map of a portion of the southernmost SSR showing direct

superposition of D3 folds on D2 folds on S1 within carbonate rocks of MzPzc.
Approximate coordinates of map area: 118°20' W. and 39°00'38" N.
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Figure 24. Equal-area, lower hemisphere projections of D 3 axial planes and fold axes

from throughout the SSR (compilation of data plotted in Fig. 15).
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KINEMATIC INTERPRETATIONS
D 2 and D 3

Correlations of fold styles, fold and fault orientations, and relative timings of
structures in the SSR with structures in the Luning-Fencemaker thrust belt (LFTB)
suggest that SSR D2 and D3 folds and faults are products of shortening during the two
main phases of movement of the LFTB. Fold styles correlated include limb
appressions, presence or absence of penetrative axial-planar cleavage, and scales of
folds. The characteristic sequence and orientations of the two primary LFTB phases
have been documented in over sixteen mountain ranges in western Nevada. Table 4
summarizes data from five ranges in assemblages bordering the Sand Springs
assemblage. In this paper, "D 1, D2 , and D3 " refer only to phases of deformation in the
SSR, while the multiple phases of deformation in the LFTB or in other areas outside
the SSR will be termed "first-phase" or "second-phase". LFTB first-phase folds are
close to isoclinal, originally northeast trending map- and outcrop-scale flexures. Axial
planes now strike northeast to east-west and dip northwest or are subhorizontal;
orientations vary primarily because of refolding by the second phase. Although a
penetrative axial-planar cleavage is common, first-phase LFTB folds in some areas
lack axial-planar cleavage (e.g., Oldow, 1978). In several ranges multiple phases of
folds comprise the regional first phase: in the western Paradise Range three phases of
folds with consistent orientations and similar senses of shear are interpreted to be part
of a single continuous event (Chan, 1988; Table 4). LFTB first-phase folds and faults
are the first structures to deform Triassic and Jurassic rocks in all assemblages outside

TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF STRUCTURAL DATA FROM 5 RANGES IN LUNING-FENCEMAKER THRUST BELT
Luning-Fencemaker First Phase:
Fold azes (FA)

L

Types of
structures

Limb
apprcsslon

Cleavage

I

early: NW, upright to
recumbent

subhorizontal

major, minor
folds; inferred
Fencemaker
thrust

tightisoclinal

pervasive penetrative
cleavage, locally slaty;
heterogenous developed
at the outcrop scale

late: NW; upright to Svergent, rarely N-vergent
(conjugates)

shallow to
moderately
plunging with
modes in NW
and SE quadrants

major, minor
folds

close to tight

generally lacking;
sporatically developed
spaced cleavage

Basinal sequence,
Fencemaker Canyon ,
N. Stillwater Range:
Lovelock assemblage
(Oldow et al., 1990)

recumbent to strongly
overturned; inferred E to
SE directed shear

subhorizontal,
trend N and S

major and
minor folds

tightisoclinal

Sheep Canyon nappe,
W. Paradise Range:
Pamlico assemblage
(Chan, 1988)

early: recumbent (sense of
shear of mylonites top to
SE)

subhorizontal,
WNW and ESE
trending

ductile folds,
gen. 5 - 10 em

isoclinal

Domain I, Pershing
District, S. Humboldt
Range: Lovelock
assemblage (Oidow et
al., 1990)

(half-

wavelength?),
mylonites

intermediate: NE; high
angle to Dla foliation
(NW over SE directed
shear couple)

shallowly NNEplunging

mesoscopic
folds, related
faults, shears

overshortened
conjugate
kink bands

late: N30E to N50E;
moderate to subhorizontal
NW dips

girdle distribution
in AP

mesoscopic,
map-scale folds,
thrust faults
(crosscut and
folded by late
1st-phase folds)

"moderate" to
tight

1) none in carbonates
2) fissility in siliciclastics

1) mylonitic foliation or
schistosity
2) pervasive mineral
lineation (L-tectonites in
quartw-feldspathic units)
3) S-C planes

1) FA become more arcuated
towards inferred Fencemaker thrust
2) heterogenous flattening of
carbonate clasts in cleavage plane

no strain rotation of fold axes by
arcuation

I) sheath folds
2) mylonites, L-tectonites
3) angles of S-C planes as small as

0.5"

none

......

N

00

Paradise Peak nappe,
W. Paradise Range:
Pamlico assemblagee
(Chan, 1988)

early: N30E - N80E,
shallow NW dips ( in
southern domain where
not reoriented by 2ndphase

mineral stretching
lineation plunges
shallowly N55W
(southern
domain)

microscopic map-scale (no
major folds in
northern
domain)

tightisoclinal

schistosity and mineral
stretching lination

middle: N40E - N55E;
variable NW, SE dips
late: N40E - N50 E;
upright (in southern
domain where not
reoriented by 2nd-phase)

subhorizontal
(southern
domain)

minor folds
only adjacent to
Paradise thrust,
Paradise thrust
(middle and late
1st-phase folds
deform thrust)

middle: tight
late: open close

none

major folds

close isoclinal

none

Pamlico District, W.
Garfield Hills: Pamlico
assemblage (Oldow,
1978)

most N45W to N45E;
upright to inverted

E. domain of Luning
allochthon, Pilot Mtns
(n1 - n4): Luning
assemblage (Oldow,
1981; Seidensticker et
al., 1982)

N25E to N80W, avg
original orientation N35E
60NW (2nd phase little
effect); upright to
overturned to the S.

generally
plunging
moderately to N

major and
minor folds,
thrust faults

close isoclinal

penetrative cleavage

W. domain of Luning
allochthon, Pilot Mtns
(n 1, n2, includes Mac
Canyon): Luning
assemblage (Oldow,
1981, 1987)

N30W to E-W (present
orientation which is
deflected by 2nd phase
folds), overturned to S or
recumbent

generally
subhorizontal

major and
minor folds,
thrusts (crosscut
and folded by
1st-phase folds)

close isoclinal

well developed
penetrative cleavage;
fabrics for 1st phase
structures are more
widespread near bottom
of n 1 than at top

I) girdle distribution of fold axes
subparallel mineral stretching
lineation
2) arcuation of FA in consistently
oriented AP

near Luning thrust bedding-normal
boudins form from: 1) folding of
thin layers, 2) subsequent flattening
and extension parallel to fold axis
during which fold and boudin axes
are arcuated toward X-axis

*Minor folds: half-wavelength < 30 m; major folds: half-wavelength > 30 m

tv
\0

Luning-Fencemaker Second Phase:
•·

•••

!

<)

Axial planes (AP)

••
Fold axes
(FA)

Types of structures

NE, upright

shallow to steep S to
NE plunging

mesoscopic and
microscopic:
crenulations of early 1stphase cleavage

Basinal sequence,
Fencemaker Canyon:
Lovelock assemblage
(Oidow et al., 1990)

NW; upright toNE- or
SW-dipping

shallow NW and SE
plunging

few folds

open- close

Sheep Canyon nappe, W.
Paradise Range : Pamlico
assemblage (Chan, 1988)

2 orientations: NSSW
to N80W and N20E to
N10W; upright

subhorizontal axes

major and minor folds

gentle - open

none

Paradise Peak nappe, W.
Paradise Range: Pamlico
assemblage (Chan, 1988)

1) northern domain:
N20W- NSSW;
upright
2) southern domain:
N70W - N80W and
N20E, N20W

subhorizontal

major and minor folds

1) northern
domain: tight
2) southern
domain: open
gentle

none

Pamlico District: Pamlico
assemblage (Oldow, 1978)

dominant trend N10W;
generally upright,
locally overturned

major and minor folds

tight

well developed

E. domain of Luning
allochthon, Pilot Mtns (n 1 n4): Luning assemblage
(Oldow, 1981)

NW, near vertical

generally plunging
moderately to NW

major folds

gentle

only in hinge regions

W. domain of Luning
allochthon Pilot Mtns (n1,
n2, includes Mac Canyon):
Luning assemblage
(Oldow,.1981, 1987)

N20W to E-W, upright
to S-vergent, locally
recumbent near 2ndphase thrusts

subhorizontal to
moderately NNW
plunging to
moderately NE
plunging

major and minor folds
(early and late phases
near thrusts), thrust
faults

close - tight

1) local spaced
cleavage in hinge
areas of major folds
2) local crenu1ations
of first phase
cleavage where
second phase
cleavage is not
formed

...

···

...

lrei ( ••·••••••••·
Domain I, Pershing District
: Lovelock assemblage
(Oldow et al., 1990)

Limb appresslon

.cleavage ••..•. ·•

~train

>

local spaced
crenulation cleavage

reorient earlier structures

does not significantly
reorient 1st-phase structures
in southern domain

only minor reorientation of
1st-phase folds

{.,>.)

0
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the SSR east of the Pine Nut fault. SSR D2 folds, like LFfB first-phase folds, are
close to open, originally northeast striking folds which lack axial-planar cleavage and
are the first structures to deform Jurassic-Cretaceous porphyritic basalt.
LFfB second-phase folds, which reorient first-phase structures, are typically
open, northwest trending map- and outcrop-scale flexures. Axial planes typically
strike northwest and are subvertical, although fold orientations may vary from range to
range or within individual mountain ranges. Variable orientations are a demonstrably
primary feature not due to later refolding (e.g., Oldow, 1981; Table 4). Axial-planar
cleavage is typically absent. Paleomagnetic studies of Mesozoic plutons in several
parts of the LFfB show that plutons and first- and second-phase folds in adjacent
country rock have not been tilted or rotated in the Cenozoic (Geissman et al., 1984;
Hardyman and Oldow, 1991). Thus the orientations of LFfB folds as well as SSR
folds have not been reoriented in the Cenozoic and can be directly compared.

SSR

D3 folds also strike northwest, are subvertical, lack axial-planar cleavage, and also are
not refolded by later phases.
LFfB structures typically formed at non-metamorphic to very low grade
conditions and are not associated with high strains, conditions similar to SSR D2 and
D3 structures. Bedding, sedimentary structures, and fossils are typically preserved
throughout the LFfB outside the Sand Springs assemblage, allowing detailed
stratigraphic studies to be conducted within individual fault blocks or fold limbs (e.g.,
Taylor et al., 1983; Stanley, 1971; Silberling, 1984; Muller and Ferguson, 1936, 1939).
Conodont alteration indices of 3.5 to 4.5 in Triassic limestones outside the Sand
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Springs assemblage indicate maximum paleotemperatures of approximately 180 to
250°C at sampled locations (Oldow and Tipnis, 1984). Typically low, but locally
variable, strain amounts are associated with first- and second phase- phase LFfB folds
(Table 4). SSR D2 and D3 folds, like typical LFfB first- and second-phase folds, are
not associated with metamorphism or high strains.
LFTB deformation appears synchronous to D2 and D3 in the SSR: all are poorly
constrained to have occured between the Middle to Late Jurassic and the midCretaceous, based on ages of units deformed and of plutons crosscutting structures
(Figs. 19 and 25). Since each constraint relies on interpretations of relative timing of
individual structures and several constraints rely on questionable absolute dates, two
key areas providing constraints will be described. Structural relations in the East
Range, within the Humboldt assemblage, indicate LFfB deformation ceased no later
than the Late Jurassic. Folds in the East Range associated with emplacement of the
Willow Creek allochthon are crosscut by an undeformed 151 Ma pluton (K-Aron
hornblende; Speed et al., 1988). Allochthon emplacement is inferred to postdate the
Fencemaker thrust, a LFTB first-phase structure (Oldow, 1984a; Oldow et al., 1990).
The youngest dated unit deformed is late early Norian (Burke and Silberling (1973) in
Oldow et al., 1990). Thus LFTB deformation in the East Range began no earlier than
the Late Triassic and ended no later than the Late Jurassic.
The Excelsior Mountains, within the Gold Range assemblage, contain structural
relations cited as evidence of Cretaceous LFTB deformation (e.g., Oldow et al., 1993).
Volcanic rocks dated at 103 ± 5.7 Ma (whole rock Rb-Sr; Speed and Kistler, 1980)
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Figure 25. Chart of timing constraints on Luning-Fencemaker phases of deformation.
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were folded into a map-scale first-phase fold crosscut by an undeformed granitic
pluton dated at 100.0 Ma and 95.8 ± 2.9 Ma (K-Ar on biotite; Speed and Kistler,
1980). Assuming that the radiometric dates are correct approximations of the ages of
the deformed units, LFfB first phase must have occurred within a several million year
span in the Cretaceous.
Correlation of D2 and D3 with LFfB phases has several implications for
kinematics of structures in the SSR. First, low-angle D2 faults in the SSR must be
thrust faults correlative with syn-first-phase thrust faults documented in many parts of
the LFfB (e.g., Oldow, 1981; Table 4). Second, since characteristic LFfB structures
are present in the SSR, the SSR must lie within of the allochthons of the LFfB and
the coeval, left-lateral Pine Nut fault must lie to the west of the SSR.

D 1 structures can be shown to be unrelated to LFfB structures and were
possibly produced by simple shear in a contractional or extensional or strike-slip shear
zone.

D 1 structures are inferred to be unrelated to LFfB structures because: 1) they

formed at much higher pressures and temperatures, and 2) a large time span of time
represented by the unconformity at the base of Jurassic-Cretaceous porphyritic basalt
separated D 1 from D2 • Pressures and temperatures during D 1 are constrained by the
stability fields of the syn-D 1 metamorphic mineral assemblages presented in a previous
section. Applicable mineral reaction isograds constrain peak syn-D 1 temperatures in
amphibolite facies tectonites to 475 - 550° C: above the garnet-in and below the
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staurolite-in and cordierite-in reaction lines in felsic igneous and volcanogenic rocks
(Fig. 26) and above the first appearance of hornblende, at approx. 475° C, in mafic
volcanic and/or volcanogenic rocks (Fig. 27). Syn-D 1 pressures in amphibolite facies
tectonites are constrained to be no greater than 380 MPa, the upper limit of the
stability field of andalusite (Holdaway and Mukhopadhyay, 1993; Fig. 26). In
greenschist facies tectonites the broad zone of near-intersection of fluid inclusion
isochores with greenschist facies mineral stabilities constrain D 1 pressures to between
250 - 350 MPa (Fig. 28).

Greenschist facies temperatures are constrained to 375 -

475° C, between the biotite-in and garnet-in reaction lines (Fig. 26). This band of
temperatures intersects the band of fluid inclusion isochores at pressures of 250 - 350
MPa (Fig. 28). The isochore positions plot slightly outside the andalusite stability
field, which appears inconsistent with the occurence of only andalusite in greenschist
facies tectonites. However their is uncertainty in the isochore positions: inclusions in
only two samples were measured, measurements or calibrations of melting and
homogenization temperatures may contain errors, tectonic recrystallization may cause
leakage of liquid from aqueous fluid inclusions in quartz (Kerrich, 1976), and NaClH20 isochores determined only to 200 MPa (Crawford, 1981) have been extrapolated
to higher pressures on Figure 28). This uncertainty allows the possible intersection of
isochores and the andalusite stability field.
The relatively high pressure and temperature of D1 cannot by itself rule out the
possibility that D 1 is an early phase of LFTB deformation continuous with D2 since
atypical high P-T, high strain first-phase LFTB structures have been described (e.g.,
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Figure 26. P-T diagram showing peak metamorphic conditions of D 1 (horizontal ruled

area) constrained by reactions in felsic rocks. Minerals: Py-pyrophyllite, Andandalusite, Ky-kyanite, Sill-sillimanite, AS-aluminosilicate, Bt-biotite, Gar-garnet,
Aim-almandine, Chi-chlorite, Stl-staurolite, Cord-cordierite. References to
reactions: !-Holdaway and Mukhopadhyay (1993), 2-Spear and Chaney (1989), 3Winkler (1979), 4-Yardley (1989).
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Figure 27. P-T diagram showing peak metamorphic conditions of D 1 (horizontal ruled
area) constrained by reactions in mafic volcanic or volcanogenic rocks. Two
actinolite-in reactions mark a boundary between greenschist and zeolite facies.
Minerals: Preh-prehinite, Pump-pumpellyite, Act-actinolite, Qtz-quartz, Chichlorite, Ep-epidote, Zo-zoisite, Cln-clinochore, An-anorthite, Hb-hornblende.
References to reactions: 1-Yardley (1989), 2-Winkler (1979), 3-Frey et al. (1993).
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P-T diagram showing isochores calculated from compositions and
densities of syn-D1 fluid inclusions in quartz veins within greenschist facies
tectonites. Data used in constructing isochores plotted on Figure 17.

Figure 28.
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Chan, 1988; Table 4). The angular unconformity at the base of Jurassic(?) porphyritic
basalt indicates that D 1 and D2 are not continuous events. After D 1, metamorphic
tectonites were uplifted to the surface, eroded, then overlain by Jurassic(?) basalt, and
then deformed with Jurassic-Cretaceous basalt in D2 , the first phase of LFTB
deformation. The span of time between D 1 and D 2 is difficult to quantify because the
timings of events in the SSR are poorly constrained. One way of estimating the
possible range of time between D 1 and D 2 is to construct pathways of burial and
subsequent exhumation of metamorphic tectonites (Fig. 29). Variables used to
construct pathways are: time of initial burial prior to D 1, time of uplift to surface prior
to D2, and time span at peak D 1 metamorphic conditions. Resulting scenarios produce
minimum time spans between cessation of D 1 and initiation of D2 in the SSR of 4 to
26 million years.
Ranges of variables and values of contraints used were derived from local and
regional relations described in previous sections. The times of initial burial used are
175 Ma (mid-Aalenian in the Harland et al. (1990) time scale) and 196 Ma
(Pliensbachian), the approximate minimum and maximum possible ages of the
youngest stratigraphic unit deformed in D 1, chert- and quartz-rich siliciclastic rocks in
n10a. Burial of future tectonites and initiation of D 1 began no earlier than
immediately after these rocks were deposited. The times of D2 initiation used are 170
and 159 Ma, radiometric ages of units correlative to Jurassic-Cretaceous porphyritic
basalt (Hudson, 1988).

D2 began no earlier than the time of extrusion of Jurassic-

Cretacous prophyritic basalt after tectonites reached the surface. The times of
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Figure 29. Plots of depth vs. time for SSR metamorphic tectonites experiencing

different scenarios of burial and exhumation. Variables and boundary conditions
described in text.
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C) time of burial = 196 Ma,
10 Ma pause at maximum depth
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initiation of D2 used are absolute maximums because they assume that uplift of
tectonites to the surface, extrusion of basalt, and initiation of D2 began simultaneously.
Tectonites were at maximum depth for 0 and 10 My (Fig. 29), an absolute minimum
and an arbitrary time span chosen because D 1 must take place over a finite, presently
poorly constrained interval of time. A burial rate of 1 mrnlyr is assumed in all
scenarios, a realistic rate in light of known burial rates in orogens (Table 5). The
maximum burial depth of 12 km was used in all scenarios, a depth corresponding to
the approximate maximum pressure reached in greenschist facies tectonites during D 1
of 350 MPa (Fig. 28). A final constraint is that uplift rates produced in various
scenarios must be realistic in light of known uplift rates (Table 5).
The above variables and constraints produce six burial and uplift paths shown
in Figure 29A-C, five which are possible. A minimum time between D 1 and D2 of 4
m.y. results from initial burial at 175 Ma, uplift beginning immediately after reaching
12 km depth, and exhumation at 159 Ma, requiring uplift at 3 mrnlyear (Fig. 29B). A
minimum time between D 1 and D2 of 26 Ma results from initial burial at 196 Ma,
uplift initiating immediatly after reaching 12 km depth, and exhumation at 159 Ma,
requiring uplift at 0.48 mrnlyr (Fig. 29A). The range of possible uplift rates produced
in Figure 29A-C shows that rapid uplift characteristic of extension in a metamorphic
core complex (Table 5) is not necessary in all scenarios. Figure 29D shows that
slower uplift rates derived in Figure 29A could be net rates resulting from
contractional uplift followed by extensional uplift. Thus while the exhumation of
tectonites may have been rapid and involved an extensional deformation event, one is
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TABLE 5. BURIAL AND UPLIFT RATES

Burial by_contraction (mm/year)
0.8
1.7 - 2.7

Chugach metamorphic complex, Alaska
Tauern Window, Alps

Sisson et al., 1989
Selverstone, 1985

Uplift .tacontraction 1\illl..erosion (mm/year)
1.0
0.8
1.0
5.5
1.5 - 22

Sawtooth model (!-dimensional model)
Himalaya Mountains
Alps
Taiwan, post-Pliocene
South Island, New Zealand

Peacock, 1989
Sharma et al., 1990
Clark and Jager,1969
Li, 1976
Adams, 1980

Uplift .taextension (mmlyear)
2.1
2.4
~1.3

3 - 7.2
0.5

Coast Mountains, British Columbia
Ruby Mountains, Nevada
Ruby Mountains, Nevada
Whipple Mountains, California-Arizona
Okanogan complex, Washington

Hollister, 1982
Dokka et al., 1986
Hurlow et al., 1991
Davis, 1987
Hansen and Goodge,
1991
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not required.
The orientations of D1 structures and tectonite fabric can be produced by simple
shear. Distributions of fold axes relative to stretching lineations fit the pattern
produced when progressive simple shear reorients fold axes towards the X-strain axis
(e.g., Escher and Watterson, 1974; Cobbold and Quinquis, 1980). Microscopic
features in SSR greenschist and amphibolite tectonites commonly formed in simple
shear deformation include: a) sparse asymmetric recrystallized strain shadows around
porphyroclasts and porphyroblasts which indicate consistent shear senses in individual
samples, b) inclined inclusion trails in garnet porphyroblasts, and c) consisent senses
of offset on faults in feldspar porphyroclasts. These are features of non-coaxial
deformation, such as simple shear (e.g., Simpson and Schmid, 1983; Passchier and
Simpson, 1986).

D1 may also include a component of pure shear deformation.

The original orientation and sense(s) of shear of D 1 structures cannot be
reconstructed because a additional, previously undescribed deformation phase has
reoriented D1 structures. When the effects of D3 folding are removed D2 axial planes
restore to a consistent orientation, but D2 fold axes remain at high angles (Fig. 21). A
deformation event most likely reoriented S1 prior to D2 • If D 1 structures in n9 - n10 or
in n1 - n6 were rotated 90° about a vertical axis prior to D2, consistent northwestsoutheast shortening during D2 could have produced observed D2 fold axis orientations.
Tilting of D2 fold axes in part of the SSR in the Cenozoic, an alternative explanation,
can be ruled out because D3 axial planes and nearly orthogonal D2 axial planes have
consistent orientations throughout the range. Reorientation of D2 fold axes during D2
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by arcuation during simple shear is also unlikely: girdle distributions of D2 fold axes
do not exist (Fig. 15) and D2 structures lack axial-planar cleavage or any indication of
high strain amounts required to produce arcuated fold axes.
Unequivocal structures of this cryptic pre-D 2, post-D 1 phase which also could
be responsible for the exhumation of D 1 structures prior to extrusion of Jurassic(?)
porphyritic basalt, have not been found in the SSR. One possble structure is the fault
separating nlOa from nlOc which, unlike typical D1 faults, juxtaposes fault blocks with
different orientations of D1 lineations (Fig. 15) and it is overlapped by Jurassic(?)
porphyritic basalt at its southern end (Plate 1). D 1b structures have the proper timing
for this event but their fold orientations do not fit the observed orientations of D 1
structures prior to D2 •

In addition D1b structures in individual map units in n3a are

discontinuously developed and do not correspond to regional changes in D2 fold axes.
D1b cleavage or folds are not developed adjacent to the fault separating n10a from
nlOc in gray slate of nlOc. Since orientations of D1 structures in the SSR cannot be
reconstructed, they could have formed in a contractional, extensional, or strike-slip
shear zone.

REGIONAL CORRELATIONS OF D 1
Correlation to First-Phase Structures in Pine Nut Lithotectonic Assemblage

SSR D1 structures are correlative to first-phase structures in the Pine Nut
lithotectonic assemblage because both sets of structures can be shown to have: a)
similar styles, b) similar strains and metamorphic mineral facies, c) coeval timing, and
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d) similar, but not identical, relative timing relations within polyphase sequences of
folds. Published structural data in the Pine Nut assemblage covers the Singatse Range
(Fig. 30; Oldow et al., 1993; Dilles and Wright, 1988; Proffett and Dilles, 1984),
Wassuk Range (Oldow et al., 1993; Oldow, 1993; Dilles and Wright, 1988; Bingler,
1978), Pine Nut Mountains (Wyld and Wright, 1993; Oldow, 1984a; Noble, 1962),
southern Virginia Range (Oldow, 1984a; Bingler, 1977), and the Buckskin Range
(Oldow et al., 1993; Oldow, 1984a; Hudson and Oriel, 1979).
First-phase folds in the Pine Nut assemblage are overall tight to isoclinal northnorthwest-trending folds (Oldow, 1984a) similar in style to SSR D 1 folds. In the
Singatse Range two early phases of folds are distinguished, each containing axial
planar cleavage. Later early phase folds have northwest striking, steeply dipping axial
planes, steeply plunging fold axes, and reorient earlier folds (Oldow et al., 1993).
First-phase flexures include a large close fold with an angular hinge of >1 km halfwavelength (Proffett and Dilles, 1984) which after Cenozoic westward tilt (Geissman
et al., 1982) is removed has a west-northwest striking, steeply dipping axial plane
(Dilles and Wright, 1988). In the Pine Nut Mountains the first phase of deformation
includes a northwest striking, gently to steeply northeast and southwest dipping
metamorphic foliation in the eastern part of the range (Wyld and Wright, 1993) and
north-northwest-trending folds (Oldow, 1984a). In the northernmost Wassuk Range
the two earliest phases of folds, each with penetrative axial planar cleavage, trend
northwest. Folds of the latter phase have northwest-striking, subvertical axial planes,
and moderately southeast dipping fold axes (Oldow et al., 1993). In the eastern and
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Figure 30. Pre-Tertiary exposures in the southern Mesozoic marine province showing
locations of mountain ranges in Pine Nut assemblage and in other assemblages
adjacent to the Sand Springs assemblage.
Sand Springs assemblage: sSTR, southern Stillwater Range; nSSR, northern Sand
Springs Range; sSSR, southern Sand Springs Range; nGR, northern Gillis Range;
CM, Copper Mountain; BH, Black Hills; MR, Mystery Ridge.
Pine Nut assemblage: nWR, northern Wassuk Range; ncWR, north-central Wassuk
Range; BR, Buckskin Range; SR, Singatse Range; PNM, Pine Nut Mountains;
PGH, Pine Grove Hills; SWR, Sweetwater Range; MTP, Mount Tallac Pendant.
Sierra Nevada: SLP, Snow Lake Pendant; SBLP, Saddlebag Lake pendant; RFSZ,
Rosy Finch shear zone; M-SLF, Mojave-Snow Snow Lake fault.
Pamlico assemblage: nwGH, northwest Garfield Hills; nGH, northern Garfield
Hills; eGH, eastern Garfield Hills; sGR, southern Gillis Range; nGVR, northern
Gabbs Valley Range; wPR, western Paradise Range; sLH, southern Lodi Hills.
Luning assemblage: sCAM, southernmost Clan Alpine Mountains; CHM, Chalk
Mountain; ePR, eastern Paradise Range; sSM; southern Shoshone Mountains;
sGVR, southern Gabbs Valley Range; nCM, northern Cedar Mountains; nPM,
northern Pilot Mountains.
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central Wassuk Range first-phase structures consist of a 5 to 10 km wide belt of
steeply dipping penetrative metamorphic foliation which includes S-C fabrics, rotated
porphyroblasts, and well-developed stretching lineations. This belt extends
discontinuously along strike for 80 km within the Wassuk Range. Removal of >50
westward Cenozoic tilt restores the metamorphic foliation to shallowly to moderately
west-dipping and the sense of shear to top to the east (Oldow et al., 1993; Oldow,
1993). Correlative first-generation folds in the Buckskin Range and in the southern
Virginia Range also trend north-northwest (Oldow, 1984a; Bingler, 1977).
As in SSR D1, first-phase structures in the Pine Nut assemblage accommodated
varying, locally high strains and formed at amphibolite facies conditions in local areas.
While in some areas vitrinite reflectance data indicate metamorphic temperatures <150
- 200° C (Oldow et al., 1993), amphibolite facies mineral assemblages are found in the
eastern and central Wassuk Range (Oldow et al., 1993) and along the eastern
rangefront of the Pine Nut Mountains (Wyld and Wright, 1993). Metamorphic grade
and limb appression of first-phase folds increases eastward from the Singatse Range to
the eastern Wassuk Range (Oldow et al., 1993). Within the eastern Pine Nut
Mountains metamorphic grade associated with first-phase foliation increases from
greenschist to amphibolite facies from west to east (Wyld and Wright, 1993).
Formation of first-phase structures in the Pine Nut assemblage appears
synchronous with SSR D1 deformation on the basis of locally well constrained timing
constraints. In the Singatse Range the > 1 km-half-wavelength, originally westnorthwest trending first-phase fold reorients an Early to Middle Jurassic quartz-rich
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siliciclastic map unit and an underlying shale map unit (Fig. 31). The shale map unit
is lithologically correlated to a unit in the Pine Nut Mountains which contains
Toarcian fossils (Silberling, 1984), approximately 187 Ma (Harland et al., 1990). The
south limb of the fold is crosscut by a post-first-phase batholith dated at 165.8 Ma (UPb on zircon; Dilles and Wright, 1988). The north limb is crosscut by the Yerington
batholith, dated at 169.4 Ma (U-Pb on zircon; Dilles and Wright, 1988). Therefore
this first-phase fold is tightly constrained to have formed between 187 and 164 Ma
(Fig. 19). Similarly, in the Wassuk Range, post-kinematic plutonic rocks correlated
with the 169.4 Ma Yerington batholith crosscut the first-phase ductile shear rone
(Oldow et al., 1993).
The overall sequence of polyphase folds is only partly similar to the SSR
sequence of folds: in the Pine Nut assemblage two rather than three phases of folds
are separated by an angular unconformity. As in the SSR, first phase tectonites in the
Pine Nut assemblage appear to be overlain in angular unconformity by a relatively
unmetamorphosed volcanic succession. In the Buckskin Range a thick sequence of
slightly deformed volcanic rocks (Hudson and Oriel, 1979) unconformably overlies
first-phase tectonites (Oldow et al., 1993). Correlative volcanic rocks possibly also
overlying an angular unconformity are exposed in the Singatse Range (Proffett and
Dilles, 1984) and in the Pine Nut Mountains (Noble, 1962; Wyld and Wright, 1993),
although the Jurassic quartz-rich siliclastic unit - volcanic contact in the eastern Pine
Nut Mountains is interpreted to be depositional by Wyld and Wright (1993).
Tectonites, the angular unconformity, and overlying volcanic rocks are folded
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Figure 31. Geologic map of the Ludwig area, western Singatse Range, modified

slightly from Proffett and Dilles (1984).
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in open to gentle, northwest-trending second-phase folds not generally associated
with metamorphic recrystallization (Oldow et al., 1993). Second-phase Pine Nut
assemblage folds correlate in style and timing with SSR D3 folds. In the northernmost
Wassuk Range, these folds have subvertical, northwest trending axial planes and gently
southeast-plunging fold axes (Oldow et al., 1993). Possibly correlative second-phase
folds deforming the Jurassic-Cretaceous volcanic succession in the western Pine Nut
Mountains trend northwest, include a pervasive axial planar foliation, and are
associated with lower greenschist mineral assemblages (Wyld and Wright, 1993). In
the Buckskin Range second-phase folds broadly warp the upper Mesoroic volcanic
succession and its basal unconformity (J.S. Oldow, personal communication, 1994).
The <2km-thick volcanic unit overlying the unconformity in the Buckskin Range
(Hudson and Oriel, 1979) correlates with the Andesite of Artesia Lake, which in the
Singatse Range is crosscut by the 169.4 Yerington batholith (Dilles and Wright, 1988).
The volcanic map unit overlying the Andesite of Artesia Lake equivalent in the
Buckskin Range has been dated at 166.5 Ma (U-Pb on zircon; Dilles and Wright,
1988). If this map unit is folded, the second phase is younger than 166.5 Ma. In the
Pine Nut Mountains the Double Spring Formation, which is folded by possibly
correlative folds, is interpreted to be Late Jurassic through Cretaceous in age on the
basis of sparse fossils (Wyld and Wright, 1993). The underlying volcanic map unit
the the Pine Nut Mountains, the Gold Bug Formation, is dated at 162 to 170 Ma (UPb on zircon; Wyld and Wright, 1993). Second-phase folds in the Pine Nut Mountains
are believed to be predate contact metamorphism on the flanks of a 107 Ma pluton
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(Wyld and Wright, 1993). In summary second-phase folds in the Pine Nut assemblage
are constrained to be no older than Late Jurassic and no younger than Early
Cretaceous.
Northeast-trending folds and thrust faults correlative to SSR D2 have not been
described in any part of the five mountain ranges providing data in the Pine Nut
assemblage. Thus while SSR D 1 and D 3 have correlatives in the Pine Nut assemblage,
SSR D 2 structures are absent there.

Implications
Correlation of SSR D1 folds with first-phase folds in the Pine Nut assemblage
has several implications for regional structures. First, since the the Pine Nut
assemblage lacks Luning-Fencemaker northeast-trending folds and coeval thrust faults
which are widespread in the SSR, the Pine Nut fault must be located between the SSR
and the Wassuk Range, the nearest Pine Nut assemblage exposure. The Pine Nut
fault, which is rarely exposed, is placed at the western boundary of the LFTB (Oldow,
1984a). This position supports the location of the Pine Nut fault in Oldow et al.
(1993). The location of the Pine Nut fault west of the SSR is also supported by
differences in rock type and depositional environment in coeval sections of the Sand
Springs and Pine Nut assemblages (Oldow et al., 1993).
Second, if Pine Nut assemblage first-phase structures are Middle to Late
Jurassic Sierra Nevada structures as proposed by Oldow et al. (1984) and Oldow et al.
(1993) on the basis of similar, northwest-trending folds, similar metamorphic
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conditions, and allowably coeval timing, then the SSR D1 is a Sierra Nevada event
also. It follows that in the SSR Luning-Fencemaker structures are directly superposed
on Sierra Nevada structures, requiring that shortening in the Luning-Fencemaker belt
and coeval left-lateral displacement on the Pine Nut fault must postdate major midJurassic contraction in the Sierra Nevada. This in turn implies that LuningFencemaker thrust faults are not continuations of coeval eastern Sierra Nevada thrusts
offset by a right-lateral Pine Nut fault.
Third, if Pine Nut first-phase structures are related also to early displacements
on a proto-Pine Nut fault (Oldow and Gelber, 1987). then SSR structures are also part
of a proto-Pine Nut fault shear zone. Primary support for the Pine Nut assemblage
structures being part of a shear zone located in the same approximate location as the
left-lateral Late Jurassic - Cretaceous Pine Nut fault is the general strain and
metamorphic gradient which increases towards the eastern Wassuk Range and the Pine
Nut fault (Oldow and Gelber, 1987; Oldow et al., 1993). If so, SSR D 1 structures are
an offset part of a right-lateral strike-slip fault zone.
Each of these implications are speculative. The kinematics of D 1 in the SSR
and of correlative structures in the Pine Nut assemblage and the Sierra Nevada are
poorly known. Timing relations. strain amounts, and metamophic conditions must be
better constrained to test correlations between SSR, Pine Nut assemblage. and Sierra
Nevada structures. The geology of the SSR provides constraints which all future
hypotheses must honor.
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APPENDIX 1: THIN-SECTION CONTROL
Localities:

RA- Red Ant Mine area, southern SSR
ERA- area east of Red Ant Mine, southern SSR
SRA- area south of Red Ant Mine, southern SSR
CKgM- central area of southern margin of Sand Springs pluton
SSS- northern Sand Springs Range (also known as Sand Springs Summit)
neSSS- eastern portion of northern SSR
seSSS- southeastern portion of northern SSR

Protolith and metamorphic minerals:
act- actinolite
amph- amphibole
and- andalusite
bt- biotite
chl- chlorite
ctd- chloritoid
ep- epidote

fs- feldspar
gar- garnet
graph- graphite
hb- hornblende
MRF- metamorphic rock fragments
ol- olivine

pc- phenocryst
plag- plagioclase
qtz- quartz
tr- trace amount
trem- tremolite
VRF - volcanic rock fragments

Greenschist and Amphibolite Facies Tectonites:

nl - 1

I II: 8487-2

I MzPz ac (RA):
conglomerate

nl - 2

I V: 111084-6

MzPz ac; sandstone

nl - 3

I V: 61488-1

MzPz ac (RA): sandstone

nl- 4

I X: 7393-1a,b,c I MzPz ac (RA): sandstone

I

qtz pc, chert pc (VRF),
matrix (chert, mica)

chi, white mica, qtz,
calcite

greenschist

qtz pc, plag pc

epidote?, calcite,
diopside?, qtz

greenschist?; thick section?

amph, chi, qtz

amphibolite; amph: non-pleochroic, lath crosssections

ep, calcite (hb, bt also
observed in hand sample)

I

amphibolite (based on hand sample observations);
thin-section is 7393-lb

-...)

w

n1 • S

X: 7393-4

MzPz ac (RA): sandstone

n1 • 6

IX: 8492-1

MzPz as: conglomeratic
sandstone

n1 • 7

II: 81887-4,
III:4b,4c

MzPz s (ERA):
conglomerate

nl • 8

VII: 71590-1

MzPz s: qtz-fs ss7

qtz pc, plag pc

.
qtz pc, plag pc, untwinned fs
pc, chert pc (VRF)
qtz pc, plag pc, untwinned fs

bt, qtz (abundant gar in
hand sample)

amphibolite (based on gar in hand sample)

bt, chi, white mica, qtz

greenschist; near vein Q2 of Caren Chaika; white
mi~ is not highly birefringent

bt, chi, plag, calcite

greenschist; bt: abundant large xtls; thin-sections 4b
and 4c are incorrectly labeled "8187-4b, 4c"

bt, white mica, qtz

greenschist

and, bt, white mica,
graph, qtz

greenschist; white mica rims and; bt: abd large xtls

and, bt, white mica,
graph, qtz

greenschist: white mica rims and; bt in abundant,
large crystals; thin-sections mislabeled as "8187la,b"

pc
n1 • 9

II: 81887-2

MzPz as (RA): organicrich siltstone

n1 • 10

III: 81887-la,b

MzPz as (ERA): organicrich shale

n1 • 11

IX: 8492-2

MzPz as (ERA): organicrich shale

and, bt, amph, graph, qtz

greenschist; amph: non-pleochroic act?

n1- 12

V: 7588-2

MzPz ac (RA): organic
rich shale

and, white mica, chi,
graph, qtz

greenschist; white mica rims and; no bt

nl • 13

V: 91388-2

MzPz ac (RA): organicrich shale

and, bt, chi, graph, qtz

greenschist

n1- 14

VII: 71190-1

MzPz s: dirty limestone?

diopside, trem, chi, qtz

amphibolite?; trem: fibrous, slightly pleochroic light
green, inclined extinction; chi: yellow brown

plac pc, untwinned fs pc

.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------n2a- 1
X: 7493-3
MzPz ha
fs (including microcline) pc
hb, bt, qtz
amphibolite
n2a • 2

V: 91388-3

MzPz ha

-

bt, qtz

greenschist

n2a- 3

II: 81887-5

MzPz he

qtz pc, plag pc, hb pc

hb, bt, qtz

amphibolite

n2a- 4

IV: 81988-3

MzPz he

plag pc, hb pc

hb, bt, qtz, calcite(1 %),
diopside

amphibolite ; a calc-silicate in part

n2a- S

IV: 82088-2

MzPz he

altered fs pc, hb pc

hb, bt, chi, qtz

amphibolite

n2a- 6

IV: 82088-3,
3b

MzPz he

qtz pc, altered fs pc

hb, bt, chi, qtz

amphibolite ; hb dated by Ar-Ar

-------------

--

-....)
~

n2a- 7

IV: 9288-2

MzPz he

hb pc

hb, bt, qtz

amphibolite ; both generations of hb may be
metamorphic

n2a- 8

IV: 9288-4

MzPz he

fs pc, hb pc

hb, bt, qtz, plag

amphibolite

n2a- 9

VIII: 8890-1

MzPz he

qtz pc, plag pc, untwinned fs
pc

amph, bt, chi, qtz, calcite

amphibolite?; amph: slightly pleochroic, embayed
edges

n2a- 10

VIII: 8890-2

MzPz he

qtz pc, fs pc

hb, bt, qtz

amphibolite

n2a- 11

IX: 81292-2

MzPz he

qtz pc, altered fs pc

hb, qtz

amphibolite; hb: dark brown, very pleochroic

n2a- 12

IV: 82188-2

MzPz ha

qtz pc, plag pc

bt, qtz

greenschist

n2a- 13

VIII: 8790-1

MzPz ha

qtz pc, untwinned fs pc

hb, bt, qtz

amphibolite

n2a- 14

X: 7493-5

MzPz ha

qtz pc, altered fs pc

hb, bt, qtz

amphibolite; at Q3 of Caren Chaika

2b

organic-rich shale

n3a?

V: 7688-1

MzPz as (RA): cgl ss

qtz pc, plag pc, untwinned fs
pc, chert pc (VRF), matrix
(chert, mica)

chi, white mica, qtz

greenschist; not plotted on Plate 3 because location
uncertain (in n3a or n 1)

n3a- I

VI: 101489-1

MzPz as (RA): cgl
sandstone

qtz pc, untwinned fs pc, chert
pc (VRF)

bt, chi, qtz

greenschist

n3a- 2

VI: 102889-l

MzPz as (RA): sandstone

qtz pc, plag pc, untwinned fs
pc, chert pc (V RF)

chi, qtz, ctd

greenschist; ctd: twinned, blue birefrengence high
relief; section oriented orthogonal to lineation, S 1
not strong, thus relation of ctd to l1 cannot be
determined; point-counted

n3a- 3

X: 7393-6

MzPz as (ERA):
sandstone

gar, ep?, bt, white mica,
qtz

amphibolite; ep?: bladed crystals, light - dark green
pleochroic, high relief, moderately birefrengent

n3a- 4

IV: 7288-1

MzPz as (RA): organicrich shale

and, bt, white mica,
graph, qtz

greenschist

n3a- 5

V: 7488-1

MzPz as (RA): organic
rich shale

gar, and, bt, chi, white
mica, graph, qtz

amphibolite; gar in contact with and; white mica
rims andalusite

---------------------- ------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------MzPz as (CKgM):
n2b- I
VI: 83189-2a,
bt, chi, graph, qtz
greenschist

-

-

'"'"'

-....)

VI

n3a • 6

IV: 81688-1

MzPz as (RA): organicrich shale

n3a • 7

X: 7393-5

MzPz as (ERA): organicrich shale

qtz pc (tr)

chi, white mica, graph,
qtz, epidote?, [ctd]

greenschist; ctd: post 0 1• and 0 1., helicitic texture,
blue birefringence, tabular crystals, twined, high
relief; epidote?: 1 cleavage, fibrous, radiating
bundles, parallel extinction, high relief, mod
birefringence, pleochroic green, generally in plane
of foliation

and, ctd, white mica
(replacing and), chi,
graph, qtz

greenschist: ctd is syn-01: lineated in hand sample,
strain shadows in thin-section; ctd: brown, low
birefringence, some crystals pale blue birefringence,
all polysynthetic twinned

--------- ------------ ------------------- ---------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------IV: 8188-2
JTRqp (RA): qtz-fs
n3b - I
qtz pc, altered fs pc, matrix
bt, white mica, chi, qtz
greenschist
porphyry intrusive

(chert, mica)

n3b- 2

V: 62688-4

JTRqp (ERA): qtz-fs
porphyry intrusive

qtz pc, plag pc, matrix (chert)

bt (tr), white mica, (1 %),
qtz

greenschist

n3b • 3

VI: 102389-2a,
2b

JTRqp (ERA): qtzfeldspar porphyry
intrusive

qtz pc, fs pc (embayed),
matrix (mica, chert)

white mica, qtz

greenschist

n3b- 4

V: 62788-3

JTRfqp (RA): fs-qtz
porphyry intrusive

qtz pc, plag pc, matrix (chert,
mica)

bt, chi, qtz

greenschist

n3b- 5

VI: 93089-1

JTRfqp (RA): fs-qtz
porphyry intrusive

qtz pc, altered fs pc, matrix
(chert, mica)

bt, chi, white mica

greenschist; white mica in large crystals

n3b- 6

VI: 10889-1

JTRfqp (RA): fs-qtz
porphyry intrusive

qtz pc, plag pc, fs (altered)
pc, matrix (mica, chert)

bt, chi (tr), white mica,
qtz

greenschist; white mica: high birefringence, large
crystals, parallel extinction

n3b- 7

IV: 62688-2

TRcg: cgl ss

qtz pc, plag pc, matrix

bt, chi, qtz

greenschist

n6a- 1

VI: 92889-2

JTRfqp (SRA): fs-qtz
porphyry breccia intrusive

qtz pc, altered fs pc, matrix
(mica)

chi, white mica, qtz

greenschist

n6a- 2

VI: 8289-1

JTRfqp (SRA): fs-qtz
porphyry breccia intrusive

qtz pc, plag pc, IRF (chert),
matrix (chert, mica),

bt, chi, qtz

greenschist

n6a- 3

VI: 111989-1

JTRqp (SRA): qtz-fs
porphyry intrusive

qtz pc, plag pc, matrix (mica,
chert)

white mica, qtz

greenschist

n6a- 4

VI: 92189-1

TRcg: cgl ss

qtz pc, chert clasts (VRF),
untwinned fs pc

bt, white mica, qtz

greenschist

--------- ------------ ------------------- ---------------------- ------------------- -------------------------------------

'"""'

-.....)

0'\

n6a- 5

VI: 111989-3

TRcg: cgl ss

qtz pc, altered fs pc, chert pc
(VRf), matrix (mica)

bt, chi, white mica, qtz

greenschist

TRc; carbonate
(>
VI: 72989-1
calcite, tremolite
greenschist
----------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------n6b- 1
lV: 82388-2
MzPz vs: fs wacke
plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
bt, chi, amph
greenschist'?; amph: pleochroic green-brown, most
_n6~-

matrix

lath shaped cross-sections (act'?)

n6b- 2

V: 82388-3

MzPz vs: (schist)

plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
matrix (mica)

bt, chi, amph

greenschist?; amph. pleochroic green-brown, lathshaped and equant cross-sections(act'?)

n6b- 3

VI: 92489-2

MzPz vs: fs wacke

plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
matrix (amph, chi, chert)

chi, act

greenschist; amph: lath-shaped cross-sections,
slightly pleochroic

n6b- 4

VII: 7590-1

MzPz vs.: fs wacke

plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
VRF, chert pc (VRF) (tr), qtz
(tr), matrix

bt

greenschist; point-counted

n6b- 5

VII: 8290-1

MzPz vs: fs wacke

plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
VRF, chert pc (VRF) (lr), qlz
pc (tr), matrix

bt, chi, act

greenschist; point-counted; amph: slightly
pleochroic, lath- and diamond-shaped cross-sections

n6b- 6

VII: 82890-1

MzPz vs: fs wacke

plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
chert (VRF) pc, qtz pc (tr),
matrix

bt, chi

greenschist

n6b- 7

VII: 82990-1

MzPz vs: fs wacke

plag pc, untwinned fs pc, qtz
pc (tr), matrix

bt, chi

greenschist; 2 thin-sections, I polished section
analyzed with electron microprobe: 3 plag grains are
near-albite composition

n6b- 8

VII: 9790-1

MzPz vs: fs wacke

plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
chert pc (VRf) (tr), qtz pc
(tr), matrix

n6b- 9

X: 7393-7

MzPz vs: fs wacke

altered fs pc

chi, amph

act, chi, qtz

greenschist?; amph: pleochroic brown, some large
porphyroblasts

greenschist: act: needle-like crystals, slightly
pleochroic

--------- ------------ ------------------- ---------------------- ------------------- -------------------------------------n6c- 1
VII: 8990-1
MzPz fp: fs porphyry
plag, matrix (incl. alligned
greenschist
bt
intrusive

fs), vugs

n6c- 2

VI: 72589-1

JTRfqp (SRA): fs-qtz
porphyry intrusive

qtz pc, plag pc, altered fs pc,
matrix (fs?, qtz)

bt, chi, qtz

greenschist

n6c- 3

VI: 92989-1,2

MzPz cs(schist)

plag pc

bt, chi, act, qtz, calcite

greenschist; act dated by Ar-Ar; a possible calcsilicate

--·-

·~-~--~-~---~·--

'--~·---~---~----------. - - - -
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n6c • 4

VII: 81990-1

MzPz sl: fs-qtz ss

qtz pc plag pc, VRF?, matrix
(chi, chert)

chi

greenschist

n6c • 5

VII: 81990-2

MzPz sl: fs-qtz ss

qtz pc, plag pc, VRF?, matrix
(chi, chert)

chi

greenschist

n6c- 6

VII: 82090-1

MzPz sl: fs-qtz ss

qtz pc, plag pc, untwinned fs
pc, chert pc (VRF), chloriterich pc (VRF or SRF), matrix
(chert, mica)

chi

greenschist; rounded grains: thin-section is
mislabeled as 93090-1 has"ll" in comer

n6c • 7

VII: 112390-1

MzPz f: fs porphyry
intrusive

plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
matrix (chert)

chi (1 %), white mica

greenschist

-------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------. TR(?)ct: crystal tuff
VII: 9290-1
n6f- 1
altered fs pc, matrix (chert,
bt, chi, white mica, qtz
greenschist
mica)

--------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MzPz sg: fs. wacke
plag pc, VRF, matrix
bt, chi
greenschist
VII: 10190-1
n7a • 1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------II: 81187-3
MzPz vs-2: fs wacke
plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
bt, chi
greenschist; point-counted
n7b- 1
VRF, MRF, qtz pc (tr),
matrix
n7b • 2

II: 81487-1

MzPz vs-2: fs wacke

plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
VRF, qtz pc (tr), matrix

bt, chi

greenschist; point-counted

n7b- 3

II: 81587-1

MzPz vs-2: fs wacke

plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
VRF, qtz pc (tr), matrix

bt, chi

greenschist; point-counted

n7b- 4

VI: 111489-2

MzPz vs-2: fs wacke

plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
VRF, qtz pc (tr), matrix

bt, chi

greenschist; point-counted

n7b- 5

VIII: 73190-1

MzPz vs-3: fs. wacke

plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
chert pc (VRF), qtz pc (tr),
matrix (mica, chert patches)

bt, act

greenschist; act: most lath shaped and not pleochroic

n7b- 6

VIII: 81587-2

MzPz vs-37: cgl ss

plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
matrix (mica)

bt, chi

greenschist; Emost Scheelite Summit

--------- ------------ ------------------- ---------------------- -------------------· -------------------------------------greenschist; VRF include round clasts, possible
TR(?)ct: crystal-lithic tuff
plag pc, untwinned fs pc,
bt (tr), white mica
VII: 92790-2
n7c- 1
VRF, matrix (mica, devitr.
glass, fs, chert)

accretionary lapilli

----

.......

-...)

00

n7c- 2

VII: 93090-1

TR(?)ct: crystal-lithic tuff

very altered fs pc, matrix
(micas)

bt, graphite

greenschist

n7c- 3

VII: 91690-2

TR(7)qt: crystal-lithic tuff
or sandy mudstone

qtz pc, plag pc, untwinned fs
pc, chert pc (VRF), matrix
(chert, mica)

bt (tr), white mica

greenschist; rounded grains; similar to VII: 82090-1;
1 chert pc contains fs pc; 2 thin-sections from same
chip

n7c- 4

VII: 101790-2

TR(7)qt: crystal-lithic tuff

qtz pc (embayed, angular),
plag pc, pumice, chert pc
(VRF), matrix (mica, chert)

chi (1%), white mica, qtz

greenschist; pumice: wispy ended clasts of dark
green, very finely crystalline chi? ; includes vugs
filled with chert

n7c- 5

VII: 111790-2

MzPzf: limestone
(skialith)

-

d iopside(7), trem, qtz,
microcline

amphibolite or greenschist; microcline: anhedral,
either skeletal or metamorphic; 2 thin-sections

n7c- 6

VII: 111790-1

JTRfop: fs, ol porphyry
intrusive

altered fs pc, matrix (mica)

bt, white mica

greenschist

n7c- 7

VIII: 9590-2

JTRfop: fs porphyry
intrusive

altered fs pc, matrix (mica)

bt, chi

greenschist; from E flank of Big Kasock Mtn

intrusive

(5%)

---------· ------------ ------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------bt, chi
greenschist; from Eagleville area (SE-most SSR);
V: 61988-3
altered fs pc, matrix, opaques
JTRfop: fs porphyry
n7d
outside area of map of thin-section control

n7d- 1

VII: 11790-1

JTRfop: fs, ol porphyry
intrusive

plag pc, ol pc, matrix

chi

greenschist; ol: some 6-sided crystals, most altered
to opaque minerals

n7d- 2

VII: 1591-2

JTR(?)fop: fs, ol
porphyry intrusive

altered fs pc, plag pc, ol pc,
matrix (mica)

bt

greenschist

n7d- 3

VI: 11589-3

MzPz av: fs porphyry
extrusive or volcanogenic
ss

plag pc, matrix, opaques
(20%),

chi, white mica

greenschist; thick qtz? filling vugs

n7d- 4

VII: 72990-1

MzPz av: volcanic?
breccia

plag pc, VRF, mt

chi, white mica

greenschist

n7d- 5

VII: 72990-2

MzPz av: volcanic?
breccia (mainly plag
porphyry)

plag pc, VRF (qtz,plag,
matrix), matrix (plag, mica),
mt

bt, chi

greenschist

n7d- 6

VII: 91990-1

MzPz av: fs. porphyry
extrusive? intrusive?

plag pc, amph pc (1%),
matrix (plag, mica)

bt, chi

greenschist

--
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n7d -7

VII: 91990-2

MzPz av: fs porphyry

plag pc, amph pc, matrix, mt

bt, chi

greenschist

ex~ive7in~ive7

n7d- 8

VI: 11589-2

MzPz av: volcanic cgl

plag pc (sev zoned), amph pc
(sparse), matrix (isotropic),
opaques (30%)

chi, white mica

greenschist amph not pleochroic

n7d(7)

II: 81987-1

JTRfop within MzPzf: fs
porphyry in~ive

plag pc, altered fs pc (some
zoned), matrix

bt, chi

greenschist; in altered areaS. of Big Kasock Mtn; S
of area of map of thin-section control

n7d(?)

VI: 62489-1

MzPz c CN. Scheelite)
skeletal wackestone

echinoid fragments, matrix

calcite, chert (partly
replacing)

mineral assemblage not diagnostic; S of area of map
of thin-section control

n7d(?)

X: 7393-8

JTRfop: fs porphyry

plag pc, magnetite, matrix

chi?

greenschist?; folded in~ion S. of Nevada Scheelite
Mine and S. of area shown on map of thin-section
control

in~ive

---------- ------------ ~------------------- ---------------------- ------------------- -------------------------------------VII: 92690-1
JTR(7)qt: crystal-lithic
n8- 1
qtz pc (embayed, angular),
chi, white mica, qtz
greenschist; dark streaks (fiamme7) in hand sample;
tuff

plag pc, pumice, chert pc
(VRF), matrix (mica, chert)

IV: 61388-1

JTRqp (SSS): qtz-fs
porphyry in~ive

qtz pc, plag pc, matrix

gar, white mica, qtz

amphibolite

VIII: 618 88-

JTRqp (SSS): qtz-fs
porphyry in~ive

qtz pc, plag pc, matrix (mica,
chert)

gar, white mica, chi, mt

Sa, 5b

amphibolite; garnet preferentially located in strain
shadows

n9- 3

VIII: 62188-3,
3b

JTRqp (SSS):qtz-fs
porphyry in~ive

qtz pc, plag pc, matrix (mica,
qtz)

gar, white mica, qtz

amphibolite

n9- 4

VI: 6389-1

MzPz as (SSS): sandstone

qtz pc (ribbons), altered fs pc

gar, and, bt, chi, qtz

amphibolite; gar and andalusite in contact;
sigmoidal inclusion trails in gar; thin-section
labeled 6389-4 is a duplicate

n9- 5

VI: 6389-2

MzPz as(SSS): sandstone

qtz pc (ribbons), altered fs pc

chi, qtz

greenschist

n9- 6

IX: 81792-l

MzPz as (seSSS):
sandstone

qtz pc, altered fs pc

gar, bt, white mica, qtz

amphibolite

n9- 7

X: 7593-l

MzPzas
(seSSS):conglomerate

qtz pc, altered fs pc; clast:
recrystallized qtz

gar, bt, qtz

amphibolite; gar is abundant

n9- 8

X: 7293-4a

MzPz as (neSSS):
sandstone

qtz pc, altered fs pc

bt, chi, white mica, qtz

greenschist

n9- 1

n9- 2

------------------------

-----

---

-

clasts rounded to angular

--

00
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n9- 9

IX: 81892-1

MzPz as (neSSS): sandy
argillite

qtz pc, altered fs pc

and, chi, white mica, qtz,
graph

greenschist; W of E-most klippe; chi: unusually
large crystals, very pleochroic

n9- 10

VI: 6489-1

MzPz qv (SSS):
sandstone

qtz pc (ribbons), altered fs pc

gar, hb, bt, chi, qtz

amphibolite; abundant gar; 2 thin sections from
same chip

n9- 11

VIII: 6189-1

MzPz qv (SSS): organicrich shale interbed

altered fs pc

and, bt (tr), chi, white
mica, graph, qtz

greenschist

---------- ------------ ------------------- ---------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------J(?)cg: cgl sandstone
IV: 73188-3
qtz pc, plag pc, untwinned fs
chi, qtz
greenschist; well-rounded to sub-rounded grains;
n10a- 1
most chert is coarse texture, possibly primary chert;
2 forms of chi: brown masses, pleochroic green,
fibrous

pc, chert pc, VRF (chert,
pia g)

n10a- 2

V: 8788-3

J(?)cg: cgl sandstone,
siltstone

qtz pc

white mica, qtz

greenschist

n10a- 3

VII: 12190-1

J(?)cg: cgl sandstone

qtz pc, untwinned fs pc, VRF
(chert, plag)

bt, chi, white mica, qtz

greenschist

n10a- 4

VII: 12790-2

J(?)gd: granodiorite
intrusive

bt, qtz, fs (altered), plag

bt, chi (tr), white mica,
qtz

greenschist

n10a

88-5-47lB

J(?)cg: cgl sandstone

chert pc, qtz pc, plag pc,
VRF

n!Oa- 5

88-5-453

J (?)s: siltstone

qtz

white mica, qtz

greenschist; section from N.J. Silberling

n!Oa- 6

88-5-461

J(?)s: siltstone

qtz

white mica, qtz

greenschist; section from N.J. S ilberling

n!Oa

88-5-462

J(?)s: cgl. sandstone

qtz pc, chert pc, altered fs pc,
matrix

subangular - well-rounded qtz, rounded chert;
section from N.J. Silberling; not posted on map of
thin-section control because no data on metamophic
minerals

subangular- subrounded qtz grains, section from
N.J. Silberling; not posted on map of thin-section
control because no data on metamorphic minerals

--------- ------------ ------------------- ---------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------n10b- 1

IX: 9392-1

MzPz as (SSS): organic
rich shale

qtz pc

and (most rep! by white
mica), chi, graph, qtz,
ctd (tr)

greenschist; sparse ctd apparently not alligned

n10b - 2

IX: 9392-2

MzPz as (SSS): organic
rich silty shale

qtz pc

and, , bt (tr), chi, white
mica, graph, qtz, ctd (tr)

greenschist; ctd not oriented

n!Ob- 3

V: 91488-1

MzPz c: clean carbonate

-

calcite

not diagostic; section labeled "M"

,__.
00
,__.

n!Ob- 4

II: 8787-1, 2

MzPz as (SSS): sandstone

qtz pc, altered fs pc, chert pc
(VRF) , matrix (chert, mica)

chi, white mica, qtz

greenschist

n!Ob- 5

IV: 61188-3

MzPz as (SSS): cgl
sandstone

qtz pc, altered fs pc, chert pc

chi, white mica, qtz

greenschist

(VRF)

n!Ob?

III: Ill 084-a,b

MzPz as (SSS?): organic
rich shale

qtz pc (tr)

and (replaced by chi), chi,
white mica, graph, qtz,
ctd

greenschist; location uncertain; ctd post-D": not
oriented, helicitic texture

nlOb?

I: 22287-b

MzPz as (SSS?): organic
rich shale

qtz pc (tr)

and, chi, white mica,
graph, qtz

greenschist; location uncertain

MzPz as: organic rich
shale

qtz pc

and, chi, white mica,
graph, ctd

greenschist; ctd: polysynthetic twinned, low
birefringence

--------- ------------ ------------------- ---------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------nlOc- 1

V: 73188-2

1-'

00
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Granitoids and Jurassic-Cretaceous porphyritic basalt:

(near n1)

I

I

n2a - 15

I IX: 8792-1a,b

I

n2a- 16

n7b • 7

IX: 8792-2a,b

1 vii:

Kg (Sud Spriog•
pluton): granite or alkalifeldspar granite

t

microcli" (44), """'"""' f•
(1 0), qtz (20), sphene (tr), hb
( 10), ap (tr)

------------------- -----Kg vein (near Sand
Springs pluton)

microcline (80), untwinned fs,
plag (tr), qtz (20)

Kg vein (near Sand
Springs pluton)

microcline (70), qtz (30)

IIqtz

I IV: 62088-2 I Kg (Nevada Scheelite

n10b - 6

n10- postu/c-

VII: 121090-1

I X: 9392-3

I

1) vein in fold shape
2) section includes country rock
3) qtz is recrystallized at contact, crystals are
weakly foliated parallel foliation in country rock

VII: SSR 5191

(unoriented)
2) 2 thin-sections

---------------------- ------------------- ---------------------------microcline (70), untwinned fs
(8), qtz (20), plag (tr), sphene
(tr), hb (2)

1) polished thin-section
2) not foliated or metamorphosed
3) location not documented

CzMz hg: hornblende
gabbro

plag, hb

not foliated

klippe): alkali-feldspar

portions altered to chi), plag

pluton): granite or alkalifeldspar granite
n10a- 7

11) pinch-and-swell in felsic vein
2) section includes country rock
3) exact location unknown
4) dynamic recrystallization: sub-grains within qtz,
alligned elongate qtz xtls, undulous ext in 1b

10;~~;--r;z~:~-a~~i~e-~i~:-----r-u~~::~:~~s~~~z~-:-h~:-~~=.-r------------------r-1~~:~~-o~-a~::~:n~:::~~~-b~-~:t~~:~hic
bt (tr)

n7d(?)

11) not foliated
2) sample in W. Red Ant Canyon

------------------- ---------------------------------I ~;~s:a~l-i~=i::~:~.- ---------------------qtz (40), K-fs (40), bt (20;
1) not foliated

I ~~:~~-------------KJb: plag-ol-cpx
porphyry

2) crosscuts J (?)ssp
3) zircon separate for U-Pb dating

(tr)

---------------------- ------------------- ---------------------------------plag pc, ol pc, cpx (tr),
groundmass (plag, glass)

[chi, calcite iddingsite
(altered ol):
hydrothermal- not
metamorphic mineral
assm]

least altered thin-section: ol rel unaltered; chi same
as IV:61088-1; location uncertain; minerals are not
indicative of regional metamorphism

00

UJ

n!O- postu/c- I

VIII: 101391-1

KJb: plag-ol porphyry

plag pc, ol pc, vugs

[chi, calcite iddingsite
(altered of))

W. klippe; ol: euhedral 6-sided crystals, muted
purple birefringence; opaque rims; calcite fills
fractures crosscutting chi-filled vug

n!O- postu/c- 2

IV: 61088-1

KJb: plag-ol porphyry

plag pc, ol pc

[chi, calcite)

chi: radial, fibrous, low birefringence, nonpleochroic green (not pumpellyite)

00
~

APPENDIX II: STRUCTURAL DATA IN EACH MESOZOIC FAULT BLOCK, PART A

nl

MzPzc
MzPz ac
MzPz as
MzPz s

I) Kg (Sand Springs pluton, veins on l :8000)- Late
Cretaceous: a) radiometric dates: 76 Ma from W central
portion of pluton, 80 Ma from SW portion (K-Ar on biotite;
Schilling, 1964), 85 Ma from hornblende in MzPzhc 0.5 km
from pluton contact (Ar-Ar; this study); b) post-02: crosscuts
upper 02 thrust, no increase in strain or metamorphic grade of
02 as pluton contact approached, surface traces of thrusts are
parallel Kg margin but thrust plane orientations are not related,
Kg contact is not sheared, dikes are not folded and locally
crosscut 02 folds; c) post-angular unconformity: see nlOa
description (#!); d) post 01: irregular contact locally sharply
crosscuts S 1, Kg typically not foliated (rare foliation or
layering is flow banding not related to 01), fluid inclusions
differ in syn-01 and probable syn-Kg quartz veins, Kg
intrudes amphibolite and greenschist facies
2) CzMzvc- Cenozoic or Late Cretaceous: a) post-Kg:
contains granitoid xenoliths, b) post- 02: crosscuts 02 thrust
faults bounding nl- n3, c) post 01: unfoliated

I) northern- intrusive contact (Sand Springs
pluton)
2) lower- not exposed (lowest nappe in southern
SSR)
3) upper- thrust faults: see n2a, n3a descriptions

I) Sand Springs pluton- Late
Cretaceous: see intrusive
descriptions

n2a

MzPz ha
MzPz he

l) Kg (Sand Springs pluton, veins)- a) Late Cretaceous: see nl
description (# l ), b) veins in irregular pinch-and-swell shapes
contain recrystallized quartz suggesting local extension during
emplacement of the Sand Springs Pluton. Orientations and
shapes of veins show vein emplacement and deformation is
not associated with 0 l - 03
2) CzMzvc- Cenozoic or Late Cretaceous: see nl description
(#2)

I) northern and eastern- intrusive contact (Sand
Springs pluton)
2) lower- thrust fault: a) crosscuts MzPzc,
MzPzas, MzPzs in nl, b) low-angle contact best
documented SE of Red Ant Mine, c) correlated to
02 thrust faults documented throughout LuningFencemaker thrust belt (LFTB)
3) upper- thrust fault: see n3a description (#I)
4) upper- high-angle fault: see n2b description
(#I)

2) lower thrust fault: a) pre-Late
Cretaceous: crosscut by Kg, b)
post-01: locally sharply crosscuts
S l in nl and n2a, c) syn-02:
correlated to pre-Kg, low angle
fault at base of n l 0 which moved
during 02

......
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n2b

MzPz as
MzPzc

none

I) lower- high-angle fault: a) truncates MzPzas MzPzc contact, b) high angle to adjacent SO in
MzPzas, c) sharp, steeply SW -dipping contact
parallel to S I exposed in adit
2) upper- thrust fault: see n2a description (#2)

I) lower high-angle fault-syn-01:
a) sharp, non-brecciated contact
exposed in I adit implies ductile
conditions b) correlated to steep
syn-01 faults in southern SSR, c)
crosscut by 02 thrust

n3a

MzPz as
MzPz ac
MzPz c (on
1:8000)

CzMzvc- Cenozoic or Late Cretaceous: see n1 description
(#2)

I) lower- thrust fault: a) crosscuts MzPzha,
MzPzhc in n2a, MzPzas in n2b, and MzPzc,
MzPzac, MzPzas in n3a, b) crosscuts 01 faults in
upper and lower plates, c) crosscuts S 1at a high
angle, d) dips moderately to SW, e) correlated to
02 thrust faults documented throughout LFfB
2) southern- high-angle fault: see n3b description
(#!)

1) lower thrust fault- syn-02: a)
crosscuts map-scale 02 fold in
NW end of n3a, n3b, b)
apparently folded by map-scale
02 fold in n2a, n3b, c) post-01:
crosscuts 0 I faults in upper and
lower plates

n3b

TRc
TRcg
TRa

I) JTRqp (4 intrusions, 1 only on I :8000)- Triassic or
Jurassic: a) intrudes TRc, TRcg, TRa, b) pre-01: penetratively
deformed, metamorphosed during 01
2) JTRfqp - Triassic or Jurassic: a) intrudes TRc, b) pre-01:
penetratively deformed, metamorphosed during 01

1) northern- high-angle fault: a) crosscuts JTRqp
- TRc and TRa- TRc contacts, b) crosscuts
MzPzas - MzPzac contact in n3a, c) dips steeply
to SW
2) lower (western end)- thrust fault: see n2a, n3a
descriptions
3) upper- thrust faults: see n4, n6a descriptions

1) northern high-angle faultsyn-01: a) pre-02: crosscut by 02
thrust fault, folded in 02 folds, b)
sharp, unbrecciated contact where
well exposed in W. implies
ductile movement, c) correlated to
other steep, syn-0 I faults in
southern SSR

n4

TRcg
TRc (on
1:8000 map)

none

I) lower· thrust fault: a) crosscuts TRc - TRcg
contacts in n4 and n3b, b) crosscuts map-scale 01
folds and S I in n3b, c) subhorizontal to
moderately SW-dipping (best documented at base
of n6a, n6b ), d) correlated to 02 thrust faults in
LFfB
2) upper- thrust fault: see n5 description (#!)

I) lower thrust fault- syn-02: a)
post- 0 I: crosscuts map-scale 0 I
folds, crosscuts 01 fault in upper
plate; b) crosscuts 02 structures:
thrust at base of n5, map-scale 02
folds in n6a and n6b, c) mapped
as crosscut by 02 thrust fault at
base of n2b (poorly exposed,
could be same thrust), e)
correlated to low-angle, syn-02
faults at base of n I 0 and base of
n3a, f) pre-03(7): changing dips
of fault along strike can be
explained by03 folding
1-'
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n5

MzPz as

none

1) lower- thrust fault: a syn-D2 fault correlated to
D2 thrust faults in LFTB
2) upper- thrust fault(?): a) low-angle contact, b)
MzPzas and MzPzvs contacts are faults elsewhere
in SSR [few exposures adjacent to this short fault;
cannot prove that SO is truncated by fault], c)
correlated to documented thrusts in LFTB

1) lower thrust fault- syn-D2: a)
crosscut by D2 thrust (base of
n4 ), b) crosscuts inferred D2
thrust (upper boundary of n5)
2) upper thrust fault- syn- or
pre-D2: crosscut by 2 D2 thrust
faults

n6a

TRc
TRee
TRcg
TRa (on
1:8000)

JTRqp and JTRfqp (including JTRqpb on 1:8000)- Triassic
or Jurassic: a) pre-D 1: penetrative S 1, clasts in JTRqpb are
stretched parallel to 11, crosscut by D1 fault folded into mapscale Dl folds, b) possibly syn-D1 and Jurassic(?): in addition
to above, JTRqp crosscuts inferred pre- or syn-D1 fault
separating n6a from n6c (Dl deforms Jurassic(?) rocks), c)
Triassic or younger- crosscuts TRc containing late early
Norian fossil

1) lower (northern)- thrust fault: a) inferred to
crosscut TRee in upper plate, b) crosscuts TRcg,
TRc in lower plate, c) crosscuts D1 isoclines in
lower plate, d) crosscuts D 1 fault in upper plate,
e) subhorizontal contact well exposed 0.5 km S.
of Red Ant Mine, f) TRc is highly fractured near
contact, g) correlated to D2 thrust faults in LFTB
(also see n4 description (#1)
2) lower (southeastern)- high-angle fault: a)
crosscuts TRc- TRcg, TRcg - TRa contacts, b)
crosscuts SO in TRa, c) crosscuts JTR(?)qp, c)
apparently crosscuts SO in MzPzvs in n6b, d)
crosscuts TR(?)ct - TR(?)qt contact in n6d, e)
steep SW dip in deep ravine in S (where fault
separates n6b from n6c)
3) southeastern- inferred fault (never exposed:
intruded by JTRqp): inferred to crosscut TRc TRcg and TRcg - TRa contacts
4) western- high-angle range front faults:
juxtapose Qa against Mesozoic - Paleozoic units,
b) prominent fault scarps, c) local mineralization,
adits (including cinnabar)

2) southeastern high-angle faultsyn-D1: a) folded into map-scale
D1 folds, b) southern continuation
crosscuts map-scale D 1 folds in
n6d
3) southeastern Inferred faultpre- or syn-Dl: a) crosscut by
JTRqp which is foliated in D1, b)
shown on map as crosscut by D 1
fault
4) western range front faultsCenozoic: crosscut Qa

~-----
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n6b

MzPz vs

1) JTRqp (I small pluton on 1:8000 map)- Triassic or
Jurassic: a) pre-01: 1 Sl measurement within, b) see n6a
description
2) Kg (Sand Springs pluton)- Late Cretaceous: a) post-01:
granite is not foliated, b) see nl description(#!)
3) Ta (dikes on 1:8000 map)- Cenozoic: a) post-01: does not
contain Sl, b) see n9 description (#4)
4) Tr (irregular contact crosscuts W boundary)- Cenozoic: a)
post-01: crosscuts 01 fold, does not containS 1, b) see n9
description (#3)

1) lower- thrust faults: a) crosscut SO within
MzPzvs [check notes), b) see descriptions in n6a
(# 1), n3a (# 1), and n5 (#2)
2) western- high-angle fault: see n6a description
(#2)
3) southeastern- high-angle fault: a) in n6b
truncates SO in MzPzvs, b) in n7a truncates
MzPzsg • MzPzav contacts, c) truncates 01 faults
and folds in n6b and n7a, d) offsets Kg, Tt

3) southeastern high-angle faultCenozoic: a) offsets Tt, Kg, b)
steep, straight ravine in NE,
topograpic break in SW, c) similar
orientation to curved Cenozoic
high-angle faults to NW and E, d)
post-02: different units and
amount of 0 1 strain in n7 suggest
fault juxtaposes 2 different 02
thrust nappes

n6c

MzPz c
MzPz cs
MzPz sl

1) Kg (in southernmost outlier)- Late Cretaceous: a) post-01:
sharply crosscuts Sl, b) post-02: apparently crosscuts
unexposed thrust fault at base of n7 , c) see n 1 description
(#!)
2) M zPz r (in southernmost outlier)- Mesozoic or Paleozoic:
a) pre-01: contains penetrative S 1, b) intrudes MzPzc
3) MzPz fp- Mesozoic or Paleozoic: a) pre-01: contains local
S 1 foliation, b) intrudes MzPzc
4) JTRqp and JTRrqp- Triassic or Jurassic: a) syn-DI:
contains penetrative S 1, crosscut by Dl fault, crosscuts
inferred pre- or syn-01 fault (boundary with n6a), b) see n6a
description
5) Tr (!large pluton) -Cenozoic: a) crosscuts Tt, b) post-Dl:
only foliation is sparse flattened vugs, c) see n9 description
(#3)

1) northeastern- high-angle fault: see n6a
description (#2)
2) northwestern- inferred fault: see n6a
description (#3)
3) western- high-angle range-front faults: a)
juxtapose Qa against Mesozoic - Paleozoic units,
b) prominent fault scarps, c) local mineralization
and adits
4) southern- low-angle fault (only southernmost
outlier): a) well exposed gently W-dipping basal
Tt contact (7" in 1 ravine}, b) crosscuts horizons
within Tt, c) consistent compaction foliation in Tt
much steeper than basal contact (24 - 66° ; best
documented 4 km W of Big Kasock Mtn)

3) western range-front faultsCenozoic: a) offset Qa, Ti, Tt, b)
crosscut Cenozoic low-angle
faults

1) JTR fop (1 pluton) - Jurassic or Triassic(?): a) Triassic(?)
or younger: crosscuts TR(?)ct which contains Triassic(?)
megalodontids, b) pre-01: crosscut by 01 fault, same unit in
n7c and n7d locally contains S 1 and is folded in 01 folds
2) CxM zl(2 plutons, 1 only on 1:8000)- Cretaceous or
Cenozoic(?): post-01: no foliation or cleavage, 1 crosscuts 01
faults
3) Tr (1 large pluton)- Cenozoic: see n6c (#5), n9 (#3)
descriptions

I) northern- high-angle fault: see n6a description
(#2)
2) southern- high-angle faults: a) inferred to
crosscut TR(?)ct - TR(?)qt contact (contact
obscured by JTRfop intrusion), b) inferred to
juxtapose TR(?)ct against MzPzsl (fault location
obscured by Tr intrusion), c) apparently crosscuts
JTRfop in n6d and MzPzf in n6c, d) steep contact
observable, although not well exposed, in ravines
where in contact against JTRfop
3) southeastern- high-angle fault: see n6b
description (#3)

n6d

TR(?)ct
TR(?)qt

4) southern low-angle fault-

Cenozoic: crosscuts Tt, Ti

2) southern high-angle faultssyo-01(7) :a) 1 crosscuts 01 fold
deforming 2 0 I faults, crosscuts
01 faults, b) pre-02: apparently
folded by map-scale 02 fold
(hinge intruded by Tr)

00
00

n6e

MzPz av

CzM zl (2 plutons; l only on I :8000)- Cretaceous or
Cenozoic(?): see n6d description (#2)

high-angle faults- (3): a) MzPzav juxtaposed
between TR(?)ct and TR(?)qt, b) discontinuous
outcrop of MzPzav, a stratigraphic unit more
widely exposed in n7a, c) steep contacts

high-angle faults- pre- or syn-01:
a) 2 faults folded into map-scale

0 I fold; S l on both sides of each
is allowably axial-planar to fold,
b) both faults crosscut by syn0 I(?) fault separating n6c and
n6d

n6f

TR(?)qt

CzM zf (2 plutons; l only on I :8000)- Cretaceous or
Cenozoic(?): see n6d description (#2)

I) northern- high-angle fault: see n6e description
2) southern- high-angle fault: see n6d description
(#2)

n7a

MzPz sg
MzPz av

CzM zl (l dike intruded along fault separating n7a from n6b)Cenozoic(?): a) intruded on or very near Cenozoic high-angle
fault separating n6b from n7a, b) post-01: no 01 foliation or
cleavage

I) western- high-angle fault: see n6b description
(#3)
2) eastern- high-angle fault: a) truncates MzPzav
- MzPzsg contact, b) truncates MzPzvs 3 - MzPzvs 2
contact in n7b, c) steep contact

2) eastern high-angle fault- preor syn-01: folded in 01 folds

n7b

MzPz
MzPz
MzPz
MzPz

I) Tr (I large pluton in extreme E)- Cenozoic: see n6c (#5),
n9 (#3) descriptions
2) CzM zl (dikes only on I :8000)- Cretaceous or Cenozoic(?):
a) post-01- no foliation or cleavage, b) intrudes MzPzvs 3

I) western- high-angle fault: see n6b description
(#3)
2) northwestern- high-angle fault: see n7a (#2)
description
3) southeastern- high-angle fault: a) crosscuts
MzPzvs3 - MzPzvs., MzPzvs 2 - MzPzvs 3 contacts,
b) crosscuts TR(?)ct - TR(?)qt contacts in n7c, c)
crosscuts MzPzav- MzPzc contact in n7d, d)
steep contact
4) northern- overlain by Qa in Fairview Valley

2) southeastern high-angle faultpre- or syn-01: a) folded in 01
folds, b) folded in a 03 fold

n7c

TR(?)c
TR(?)ct
TR(?)qt

I) JTRfop (3 plutons)- Triassic(?) or Jurassic: a) intrudes
TR(?)ct, TR(?)qt, b) pre-01: locally contains Sl, greenschist
facies metamorphism, c) see n7d description (#I)
2) MzPz f- Mesozoic or Paleozoic: a) in contact with JTRfop,
relative age relations unclear, b) pre-01: typically contains Sl,
crosscut by 01 fault, c) see n6c description (#2)
3) Kg (l elongate pluton)- Late Cretaceous: a) post-01:
crosscuts 01 fault, not foliated by Sl, crosscuts Sl (sparse
data in country rock), b) Late Cretaceous radiometric dates on
similar-composition plutons to N and S (see n l description)

I) northern- high-angle fault- see n7b description
(#3)
2) eastern and southern- high-angle fault: a)
truncates TR(?)ct - TR(?)qt contact, b) truncates
MzPzvs - TR(?)qt contact mapped as a 0 I(?)
fault, c) steep contact
3) southern- possible high-angle fault: eastern
boundary fault must continue to south and/or
west. The site of an elongate, "v"-shaped Kg
pluton (post- fault) is one allowable position.
4) northwestern- high-angle fault- see n6b
description (#3)

2, 3) eastern and southern highangle fault- pre- or syn-01(?): a)
mapped as crosscut by pre- or
syn-0 I fault which is folded in
0 I folds (crosscutting relations
unclear), b) folded in map-scale
03 fold

-~~
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n7d

n8

MzPz av
MzPzc

TR(?)qt

1) JTRfop (large outcrop area in SE; 8 smaller plutons in S)Triassic(?) or Jurassic: a) pre-D1: folded into map-scale D1
isoclines 0.5 km SSW of Nevada Scheelite Camp, locally
contains S 1, greenschist facies metamorphism (I sample in
n7d); crosscut by Dl fault in extreme E, b) see n6d
description (# 1)
2) MzPz f- Mesozoic or Paleozoic: a) Pre-D1: typically
contains penetrative S 1, b) intrudes MzPzav, MzPzc (best
intrusive relations seen on S flank of Big Kasock Mtn), in
contact with JTRfop (relative timing relations unclear)
3) Kg ( Nevada Scheelite pluton, 3 smaller intrusions)- Late
Cretaceous: a) 84 Ma and 87.5 Ma (K-Ar dates on 2 biotite
fractions from Nevada Scheelite pluton; Schilling, 1964), b)
post-DI: pluton contacts crosscuts S I at high angles, intrudes
into amphibolite and greenschist-grade D I tectonites, granite
not foliated by S I, pluton crosscuts D 1 fault
4) Tr (several small intrusions)- Cenozoic: a)crosscuts all
Mesozoic units in contact: MzPzf, MzPzfop, MzPzc, b) not
foliated by S I, c) Tr in n6c intrudes Tt, d) correlated to
Miocene or younger tuff in Terrill Mtns (Willden and Speed,
1974)
5) Tl (southernmost SSR; only on I :8000 map): Cenozoicsame unit intrudes Tt within upper plate of Cenozoic lowangle faults [check composition]

1) northern and western- high-angle fault: see
n7c description (#2)
2) northern- possible high-angle fault: see n7c
description (#3)
3) western- low-angle fault: a) juxtaposes Tt
against Kg, MzPzf, MzPzfop, b) crosscuts
consistent, moderately W-dipping SO within Tt in
upper plate, c) locally well-exposed fault is
subhorizontal (dip of 7°W calculated adjacent to
n6c)
4) southern- high-angle faults: a) juxtapose Tt,
Qa against MzPzc, b) topographic break, c) steep,
straight contact
5) southwestern- outside map area

JTRfop- Triassic(?) or Jurassic: a) pre-02- crosscut by D2
thrust, b) see n6d (#1), n7d (#1) descriptions

1) lower- thrust fault: a) crosscuts MzPzfop TR(?)qt contact in upper plate, b) crosscuts
MzPzvs 1 - vs2 and MzPzvs2 - vs3 contacts in
lower plate, c) subhorizontal fault contact exposed
as base of klippe, d) correlated to D2 thrust faults
throughout LFTB
2) upper- not exposed (highest nappe in southern
SSR)

3) western low-angle faultCenozoic: crosscuts Tt, Tr in
up~er plate; Kg in lower plate
4) southern high-angle faultsCenozoic: crosscut Tt, Qa

I) lower thrust fault- syn-D2: a)
post- D 1- crosscuts map-scale D I
fold in lower plate, b) allowably
post-Dl: higher elevation than
nearby Dl faults, c) slightly lower
elevation than JTRfop atop Big
Kasock Mtn in lower plate,
implying thrust is folded in 02
and/or D3 folds, d) correlated to
other subhorizontal syn-D2 faults
in northern and southern SSR
-----------------
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n9

MzPz as
MzPz qv
MzPz c (on
1:8000)

1) JTRqp- Triassic or Jurassic: a) pre-D1- pervasive S1
foliation, syn-D1 amphibolite facies metamorphism, b) no
older than Triassic- crosscuts TRc in n6a
2) Kg (Sand Springs pluton, dikes labeled as pegmatite only
on 1:8000)- Late Cretaceous: a) post-D1- typically not
foliated; not metamorphosed; well-exposed contact of
unfoliated Kg against foliated MzPzc, MzPzas, and MzPzqv is
sharp; locally pegmatite& and pluton contact sharply crosscut
S 1 b) post-D2- higher elevation than, and not cut by, subhorizontal D2 thrust (base of n 10), mapped as crosscut by
same thrust in extreme SE, but exposures are poor, c) late
Cretaceous K-Ar and Ar-Ar dates from central and southern
SSR (see n 1 description)
3) Tr (dikes)- Cenozoic: a) crosscut D2 thrust, b) 1 intrudes
along high-angle fault of probable Cz age, c) Cz high-angle
fault (E-W-trending) crosscuts Tr, d) correlated with rhyolitic
tuff in Terrill Mtns which is crosscut by hornblende dacite
intrusion dated at 21.2 Ma (K-Aron biotite; Willden and
Speed, 1974)
4) Ta (dikes; only on 1:8000)· Cenozoic(?): a) crosscut Kg, b)
Tr and Ta dikes crosscut each other (Beal et a!., 1964;
Willden and Speed, 1974)

1) lower- not exposed (lowest nappe in northern
SSR)
2) upper-thrust fault: see n10a description (#1)
3) northern- E-W to NE-SW-trending high-angle
faults: a) faults juxtapose D1 tectonites against Tr
and KJb , b) in W MzPzqv is abruptly truncated
against MzPzas, b) local gouge, alteration,
slickensides along trace, c) steep contact, d) mine
workings up to 500 ft below surface follow
mineralization in qtz veins and fault breccia which
dip 70-80° S (Beal et a!., 1964),
4) southern: intrusive contact (Sand Springs
pluton): see intrusive descriptions

n!Oa

J(?)c
J(?)s
J(?)cg

1) J(?)gd (2 intrusions)- Jurassic(?): a) overlain by KJb, b)
crosscuts J(?)s, J(?)cg, c) possibly syn-DI: foliated by Dl,
appears to be intruded parallel to S 1
2) CzMz hg- Mesozoic or Cenozoic: a) not foliated, b)
crosscut by Tr, c) crosscut by Cenozoic(?) high-angle faults
3) Tr (dikes and plutons)- Cenozoic: a) 2 dikes intrude along
Cenozoic(?) high angle fault (see 1:8000), b) crosscut KJb, c)
see n9 description (#3)

I) eastern- post-DI, pre-D2 fault: see n!Oc
description ( # 1)
2) western - Cenozoic intrusive rocks
3) northern- Qa
4) southern- unexposed (beneath KJb)

3) northern high-angle faultsCenozoic: a) faults crosscut Tr,
KJb b) qtz-alkali feldspar-calcite
gold-ore vein dated at 19.5 + 0.5
Ma (K-Aron feldspar; Garside et
a!. (1981) in John (1992)
4) Kg· Late Cretaceous (see
intrusive descriptions)
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n10b
(klippe
and US
50 exp)

MzPz as
MzPz c

1) Kg (2 small plutons, 1 only on 1:8000)- Late Cretaceous(?):
a) nearby and same mineralogy as dated Sand Springs pluton,
b) post-KJb: clearly intrudes KJb, c) post-01: not foliated;
contacts apparently sharply crosscut S 1
2) Tr (dikes and pluton)- Cenozoic: a) crosscut KJb, b)
crosscut 02 thrust at base, c) see n9 description (#3)

I) lower- thrust fault: a) crosscuts KJb - MzPzas,
MzPzas - MzPzc, and KJb - MzPzc contacts, b)
truncates MzCzc interbed in lower plate (on
I :8000), c) gouge zone and MzPzc breccia at fault
surface, d) different S I orientations on either side
of fault in several localities, e) subhorizontal fault
at base of klippen well exposed in 3 dimensions,
f) correlated to 02 faults throughout LuningFencemaker thrust belt which are welldocumented thrust faults
2) upper-pre-KJb angular unconformity (see n!Opost u/c description)
3) northern- unexposed fault below pre-KJb
unconformity: inferred from abrupt abrupt change
in S I attitude between nearby exposures in n I Oa
and n!Ob

1) lower thrust fault- a)
Jurassic(?) or younger: crosscuts
KJb, b) pre-Late Cretaceous: does
not crosscut topographically
higher Kg to S, c) syn-02: folded
into map-scale 02 folds and
crosscuts tighter 02 folds well
documented in klippen d) pre-03:
folded by map-scale 03 folds (E.
klippe)
3) northern unexposed faultpredates Jurassic(?) angular
unconformity: unfaulted KJb
covers exposures between n I Oa
and b

\0
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nlOc

MzPz as

1) Tr (dikes)- Cenozoic: a) crosscut D1 fault, S1, b) see n9
description (#3)

1) western- moderately E- dipping fault: a)
truncates subvertical SO in MzPzas klippe (well
constrained to be subhorizontal), b) juxtaposes 2
D1 structural domains (in n10c 11 are steeply
plunging; in 1Oa, 11 are subhorizontal), c) rei low
angle fault apparently truncates subvertical SO
near S. boundary, d) low angle: overall poorly
exposed contact has irregular trace: N and S of
J(?)gd fault bends eastward up large ravine (note
11 in J(?)gd are subhorizontal so J(?)gd must be in
n10a), e) low angle: exposed as klippe and
window, f) higher-angle dip in 2 large ravines S.
of J(?)gd: contact relatively straight and wellconstrained (locally folded by 03 or 04?)
2) southern· unexposed 01 fault below KJb: see
n1 Oa description (#3)
3) upper· low-angle fault: a) truncates Tb, Tap,
and Tr against MzPzas and KJb, b) contact is
subhorizontal, c) compaction foliations in upper
plate dip more steeply than subhorizontal contact
4) eastern window· folded low-angle fault (same
as fault #1 above): a) nearest SO dips shallowly,
at apparently high angle to fault, b) fault folded
into an antiform: unusual exposure of KJb to W
must be in adjacent synform; synformal dips of SO
produced by folding of subhorizontal fault above
previously steeply dipping SO; presence of littlestrained J(?)cg can be explained as same nappe as
n10a toW.

I) western E-dlpplng fault- a)
Jurassic(?): overlain by KJb, b)
crorscuts J(?)cg, c) post-01, pre02: crosscut by KJb, juxtaposes
01 structural domains (n10a vs
nlOc)
3) upper low-angle fault·
Cenozoic: a) crosscuts Tr, Tb, and
Tamph

n10postu/c

KJb

1) Kg (1 small pluton in W. klippe, pegmatite body S. of
n!Oa mapped on 1:8000)· Late Cretaceous: a) post-Jurassic(?):
clearly intrudes KJb, b) see n9, nl descriptions
2) Tr (dikes, some only on I :8000)- Cenozoic: see n9
description (#3)
[all other Cretaceous, Tertiary intrusions described in the
nappes they intrude)

1) lower· angular unconformity-a) KJb not
deformed by Dl, b) subhorizontal unconformity
and KJb is above steeply dipping S1, c) vesicular
basal KJb layer is continuous, d) SO in KJb
parallels unconformity, e) contact dips moderately
southward, unlike D1 faults, f) small limestone
conglomerate body at contact in W klippe may be
erosional channel in unconformity surface
2) upper· not exposed (structurally highest pre·
Cretaceous unit in SSR)

I) basal angular unconformityJurassic(?): a) overlies J(?)c, b)
older than KJb, c) post- 01:
overlies 01 tectonites, d) pre-02:
folded in map-scale 02 folds,
crosscut by 02 thrust

.......
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I) so: a) depositional contacts between
MzPzc, MzPzac, MzPzas, and MzPzs,
b) SO within MzPzas
2) Sla: penetrative foliation within
MzPzc, MzPzac, MzPzas, and MzPzs
2) 11 a: a) andalusite long axes, b)
elongate volcanic clasts in
conglomerate interbeds in MzPzac,
MzPzas define stretching lineation, c)
SO-S I intersection lineations in
MzPzas, d) mesoscopic 0! fold axes,
e) rare long axes of boudins of quartz
veins
3) Sl b: crenulation cleavage (folding
S Ia) in MzPzas (reoriented by mapscale 02 fold)

I) Dla: a) map-scale folds defined by
isoclinal bends of MzPzc - MzPzac
contact (in Red Ant Canyon, shown on
I :8000), MzPzas - MzPzc contacts (2
folds), b) mesoscopic folds: isoclinal folds
within calcite segregations within MzPzc
(best exposed I km E of Red Ant Mine),
folds in MzPzas
2) Dl b: a) mesoscopic chevron folds in
MzPzas and MzPzc- fold S!a and
corrugate mesoscopic O!a folds in MzPzc
(I km E of Red Ant Mine)
3) D 2: a) abundant map-scale folds
defined by changes in S I strike, bends in
depositional contacts: refold both limbs of
01 map-scale fold (I km E of Red Ant
Mine), folds reorientS lb and attenuate
short limb (0.5 lcm SE of Red Ant Mine),
b) mesoscopic folds defined by bends in
S I in MzPzc, MzPzas

very high- mesoscopic 01
fold axes and SO-S I
intersection lineations
cluster around II stretching
lineations (reoriented only
slightly (at least relative to
each other) by 0 I b, 02).
Some scatter attributed to
abundance of data
measured in marble
(MzPzc)

am phlbollte and
greenschist:
a) felsic igneous or
volcanogenic
protolith- 3 samples
contain amphibolite
facies assemblages, 5
samples contain
greenschist facies
assemblages, b)
carbonate- I sample
contains an
amphibolite facies
assemblage, c)
organic-rich shale- 5
samples contain
greenschist facies
assemblages

I) FA I: steeply plunging
FA2: steeply plunging
2) 2 syn-01 quartz vein
localities sampled (Caren
Chaika senior thesis), I
post-Kg quartz vein
sampled (Red Ant Mine)
and fluid inclusions
analyzed
3) large Kg veins
mapped at I :8000 trend
NW on both limbs of 02
fold, implying post-02
emplacement

n2a

I) SO: a) depositional contacts between
MzPzha, MzPzhc, b) rare SO in
MzPzha, MzPzhc
2) Sl: pervasive in MzPzhc and
MzPzha
3) 11: a) abundant elongate volcanic
clasts define stretching lineations, b)
hornblende, biotite clot lineations, c)
rare mesoscopic 01 fold axes, d) rare
SO-S I intersection lineations [check],
e) rare long axes of boudins in quartz
veins

I) D 1: a) map-scale folds defined by
bends in MzPzhc and MzPzha contacts, b)
rare mesoscopic folds
2) D 2: map-scale folds defined by
changes in S I strike, bends in depositional
contacts

very high- a) mesoscopic
0 I fold axes and SO-S I
intersection lineations
cluster around 11
stretching lineations, b)
highly stretched volcanic
clasts

amphibolite (almost
exclusively) : a)
mafic igneous or
volcanogenic
protolith- 13 samples
are amphibolite
facies, 1 sample is
greenschist facies, b)
carbonate protolith- 1
sample is amphibolite
facies

1) FA!: steeply plunging
FA2: steeply plunging
2) Late Cretaceous ArAr date from hornblende
in MzPzhc 0.5 from Kg
contact
3) 3 syn-01 quartz vein
localities sampled (Caren
Chaika senior thesis)
4) mesocopic Kg vein
orientations measured at
1 locality: orientations
are not related to 01,
02, or 03

'f.

n2b

l) SO: SO within MzPzas
2) S1a: pervasive within MzPzas,
MzPzc
3) Ita: SO-S l intersection lineations
4) S1 b: crenulation cleavage at l
locality (hill, 6952 ft elevation)
5) llb: andalusite long axis lineation
at l locality (hill, 6952 ft elevation)

D 1: partial hinges of mesoscopic folds

little data [need to separate
data from n l, n2a on nets)

greenschist or
amphlboffle: l
organic-rich shale
protolith sample
contains greenschist
facies minerals

small fault block

n3a

l) SO: a) depositional contact between
MzPzac and MzPzas, b) within MzPzas
2) S1a: pervasive within MzPzas,
MzPzac
3) Ita: a) SO-S l intersection lineations,
b) mesoscopic fold axes, c) elongate
volcanic clasts within conglomerate
interbeds define stretching lineation, d)
andalusite long axes
4) S1 b: crenulation cleavage
5) 11 b: andalusite long axes

l) D1a: a) map-scale folds defined by
bends in MzPzas - MzPzac contact, b)
common mesoscopic folds defined by SO
in MzPzas and MzPzac, isoclinal bends of
qtz stringers
2) D1b: mesoscopic chevron folds of Sla
3) 02: a) map-scale folds defined by
changes in S I orientation [not plotted on
nets]

very high- SO-Sl
intersection lineations are
tightly clustered and
parallel to II stretching
lineations

mainly greenschist:
a) organic-rich shale
protolith- 2 samples
are greenschist facies,
l sample is
amphibolite facies, b)
felsic volcanogenic
protoliths- 2 samples
are greenschist facies,
I sample is
amphibolite facies
[amphibolite facies
samples contain
garnet]

l) fluid inclusions
analyzed in syn-D l
quartz veins from 2
localities
2) several orientations of
andalusite lineations
measured, possibly
record D 1c, D l d events

n3b

I) SO: depositional contacts between
TRc, TRcg, and TRa
2) Sl: pervasive within TRc, TRcg,
TRa, JTRqp, and JTRfqp
3) 11: elongate volcanic clasts in TRcg
define stretching lineation

1) D1a: isoclinal map-scale folds defined
by bends in TRc - TRcg contacts
2) D1b: rare folds in TRc in head of
Lucky Boy Canyon
3) D 2: map-scale folds defined by
changes in S l strike and bends in
depositional contacts; 1 D2 fold has
attenuated short limb (S of Red Ant Mine
in Red Ant Canyon)

highly stretched volcanic
clasts in TRcg

greenschist: felsic
igneous and
volcanogenic
protoliths- 7 samples
are greenschist facies

stratigraphic facing of
section of TRa, TRc, and
TRcg is known

n4

l) SO: depositional contact between
TRcg and TRc (on 1:8000)
2) S1: pervasive within TRcg, TRc
3) 11: elongate volcanic clasts in TRcg
define stretching lineation

D2: l map-scale fold defined by change
in l strike

stretched volcanic clasts in
TRcg similar elongation to
those in n3b

greenschlst(1): no
thin sections
examined

small fault block

S1: 5 measurements from MzPzas

none recognized

no strain markers
recognized

greenschlst(1): no
thin-sections
examined

small fault block

n5
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I) SO: a) depositional contacts between
TRc - TRee, TRc - TRcg, TRcg - TRa
(on 1:8000), b) SO within TRee, TRc,
TRa
2) Sl: a) pervasive foliation in TRcg,
TRa, JTRqp, JTRqpb (on 1:8000), and
JTRfqp, b) locally penetrative but not
pervasive throughout outcrop area in
TRc, TRee
3) 11: a) SO - S I intersections in TRc,
TRee, TRa, b) mesoscopic 01 fold
axes in TRc, TRee, c) abundant
elongate clasts in TRcg, JTRqpb,
JTRfqp define stretching lineation
4) Sl b?: local, spaced fracture
cleavage may be S lb [see notes: none
plotted on nets]

n6a

I) Dl: a) I large map-scale hinge area
defined by: SO and S I consistently at
high angles through most of nappe, bends
in 0 I fault separating n6b from n6a, b)
mesocopic folds in TRc and TRee
2) D 2: several map-scale folds welldefined by changes in S I strike and by
bends in JTRqp contacts,
3) D3: mesoscopic folds in TRc, TRee

very high- a) 01 fold axes
and SO-S I intersections
cluster tightly around locus
of abundant II stretching
lineations (slight scatter of
all II lineations attributable
to reorientation by 02, b)
highly stretched volcanic
clasts in TRcg

greenschist: a) felsic
igneous and
volcanogenic
protoliths: 5 samples
are greenschist facies,
b) carbonate
protolith: I sample is
greenschist facies

I) zircon for U-Pb dating
separated from an E
exposure of JTRqp
2) late early Norian
ammonite recovered
from E exposure of TRc

n6b

I) SO: a) commonly preserved within
MzPzvs
2) Sl: pervasive in MzPzvs in
northern 2/3 of nappe, locally present
in southern end
3) 11: a) SO - S 1 intersections, b)
streched clasts in conglomeratic
interbeds

D 2: 1 - 2 km-wavelength fold defined by
changes in S I strike in n6b and in
adjacent nappes [could plot on nets]

very high- a) data from
NW limb of 02 fold [at
present labeled upper
thrust sheet, central
portion] show tight cluster
of SO-S I intersections of
same orientation as II
stretching lineations, b)
highly stretched clasts

greenschist(?): mafic
volcanogenic
protolith: 4 samples
are greenschist facies,
3 are greenschist(?)
facies due to
presence of
pleochroic amphibole
of unknown
composition

1) 2 MzPzvs sandstone
samples point-counted
2) 200 ft of offset on SE
high-angle fault
calculated from positions
of displaced Tt contact,
assuming basal lowangle fault dips 10° W

n6c

1) SO: a) depositional contacts between
MzPzc and MzPzcs and MzPzsl, b)
rare SO within MzPzsl
2) Sl: pervasive within MzPzsl ,
MzPzcs; common yet sporadic within
MzPzc
3) 11: a) sparse actinolite lineations in
MzPzcs, b) rare stretched limestone
clasts in MzPzcs, MzPzc

I) Dl: mesoscopic 01 fold in carbonate
interbed in MzPzsl
2) D2: 1 - 2 km-wavelength fold defined
by changes in S 1 strike in n6c and in
adjacent nappes [should plot on nets]
3} D3: rare mesoscopic fold in MzPzsl

not estimated

greenschist: a) felsic
igneous and
volcanogenic: 3
samples are
greenschist facies, b)
mafic igneous
protolith: 1 sample is
greenschist facies

I) 1 southern exposure
surrounded by Tr
included in n6c
2) 1 exposure south of
n6d which primarily
consists of intrusive
MzPzf is tentatively
assigned to this nappe
2) Late Cretaceous ArAr date from actinolite
in MzPzcs near W
rangefront

...
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n6d

l) SO: a) depositional contacts between
TR(?)ct and TR(?)qt, b) rare SO within
TR(?)ct, sparse SO within TR(?)qt
2) S 1: pervasive within both units
3) 11: a) SO-S l intersections in
TR(?)qt, b) sparse stretched limestone
clasts in TR(?)ct, c) elongate volcanic
clasts in TR(?)qt define stretching
lineation

l) 01: map-scale folds defined by bends
in TR(?)ct - TR(?)qt contacts, SO-S l
intersections
2) 0 2: a) map-scale folds defined by
changes in S l strike, bends in depositional
contacts in extreme E. end where mapscale D l fold is refolded, b) mesoscopic
fold in TR(?)ct
3) 03 ?: possible map-scale folds defined
by changes in dip of S l; but hinge areas
and well-documented bends in SO not
observed

not estimated

greenschist(?): no
thin-sections
examined

2 localities in TR(?)ct
contain possible
megalodontid fossils of
Triassic age

n6e

S1: common fracture cleavage in
MzPzav

01: 2 bounding faults folded in map-scale
isoclines; S l is consistent in orientation
throughout nappe and is allowably axialplanar to fold

not estimated

greenschist(?): no
thin-sections
examined

l) small fault block
2) Banaszak ( 1969)
mapped MzPzav in n6e
as KJb

n6f

l) S1: pervasive within TR(?)qt
2) 11: rare elongate clasts define
stretching lineation [check
composition]

01: N. bounding fault folded in map-scale
isocline; S l in n6f is consistent in
orientation and is allowably axial-planar
to fold

not estimated

greenschist: l felsic
igneous protolith
sample contains
greenschist facies
assemblage

small fault block

n7a

l) SO: a) poorly exposed depositional
contacts between MzPzav - MzPzsg, b)
SO common within MzPzav, MzPzsg
2) S1: common, not pervasive in
MzPzav, MzPzsg; typically a fracture
cleavage
3) 11: stretching lineation defined by
long axes of volcanic, shale clasts in
MzPzav and MzPzsg

01: map-scale folds defined by bends in
MzPzav - MzPzsg contact; changes in SO
orientation within each unit support fold
interpretation.

not estimated

greenschist: l mafic
volcanogenic
sample contains a
greenschist facies
assemblage

small fault block

----------
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n7b

1) SO: a) depositional contacts between
each of MzPzvs 1 through MzPzvs 4, b)
common within MzPzvs 1 through
MzPzvs4
2) S1: pervasive in MzPzvs 1 - MzPzvs 4
3) 11: a) mesoscopic 01 fold axes, b)
abundant SO-S I intersections, c) long
axes of stretched volcanic and shale
clasts define stretching lineation

I) 01: a) map-scale folds defined by
bends in depositional contacts, SQ..S I
intersections, and facing direction
reversals, b) mesoscopic folds (several
well-exposed in MzPq on N. flank of
Scheelite Summit) 2) 02(?): possible NEtrending map-scale folds defined by
changes in dip of S I (see nets);
constructed fold axes are shallowplunging; hinges, bends in SO which
correspond to S I dip changes are not
observed
3) 03: I map-scale fold defined by
change in S I strike, bend in 0 I faults (
Scheelite Summit)

high- full girdle
distribution of mesoscopic
0 I fold axes and SO-S I
intersections within 2
primary orientations of 0 I
axial plane (2 limbs of
02(?) folds). II stretching
lineations are tightly
clustered within an
individual 02? limb
indicating that 02? has not
reoriented them relative to
other II measurements

greenschist: 6 mafic
igneous protolith
samples contain
greenschist facies
assemblages

I) 4 samples of MzPzvs
sandstone point-counted
2) stratigraphic facing of
MzPzvs 1 - MzPzvs 4
section is known
3) well exposed section
of MzPzvs2 in ravine on
N. flank of Scheelite
Summit
4) 02(?) fold axes are
low angle throughout n7;
as in n9 and niO, and
unlike nl - n6

n7c

I) SO: a) depositional contacts between
TR(?)c, TR(?)ct, and TR(?)qt, b)
within TR(?)ct and TR(?)qt
2) S 1: a) pervasive within TR(?)c,
TR(?)ct, TR(?)qt, and MzPzf, b) rare
fracture cleavage? [check] in JTRfop
3) 11: a) SQ..S I intersections in
TR(?)ct, b) stretching lineations
defined by long axes of carbonate
clasts in TR(?)ct and volcanic clasts in
TR(?)qt

I) 01: a) map-scale folds defined by
bends in contacts, especially TR(?)c TR(?)ct contacts, and bends in
northwestern 0 I fault. SQ..S I
intersections support fold locations, b)
mesoscopic folds in TR(?)ct
2) 0 2(?): NE-trending flexures defined by
changes in dip of S1 (see nets);
constructed fold axes are shallowplunging
3) 03: 1 map-scale fold defined by
change in S 1 strike, bend in 0 I faults (
Scheelite Summit)

hlgh(apparently)- [data
combined with n7b on 2
nets]

greenschist: a) 4
felsic igneous
protolith samples
contain greenschist
facies, b) 2 mafic
igneous protolith
samples are
greenschist facies, c)
I carbonate protolith
contains
greenschist(?) facies
minerals

I) stratigraphic facing of
TR(?}c, TR(?)ct, and
TR(?)qt section is known
2) TR(?)ct locally
contains rounded
limestone cobbles

1.0
00

n7d

I

I

I

1) SO: depositional contact between
MzPzav and MzPzc in Scheelite
Summit area, b) common within
MzPzc in southernmost SSR
2) Sla: locally pervasive in MzPzc but
obliterated in area roughly surrounding
the Nevada Scheelite pluton, common
in MzPzf, sparse in JTRfop, MzPzav
3) 11: a) mesoscopic 01 fold axes
(southernmost SSR), b) SO-S 1
intersections (southernmost SSR) , c)
rare stretching lineations in MzPzav
defined by long axes of volcanic clasts
4) Sl b: common fracture cleavage in
MzPzc in southernmost SSR

1) D 1: a) map-scale folds of JTRfop (1
km SW of Nevada Scheelite Camp), b)

map-scale folds (only on 1:500 sketch
map) of carbonate benches (SO in MzPzc)
in southernmost SSR, c) mesoscopic folds
in MzPzc
2) D 2: a) map-scale folds defined by
changes in S 1 strike and dip, bends in SO
(on 1: 500 map of southernmost SSR), b)
mesoscopic folds of S 1 in southernmost
SSR
3) D 3: a) map-scale folds defined by
changes in S 1 attitude, bends in SO (1 :500
map of southernmost SSR), b) mesoscopic
folds of S 1 in southernmost SSR

high- complete girdle
distribution of SO-S 1
intersections and
mesoscopic 01 fold axes
in average plane of S 1. 01
axial planes and S 1
attitudes have overall
consistent orientation
despite 02 and 03
deformation

greenschist: 7 mafic
igneous protolith
samples contain
greenschist facies
assemblages [possibly
1 or 2 more to S not
on map]

1) MzPzfop in n7d
interpreted to be
equivalent to KJb by
Banaszak (1969) and
Willden and Speed
(1974)
2) direct superposition
of 03 on 02 on 01
observable in MzPzc 1
km SW of Nevada
Scheelite Mine and
Camp

small fault block

n8

1) SO: rare within TR(?)qt
2) Sl: pervasive in TR(?)qt, not
observed in JTRfop
3) 11: a) rare SO-S1 intersections, b)
stretching lineation defined by long
axes of volcanic? clasts in TR(?)qt
[check notes for data]

-

not estimated

greenschist: 1 felsic
igneous protolith
sample contains
greenschist facies
assemblage

n9

1) SO: a) depositional contactsMzPzas-MzPzqv, MzPzas-MzPzc, b)
SO in MzPzas
2) Sl: pervasive in MzPzas, MzPzqv,
MzPzc, and JTRqp
3) 11: a) SO-S 1 intersection lineations
in MzPzas, b) andalusite long axes in
MzPzas, c) garnet lineation [check] in
JTRqp, d) stretching lineation defined
by elongate volcanic clasts in MzPzvc,
conglomerate interbeds in MzPzas

1) Dl: a) map-scale isocline defined by
MzPzas, MzPzvc, MzPzc contacts;
MzPzas SO-S 1 intersections in hinge, b)
mesoscopic folds of SO in MzPzas
2) D 2: map-scale folds defined by S 1 dip
reversals in MzPzas, well defined below
klippen [folds need to be constructed,
plotted on nets]

very high: a) SO-Sl
intersections are
subparallel to stretching
lineations in SW SSR, b)
large aspect ratios of
stretched quartz grains in
MzPzvc

Mesozoic rocks are best
mainly amphibolite:
a) felsic igneous or
exposed in western
volcanogenic protolith- portion of nappe
5 samples are
amphibolite facies, 2
are greenschist facies,
b) organic-rich shale pr to lith1 sample is
greenschist facies

.....
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n10a

1) SO: a) depositional contacts between
J(?)c, J(?)s, and J(?)cg, b) within J(?)cg
2) S1: a) sparse within J(?)c, J(?)s,
J(?)cg, b) in J(?)gd defined primarily
by mica orientation
3) 11: a) elongate chert clasts in J(?)cg
define stretching lineation, b) in J(?)gd
mineral lineation defined by elongate
biotite clots

I) D 1: entire nappe contains portion of
map-scale 01 hinge defined by fairly
consistent, near-orthogonal SO and S I
orientations
2) D 2: 3 map-scale folds defined by S 1
dip reversals
3) D 3: I map-scale fold defined by
changes in S 1 attitudes

little data: clasts are not as
stretched as in other
nappes, but are inferred to
be primary chert rather
than volcanic clasts as in
all other conglomerates

greenschist: a) 4
chert- and quartz-rich
protolith samples
contain greenschist
facies minerals, b) 1
sample of J(?)gd
contains greenschist
facies assemblage

n10b

1) SO: a) poorly exposed MzPzc MzPzas depositional contact in E
klippe, b) SO abundant within MzPzas
in US 50 exposure
2) S1: pervasive in MzPzc, MzPzas
3) S1 b: fracture cleavage and rare
crenu1ation cleavage (l locality) in
MzPzas (US 50 exposure)
4) 11 (US 50 exposure only): a)
abundant SO-S 1 intersection lineations
in MzPzas, b) andalusite long axes in
MzPzas, c) elongate volcanic clasts in
conglomerate interbeds define
stretching lineation

1) D1: mesoscopic folds of SO, qtz
stringers in US 50 exposure, rare
mesoscopic folds in MzPzc
2) D 2: a) mesoscopic folds of S I in US
50 exposure, E. klippe, b) map-scale folds
defined by changes in S 1attitudes, c) mapscale folds of thrust fault at base of
klippen
3) D3: a) mesoscopic folds of S1 in US
50 exp, E. klippe, b) map-scale folds
defined by changes of S 1 attitude in US
50 exposure, W. klippe, c) map-scale
folds of basal thrust fault

high: a) SO-S 1
intersections in girdle
distribution within 01
axial plane (US 50
exposure), b) large aspect
ratios of volcanic clasts
within MzCzas interbeds

greenschist: a) felsic
volcanogenic protolith2 samples are
greenschist facies, b)
organic-rich shale proto
2 samples are
greenschist facies

1) SO: SO within MzPzas
2) Sl: in MzPzas
3) 11: SO-S 1 intersection

1) D 1: entire nappe contains portion of
map-scale 01 hinge defined by consistent,
near-orthogonal SO and S 1 orientations
2) D2: 2 map-scale folds defined by S1
dip reversals (producing distribution of
total S 1 data on nets)
3) D3 or D4: broad NNW-trending folds
defined by changes in S 1, SO orientation

high: most SO-S1
intersections in girdle
distribution within area
approximating the 01 axial
plane on the NW-dipping
limbs of 02 folds;
reoriention of 01 by 03 or
D4 is insignificant (see S 1
on nets)

greenschist(?): 1
organic-rich shale
protolith sample
contains a greenschist
facies assemblage

n10c

-----

---

1) subhorizontal mineral
lineations in J(?)gd
requires J(?)gd be part of
n10a; fault relations are
allowable, contact with
western bounding fault
not well exposed, 2)
location of bivalve
fragments collected by
N.J. Silberling in J(?)c
not known
3) finger-like N. contact
of J(?)gd into J(?)s
indicates J(?)gd is an
intrusive
l) US 50 exposure and
klippen are separated by
Cenozoic high-angle
faults of inferred small
itllisplacement
2) zircon separate from
E. small Kg intrusion
will provide U-Pb date

I
I

E-dipping fault ( W.
boundary) could be only
exposed pre-02, post-01
structure in range
(responsible for
juxtapostion of D 1
structural domains and
reorienting S 1 before
02)
--

--

---

tv
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n!Opost-u/c
(I<Jb)

!) SO: a) KJb basal contact well
exposed, relatively planar , b) floworiented fs, compacted vesicles in
rarely exposed vesicular basal layer (2
localities measured), c) 3-D geometry
observable in US 50 exposure, d) no
stratification yet found above base
2) no fabric besides SO within KJb

!) 02: map-scale folds of basal
unconformity in klippen, US 50 exposure
2) D 3: several bends in basal contact
correspond to D3 folds in underlying units
(1 example in US 50 exposure)

not deformed by D 1: a)
no penetrative deformation,
b) spherical amygdules and
vesicles are undeformed, c)
relatively
unmetamorphosed, d)
crosscuts D 1(?) fault

not metamorphosed:
chlorite, and calcite
in vugs are not
indicative of regional
metamorphism; no
zeolite minerals;
olivine only slightly
altered

1) KJb was extruded
pre-D2, postunconformity
2) top of KJb not
exposed in SSR
3) KJb is only exposed
in n10
4) KJb is exposed on
both sides of prominent
E-W-trending Cenozoic
fault
5) D2 Folds of
unconformity surface are
not as tight as D2 folds
in overlying n!Ob

N

0

1-'
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Ar/39Ar DATA FOR SSR 82088-2 AND SSR 92989-2

A) SSR 82088-3 (hornblende in n2a):

~~~-;:"1''!''~,,< <
Dec~

500

0.66954 ±
0.00034

.02486 ±
.00002

0.00163 ±
0.00002

.02248 ±
.00003

.00187
±.0002

0.01694

0.00001

600

.44035 ±
0.00014

.04915 ±
.00002

.00125 ±
0.00001

.004425 ±
.00002

.00096 ±
.00001

0.03338

0.00001

700

.87692 ±
.00020

.06223 ±
.00002

.00167 ±
.00001

.11523 ±
.00004

.00196 ±
.00002

.08704

.00001

750

.58912 ±
.00017

.07862 ±
.00008

.00165 ±
.00001

.10965 ±
.00007

.00064 ±
.00001

.08289

.00002

800

.47375 ±
.00043

.07111 ±
.00004

.00162 ±
.00007

.07559 ±
.00009

.00032 ±
.00003

.05721

.00001

850

.88132

.13931

.00520

.20969

.00053

.15884

.00003

900

1.79825 ±
.00090

.27814 ±
.00008

.02826 ±
.00003

.64141 ±
.00030

.00088 ±
.00002

.48634

.00006

925

3.97367 ±
.00089

.60692 ±
.00025

.08733 ±
.00005

1.40951 ±
.00077

.00136 ±
.00002

1.07016

.00013

950

8.41930 ±
.00315

1.28373 ±
.00033

.20322 ±
.00003

3.01901 ±
.00067

.00264 ±
.00002

2.29478

.00027

975

7.87405 ±
.00844

1.21435 ±
.00101

.19994 ±
.00014

2.76532 ±
.00173

.00217 ±
.00003

2.10435

.00025

1000

1.57041 ±
.00032

.23600 ±
.00011

.03658 ±
.00003

.55304 ±
.00041

.00054 ±
.00002

.42125

.00005

1025

1.13896 ±
.00156

.16848 ±
.00017

.02635 ±
.00005

.43276 ±
.00035

.00050 ±
.00002

.32996

.00004

1050

2.04923 ±
.00150

.30752 ±
.00015

.04970 ±
.00003

.83711 ±
.00032

.00079 ±
.00001

.63920

.00006

1100

5.11319 ±
.00176

.78334 ±
.00026

.13182 ±
.00006

1.98273 ±
.00077

.00150 ±
.00002

1.51543

.00016

1150

.47595 ±
.00010

.06670 ±
.00004

.01124 ±
.00001

.19802 ±
.00010

.00029 ±
.00001

.15151

.00001

1200

.15102 ±
.00006

.01768 ±
.00002

.00295 ±
.00001

.04765 ±
.00003

.00021 ±
.00003

.03650

0.00000

1250

.24471 ±
.00005

.03051 ±
.00001

.00512 ±
.00002

.08169 ±
.00003

.00022 ±
.00002

.06264

.00001

1450

.55206 ±
.00049

.03305 ±
.00003

.00542 ±
.00002

.08902 ±
.00005

.00103 ±
.00002

.06832

.00001
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500

.00001

.00032

.00028

.00001

.03941

.00000

.00003

.00000

.00097

600

.00001

.00064

.00056

.00002

.07762

.00000

.00005

.00000

.00044

700

.00001

.00081

.00070

.00005

.20226

.00001

.00013

.00000

.00052

750

.00002

.00102

.00089

.00005

.19252

.00001

.00013

.00000

.00052

800

.00002

.00092

.00081

.00004

.13278

.00000

.00009

.00000

.00064

850

.00003

.00181

.00158

.00010

.36850

.00001

.00025

.00000

.00330

900

.00006

.00361

.00315

.00030

1.12769

.00004

.00075

.00000

.02451

925

.00014

.00787

.00687

.00065

2.47953

.00009

.00165

.00000

.07924

950

.00030

.01665

.01453

.00140

5.31349

.00019

.00354

.00001

.18616

975

.00028

.01575

.01375

.00129

4.86939

.00018

.00324

.00001

.18386

1000

.00006

.00306

.00267

.00026

.97423

.00004

.00065

.00000

.03344

1025

.00004

.00218

.00191

.00020

.76267

.00003

.00051

.00000

.02408

1050

.00007

.00399

.00348

.00039

1.47624

.00005

.00098

.00000

.04559

1100

.00018

.01016

.00887

.00092

3.49797

.00013

.00233

.00001

.12144

1150

.00002

.00086

.00075

.00009

.34951

.00001

.00023

.00000

.01033

1200

.00000

.00023

.00020

.00002

.08414

.00000

.00006

.00000

.00268

1250

.00001

.00040

.00035

.00004

.14432

.00001

.00010

.00000

.00468

1450

.00001

.00043

.00037

.00004

.15733

.00001

.00010

.00000

.00481
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500

.00186

.00033

.54899

.27516

.00581

.63

600

.00094

.00017

.27840

.07991

.00394

.63

700

.()1)191

.00034

.56393

.08071

.00603

.31

750

.00059

.00010

.17395

.03636

.00633

.41

800

.00029

.00005

.08508

.12412

.00655

.53

850

.00043

.00008

.12764

.02164

.00649

.38

900

.00058

.00010

.17093

.01699

.00702

.25

925

.00070

.00012

.20584

.00903

.00745

.24

950

.00123

.00022

.36322

.00475

.00754

.24

975

.00087

.00015

.25832

.00599

.00753

.25

1000

.00028

.00005

.08349

.02689

.00757

.24

1025

.00029

.00005

.08709

.02876

.00750

.22

1050

.00040

.00007

.11882

.00659

.00754

.21

1150

.00020

.00004

.05880

.03655

.00752

.19

1200

.00018

.00003

.05409

.52135

.00658

.21

1250

.00018

.00003

.05446

.17644

.00749

.21

205
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500

.12026

.02484

4.841

18.0

.5

66.17 ± 3.70

600

.16140

.04911

3.286

36.7

.9

45.19 ± 1.09

700

.31229

.06211

5.028

35.6

1.1

68.69 ± 1.09

750

.41428

.07851

5.277

70.3

1.4

72.01 ±.52

800

.38786

.07103

5.460

81.9

1.3

74.47 ± 1.67

850

.75210

.13910

5.407

85.3

2.6

73.75 ± .34

900

1.62417

.27745

5.864

90.3

5.1

79.72 ± .30

925

3.76096

.60539

6.212

94.6

11.1

84.49 ± .24

950

8.04155

1.28046

6.280

95.5

23.5

85.39 ± .23

975

7.60197

1.21136

6.276

96.5

22.3

85.33 ± .23

1000

1.48425

.23540

6.305

94.5

4.3

85.72 ± .41

1025

1.04997

.16800

6.250

92.2

3.1

84.98 ± .43

1050

1.92692

.30660

6.285

94.0

5.6

85.45 ± .23

1100

4.93455

.78117

6.317

96.5

14.4

85.87 ± .23

1150

.41639

.06648

6.264

87.5

1.2

85.17 ± .53

1200

.09674

.01763

5.486

64.1

.3

74.81 ± 6.97

1250

.18990

.03042

6.243

77.6

.6

84.89 ± 2.35

1450

.26071

.03295

7.911

47.2

.6

!06.92 ± 1.83

Total
Gas

6.167

Addititonal information:
1) data acquired in laboratory of L. Snee, USGS, Denver on 3/24/90
1) Ar40/35 measured atmosphere = 299.5
2) sample weight = 252.4 mg
3) J-value and its error= .007718, 25%
4) mineralogy of sample described in Appendix I
5) sample location plotted on Plate 3

83.88 ± .33
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B) SSR 92989-2 (actinolite in n6c):

500

.40667 ±
.00076

.00778 ±
.00002

.00056 ±
.00001

.00071 ±
.00002

.00133 ±
.00001

.01826

..

600

.28944 ±
.00044

.05085 ±
.00014

.00131 ±
.00001

.00235 ±
.00002

.00070 ±
.0000'

.05994

.00006

750

1.07191 ±
.00435

.17541 ±
.00054

.00435 ±
.00003

.01904 ±
.00008

.00079 ±
.00002

.48687

.00021

800

.86442 ±
.00214

.13993 ±
.00065

.00352 ±
.00002

.01336 ±
.00005

.00052 ±
.00003

.34173

.00017

850

.71707 ±
.00286

.11604 ±
.00034

.00316 ±
.00002

.01042 ±
.00005

.00048 ±
.00002

.26669

.00014

900

1.23324 ±
.00431

.18952 ±
.00047

.00564 ±
.00003

.01651 ±
.00006

.00089 ±
.00001

.42281

.00023

950

1.62774 ±
.01373

.26451 ±
.00169

.01207 ±
.00007

.03300 ±
.00024

.00099 ±
.00002

.84517

.00032

1000

2.37613 ±
.00689

.38565 ±
.00086

.03527 ±
.00010

.11989 ±
.00038

.00200 ±
.00001

3.07286

.00047

1025

1.69032 ±
.01102

.27826 ±
.00085

.02138 ±
.00008

.07530 ±
.00027

.00123 ±
.00003

1.93082

.00034

1050

.65292 ±
.00205

.10854 ±
.00041

.00713 ±
.00002

.02545 ±
.00010

.00043 ±
.00001

.65283

.00013

1075

.20889 ±
.00059

.03067 ±
.00011

.00294 ±
.00003

.01433 ±
.00005

.00024 ±
.00002

.37165

.00004

1100

.14171±
.00023

.01889 ±
.00004

.00222 ±
.00002

.01108 ±
.00004

.00024 ±
.00004

.28754

.00002

1150

.29118 ±
.00134

.04185 ±
.00010

.00509 ±
.00006

.02527 ±
.00013

.00033 ±
.00002

.65617

.00005

1250

.10862 ±
.00047

.00919 ±
.00004

.00104 ±
.00002

.00487 ±
.00003

.00017 ±
.00003

.12647

.00001

--~~~~t t<<l··~~~~~

.00001
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500

.00000

.0010

.0007

.0001

.01897

.00000

.00001

.00000

.00023

600

.00001

.00066

.00048

.00002

.06228

.00000

.00004

.00000

.00052

700

.OOC05

.00383

.00279

.00060

2.23086

.00007

.00152

.00000

.00323

750

.00003

.00228

.00167

.00014

.50588

.00002

.00035

.00000

.00194

800

.00002

.00182

.00133

.. 00010

.35506

.00001

.00024

.00000

.00161

850

.00002

.00151

.00110

.00008

.27710

.00001

.00019

.00000

.00157

900

.00003

.00246

.00180

.00012

.43929

.00001

.00030

.00000

.00302

950

.00004

.00344

.00251

.00024

.87812

.00003

.00060

.00000

.00847

1000

.00006

.00500

.00365

.00087

3.19269

.00010

.00218

.00001

.02998

1025

.00005

.00361

.. 00263

.00054

2.00607

.00006

.00137

.00001

.01759

1050

.00002

.00141

.00103

.00018

.67826

.00002

.00046

.00000

.00565

1075

.00000

.00040

.00029

.00010

.38598

.00001

.00026

.00000

.00250

1100

.00000

.00024

.00018

.00008

.29862

.00001

.00020

.00000

.00194

1150

.00001

.00054

.00039

.00018

.68144

.00002

.00046

.00000

.00450

1250

.00000

.00012

.00009

.00004

.13134

.00000

.00009

.00000

.00090

208

500

.00132

.00023

.39052

.22738

.00248

.41

600

.00068

.00012

.20150

.07205

.00206

.82

700

.00240

.00042

.70776

.00312

.00499

.13

750

.00066

.00012

.19355

.02632

.00600

.35

800

.00042

.00007

.12463

.07297

.00634

.39

850

.00040

.00007

.11894

.04933

.00618

.42

900

.00077

.00014

.22748

.00736

.00636

.43

950

.00075

.00013

.22086

.00985

.00638

.30

1000

.00113

.00020

.33291

.00464

.00637

.12

1025

.00068

.00012

.20108

.00402

.00643

.14

1050

.00024

.00004

.07153

.03856

.00644

.16

1075

.00014

.00002

.04080

.18870

.00661

.08

1100

.00016

.00003

.04596

.66866

.00613

.06

1150

.00015

.00003

.04296 .

.13679

.00718

.06

1250

.00013

.00002

03865

.95670

.00920

.07

209

500

.01608

.00777

2.068

4.0

.4

30.31±3.31

600

.08745

.05087

1.719

30.2

2.4

25.23±1.05

700

1.22353

.29412

4.160

63.3

14.0

60.45±.16

750

.87669

.17528

5.002

81.8

8.3

72.44±.41

800

.73846

.13986

5.280

85.4

6.6

76.39±1.05

850

.59702

.11599

5.147

83.3

5.5

74.50±.72

900

1.00396

.18945

5.299

81.4

9.0

76066±.21

950

1.40436

.26423

5.315

86.3

12.5

76.88±.23

1000

2.03958

.38394

5.312

85.8

18.2

76.85±.21

1025

1.48660

.27723

5.362

87.9

13.2

77.55±.21

1050

.58036

.10821

5.363

88.9

5.1

77.57±.58

1075

.16781

.03044

5.512

80.3

1.4

79.67±2.68

1100

.09556

.01871

5.107

67.4

.9

93.94±9.49

1150

.24782

.04143

5.981

85.1

2.0

86.29±1.94

1250

.06988

.00912

7.666

64.3

4

109.88±13.31

Total
Gas

5.048

Additional information:
1) data reduced in laboratory of L. Snee, USGS, Denver on 11/13/90
2) Ar40/36 measured atmosphere= 298.9
3) sample weight = 330 mg
4) J-value and its error= .008192, .25%
5) mineralogy of sample described in Appendix I
6) sample location plotted on Plate 3

73.10±.55

